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It is with great pleasure that I present our 2014 product catalogue, now expanded to over 100 pages!

                                                                                                                                                     

Looking back over previous catalogues, I note with pride and gratification that this is by far our largest and 
most professional edition yet. I hope you enjoy it.
 
Double-Alpha is a company that firmly believes in moving forward through innovation and development 
of new products. Being as good as we were last year is never our goal and is simply not good enough. We 
pride ourselves on offering the best range of IPSC products available and the best possible customer ser-
vice along with it. If you are already a customer, I hope you have found this to be so.
 
This attitude governs all aspects of our business, from product design and production through marketing 
tools to web development. Perhaps you have noticed the progress this year in our online presence, with a 
new look and feel to our website and the extra tools and options it provides. We continue work on this, and 
will be introducing additional improvements in the coming months.
 
We are so proud to finally feature the SHOTMAXX timer on our front cover! This timer has been in develop-
ment for two years and we are thrilled that the product and its accessories are now in full production and 
shipping worldwide. We are confident that this timer will revolutionize the use of timers in our sport. You 
can read all about it in the first pages of this catalogue. 
The Mr.Bulletfeeder by DAA continues to be a main product line and this year it has been expanded to in-
clude its little brother, the Mini Mr.Bulletfeeder by DAA. A simpler and cheaper version, the Mini allows for 
faster and easier reloading at a fraction of the cost. It is shipping now in all pistol calibers. 
The all new PDR PRO holster offers exceptional merging of the practical/tactical Kydex closed-body holster 
with the versatility and adjustability of a ball joint competition style belt hanger. This holster is sure to grab 
the attention of many Production division shooters and all those who prefer the security of a closed-body 
Kydex holster. See more on page 20.
 
Thank you for choosing Double-Alpha, and for allowing us to be a part of your sport-shooting success.
 
On behalf of the Double-Alpha Team, I wish you all excellent shooting!

Welcome to Double-Alpha Academy

                                           

DOUBLE-ALPHA ACADEMY
SINCE 2002

info@action-shop.gr +306975223937 &+302373043027
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Introducing
SHOTMAXX
Double-Alpha Academy is extremely proud to introduce our new revolutionary SHOTMAXX tim-

er. After two long years of development by a group of talented and dedicated professionals, we 

have achieved every goal set for this incredible device.

Simply put, the SHOTMAXX is a shot timer unlike any you’ve ever seen!

Our SHOTMAXX is a wristwatch. Not a big, bulky, computer-style diving device, but rather a sleek, 

modern and highly sophisticated sports watch, weighing in at just 60 g. It is light and small enough 

to be worn while shooting, without any chance of interference or distraction. 

From the get-go we wanted to use the best quality watch housing on the market, and eventually 

were able to team up with the German makers of the housing used by Texas Instruments for their 

EZ430-Chrono. This housing offers the perfect size, shape and mechanical quality we sought. In 

this housing and with careful attention to dust and humidity proofing, the SHOTMAXX can be 

used in all weather conditions without fear of damage.

SHOTMAXXSHOTMAXXSHOTMAXXSHOTMAXX
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SHOTMAXX Shot Timer   

The SHOTMAXX timer by Double-Alpha is a new revolutionary shot timer, for both shooters 
and range o翿� cers. It has long been our goal to make a shot timer small and light enough to 
be worn like a watch. A step in the right direction was achieved back in 2006, when, together 
with CED, we introduced the CED7000. The technology available at that time did not allow for 
going smaller. At least, not at a price we could pay.

But, as time progressed, technology and microelectronics progressed as well. Prices came 
down and different options opened up. In August 2011 Double-Alpha Academy began the 
development phase of the SHOTMAXX. It has been a long and challenging journey, but we 
believe the final product has made it all worthwhile.

SHOTMAXX is a shot timer unlike any that came before. It is a lightweight and compact sports 
watch, elegant and non-intrusive, and at just 60 grams (2.1 oz.) certainly comfortable enough 
to wear on your wrist while shooting. No longer will you need to look down to your belt or 
have your timer bounce around on your belt or neck as you RO or practice. Never again will 
you have to put your shot timer down, only to forget or lose it on the range. The SHOTMAXX 
remains securely on your wrist throughout your entire session.

All other shot timers are sound activated only in a relatively simple fashion. They detect a loud noise, and if it passes a certain threshold, 
identify it as a shot and show its time. This level of simplicity can lead to erroneous readings, as other loud sounds in the environment can 
accidentally be picked up, especially when you increase the timer sensitivity. Clapping, shouting or even loud talking can be recorded 
on the timer.

This is certainly not the case with the SHOTMAXX. The SHOTMAXX runs a sophisticated shot detection algorithm far more advanced than 
anything else out there. It analyzes the wave form of the sound and decides if it follows the well-recognized form of a shot sound pattern. 
If so and the threshold is met (there are 10 levels of digital sensitivity adjustment in the SHOTMAXX), the shot is recorded. The SHOTMAXX 
therefore operates as a normal sound activated timer, only more effectively and more reliably. Its new high-tech internal microphone 
offers a far wider range than ever before.

But the SHOTMAXX does more! It is the first shot timer ever to pick up shots by using accelerometer sensor technology alongside micro-
phone sensors. 

When you activate the Acc (accelerometer/recoil sensor), your SHOTMAXX not only detects sound, but recoil as well. You use this feature 
when you shoot alongside others on the range and want to record only YOUR shots on your shot timer.

It works like a charm! When wearing your SHOTMAXX on the wrist of your strong or support hand and firing simultaneously with a group 
of shooters standing right next to you, you record ONLY your shots! The timer searches to match the sound of the shot with identified 
recoil, and only when the match is made, the shot is recorded.

The SHOTMAXX’s sensors are so sensitive that we are able to offer the best airsoft performance ever seen. We were able to reliably and 
consistently record the sound of shots from airsoft guns fired indoors when standing at a distance of 2-3 m behind the shooter! A range 
far exceeding that of any other timer we have tried. And the recoil sensor in SHOTMAXX works as well for airsoft as it does for real guns. 
Select “airsoft” from the sensitivity settings and you are good to go! Be aware though, that at this extreme level of sensitivity (especially if 
only Mic detection is used), the SHOTMAXX must not be bumped or tapped as those small sounds will be picked up as well.

During the development stage, a great deal of attention was paid to creating a product that is truly user friendly and perfectly suited for 
use on the range - for practice, coaching or ROing. The SHOTMAXX display offers excellent contrast and visibility, even in direct sunlight at 
mid-day. It includes a handy backlight to illuminate the display in low light conditions. Its rechargeable battery powers the watch when 
used in watch mode for about 3 months, and when used intensively as a timer, for 24-30 hours of continuous on-range use.

SHOTMAXX
Timer and Accessories

ON THE MARKET
NEW

16500

ON THE MARKET
NEW

info@action-shop.gr +306975223937 &+302373043027
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SHOTMAXX Power Pack   

SHOTMAXX Custom Case   

Keep your SHOTMAXX safe and well protected in this handy custom made carry case. The 
case design offers a compact, practical carrying solution for your SHOTMAXX without adding 
extra bulk or taking up more space in your range bag.

The “soft vault” style case has a handy D-ring clip allowing you to hang the case on the outside 
of your range bag for easy access.

13 00

ON THE MARKET
NEW

SHOTMAXX Custom Case   

The “soft vault” style case has a handy D-ring clip allowing you to hang the case on the outside 

of your range bag for easy access.

ON THE MARKET
NEW

SHOTMAXX Skin and Screen Protector

Protect and personalize your SHOTMAXX timer with these custom made silicone skins 
and PET screen protectors. 

The skin fits snugly around the body of the watch, offering increased protection and 
dust and weather proofing. The buttons can easily be activated through the skin, and 
the display is fully visible.

The PET screen protector can only be used in conjunction with the silicone skins, as the 
skin helps to hold it in place on the curved convex surface of the watch display.

Each kit includes one silicone skin and two PET screen protectors.

Personalize your SHOTMAXX with a choice of four colors: Black, Blue, Red and Yellow.

1500

ON THE MARKET
NEW

The SHOTMAXX Power Pack offers a comprehensive solution for your SHOTMAXX recharg -
ing needs.
It includes a compact size wall outlet USB power adaptor and a 12V to USB car charger. In 
addition, a long data charge USB to Micro USB cable is included.

The charges are supplied in a smart glossy black finish displaying the red and white SHO-
TMAXX logo screen.

These top quality chargers are CE approved and comply with EEC RoHS requirements.
Two versions of the kit are on offer – one with the EU 220V plugs and one with the US 110V 
prongs.

2095

ON THE MARKET
NEW

The skin fits snugly around the body of the watch, offering increased protection and 

The PET screen protector can only be used in conjunction with the silicone skins, as the 

info@action-shop.gr +306975223937 &+302373043027
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DAA Race Master Holster     

We are extremely proud to present our Race Master Competition 
Holster.  Designed by Saul Kirsch with valuable input from Angus 
Hobdell, more than 30 years of top-level competition experience 
contributed to its design. After nearly two years in development, we 
can say with confidence that this is indeed the next level in competi -
tion holster evolution. Try one, and we are sure you will agree!

We set out to develop a new holster with the following goals in 
mind:

1  Unlimited Adjustability. The Race Master Holster offers almost 
unlimited adjustability. And, thanks to its rugged aluminum 
construction and large-thread screws, when you lock the hol-
ster in your chosen position, it stays put!

2  Pistol Retention. The Race Master Holster offers you a secure 
lock/unlock safety lever as well as a tension adjustment turn-
knob. The spring-loaded lock/unlock safety lever is conve-
niently positioned just below the trigger guard, enabling you 
to release the lock with an upward flick of your finger as you 
close your hand around the gun.

3  Locking Mechanism. At the very heart of the Race Master Hol-
ster is an innovative patent-pending locking system that of-
fers a smooth clean release of the pistol and a solid grip on the 
gun when holstered.

         Advanced Belt Attachment. The Race Master belt hanger is 
sleek and modern, showing off the pattern and color of your 
shooting belt. 

The Race Master Holster is as attractive as it is functional. No expense 
was spared in the design and construction of this state-of-the-art 
product. The entire holster is CNC machined from aircraft-grade alu-
minum and stainless steel and hard anodized to offer a long-lasting 
surface finish in Black, Blue, Red, Silver, Purple or Gold.

Unlike other models which rely on a muzzle support to hold the 
gun steady, or short holsters which allow the gun to rock when hol-
stered, the Race Master holds the gun so steady, you cannot tell the 
pistol from the holster! And yet it draws upwards as smoothly as can 
be with almost no resistance at all.

The phenomenal locking is achieved by means of a unique sliding 
block, formed precisely around the front end of the trigger guard. 
This fitting is the reason for the gun’s incredible stability in the hol-
ster. As the gun is drawn, the slide-lock, which resides in an angled 
track, slides out to the side, smoothly releasing the trigger guard and 
allowing the gun to be drawn with only 6-8 mm (1/4”) of upward 
motion needed to clear the holster.3  Locking Mechanism

2  Pistol Retention  
1  Unlimited Adjustability 

4

Unlimited Adjustability

3 Locking Mechanism

4  Advanced Belt Attachment

RIGS
HOLSTERS, POUCHES AND BELTS

info@action-shop.gr +306975223937 &+302373043027
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DAA Race Master Holster  (continued)   

Now you can make your new Race Master Holster truly one of a kind! Person -
alize your holster with your name, club logo, national flag or any other text or 
picture you want. We will laser engrave this for you on your new holster body 
using our state-of-the-art flatbed laser.

3000

Custom Logo Engraving for Race Master Holster

While the Race Master Holster is gun specific, it is designed to enable you to switch from one gun to another without having to buy a 
complete new holster. All you have to do is change the relatively inexpensive locking-block assembly, available separately. This flexibility 
is also a great advantage for resellers - they no longer need to stock a range of different models, as they can simply change the locking-
block assembly as needed.

Currently the Race Master Holster is available for: STI/SV, CZ SP01, Glock, Tanfoglio, Tanfoglio Stock III, Sig 226/228, Springfield XDM, 
Beretta 92F, GP6/K-100, GP X-Calibur, Caspian, STI Range Master, S&W L/K and N Frame, S&W M&P, Sig X5, Sphinx 3000, BUL M5, BUL SAS, 
SPS, 1911 Steel Frame,  and Para, right-handed and left-handed shooters. 

Unlike other holsters, the Race Master is designed to give you access to almost all the adjustment screws while you are wearing it on your 
belt. Without removing your belt, you can adjust the height of the gun and the distance from your body, and even unlock the ball-socket 
joint and adjust any angle of the holster. This is a huge advantage in setting up your holster just right.

Thanks to the patent-pending locking mechanism, the Race Master Holster offers you a secure lock/unlock safety lever as well as a ten-
sion adjustment turn-knob. The spring-loaded lock/unlock safety lever is conveniently positioned just below the trigger guard, enabling 
you to release the lock with an upward flick of your finger as you close your hand around the gun. The spring-loaded lever immediately 
snaps into place, either locked or unlocked, ensuring secure positioning.
The large stainless steel knob rotates several turns, increasing or decreasing the weight of the draw. This gives you a wide range of possi -
bilities, from totally resistant-free for those fast “draw-facing targets” stages to almost completely locked when you want more resistance 
on the draw.

The Race Master belt hanger is sleek and modern, showing off the pattern and color of your shooting belt. But it is designed for more 
than looks alone.
The hanger is attached to the belt by means of two spring-steel flat clasps that are screw-tightened on the inside of the shooting belt. 
This design prevents any separation between the inner and outer belts, ensuring that the Velcro layers firmly hold together at this crucial 
point. The range of tightening provided by the four screws guarantees that you can tighten and lock the holster firmly on any 1.5” shoot-
ing belt. This design allows you to assemble your holster on your belt at the designated position without struggling to slide a tight-fitting 
belt hanger the length of your belt. The lack of bulk on the inner side makes this hanger more comfortable for extended wear than any 
other comparable product.

18900

DAA Race Master Holster  (continued)   

While the Race Master Holster is gun specific, it is designed to enable you to switch from one gun to another without having to buy a 

info@action-shop.gr +306975223937 &+302373043027
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The DAA Race Master Holster by Dave Re

In my 16-some-odd year shooting career, I’ve had a number of different holsters 
on my belt. Inevitably, choosing a holster seems to come down to choosing the 
one who’s downsides you most wanted to put up with. I’ve used Safariland 009 
and 012s, the original Limcat, the pinless Ghost, the Guga Ribas, and now the 
CR Speed holster, and have found all of them lacking in one way or another. 
Recently, a new holster hit the market that promised to have all the good and 
none of the bad – the Race Master, made by Double Alpha Academy. I decided 
to give one a test, and see how it stacks up against the other holsters I’ve used.

I should note that this is an initial review, based on spending a week with the 
holster. I will be writing an update after I’ve spent more time with it and had a 
chance to see how it performs in several matches and practices.

Right out of the box, the Race Master seems to have several qualities of some of 
the holsters I mentioned above. It’s a “bikini” style holster – a smaller form fac-
tor that doesn’t include a muzzle platform or cup (similar in form to the Ghost, 
Limcat, and Guga Ribas). It includes a positive holster lock (something that was 
overlooked in the Safariland line until very recently, and a feature the CR Speed 
doesn’t actually have), and a tension adjustment knob (a feature lacked by the 
Ghost and Limcat, and that the CR Speed only implements in a very rudimen-
tary way). It has an adjustment and positioning system that is based on a ball 
joint (though the range of motion is intentionally limited), and also has adjust-
ments for holster distance from the body, and angle that the holster hangs from 
the belt hanger. The belt hanger is rather unique and, as it turns out, extremely 
sturdy and stable on the popular belts available on the market.

Several of the holsters on the market offer the ability to use the same holster with different types of firearms, usually involving the change 
of some minor parts. However, the existing offerings on the market can only accommodate guns where the trigger guard size is roughly 
similar to the gun the holster was sized for. What this has generally meant is that, if you wanted to run a Glock or a Sig in a race holster, 
you needed to buy a separate holster for that firearm platform. The Race Master, on the other hand, uses interchangeable insert blocks to 
handle each type of firearm. You can buy one holster, and then buy an insert block for each additional firearm type you want to use with. 
No need to remove one holster from the belt and add another, or own a complete second rig – with modern mag pouches that support 
multiple magazine types, you can do it all from one setup. Some folks will definitely find this feature useful.

That’s a strong list of positive features – in fact, it would appear to be everything one could really want in a race holster… The question, 
of course, is does the Race Master follow through on that promise? I think it does – here’s why…

My first concern is always retention – how well does the holster hold on to the gun during various activities, and what do you have to 
sacrifice in terms of usability and feel to get adequate retention? This is usually where the compromise comes in with a race holster, that 
balance between hanging on to the gun, and letting it go when the shooter wants the gun to come out of the holster. This trade off is 
done in various different ways, and is really the biggest differentiator between all of the holsters. Some do it better than others, but none 
of them are ideal, with some requiring that you lock the holster in order to do any movement, while others require that you crank down 
the tension on them prohibitively tight, or that you have to workaround their lack of retention by managing the gun during any move-
ment while the gun is holstered.

The Race Master is slightly confounding to me in terms of retention, in that I can’t seem to get it to drop a gun. I’ve never come across a 
holster that I couldn’t figure out some way to get it to drop a holstered gun. I’m talking about unlocked, using the lightest tension setting 
available, and with a fully loaded (with dummy rounds) big stick in the gun. I’ve tried a number of exercises with the holster in that condi -
tion – the “old school IPSC” holster retention tests (forward somersault, jump and turn 180 degrees), jump and turn 360 degrees in both 
directions, short distance sprints… I’ve even done plyometric box jumps to a 20 inch tall surface, an activity that should theoretically 

RIGS
HOLSTERS, POUCHES AND BELTS
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tickle the holster’s method of gun release. No dice. The gun stays put. Bottom line – this holster has the unqualified best retention of any 
holster I’ve personally tested throughout my shooting career.

The second concern, for me, comes down to feel – how does the holster’s draw feel when it’s set up correctly, and configured in the fash -
ion it’s actually going to be used in (that is, with tension set appropriately, etc). As a holster’s feel is determined by it’s design, each of the 
holsters mentioned above has a different feel to it. Many folks find that they cannot get used to the feel of one type of holster, and feel 
becomes an important decision point for them. Usually, if a holster retains the gun well when unlocked, the feel can be a little harsh, as 
you have to pull the gun through the retention mechanism of the holster. Surprisingly, even though the Race Master refuses to give up 
the gun in all the retention tests I performed, when asked nicely, it let’s the gun go almost disconcertingly easily. It feels almost as if the 
gun is just resting on top of the holster, rather than being retained by the holster’s slide lock system. If you’re used to a Ghost or Safariland 
holster, you’ll find the Race Master to release the gun with similar ease, but smoother. If, like me, you’ve been using a CR Speed, you may 
find that you need to dial in some tension so that you can “feel” the holster when you draw the gun. About 3/4 of a turn seemed to do 
it for me. This is not a bad thing – more tension on the holster translates to enhanced retention, and having the ability to tune the feel 
exactly as you like it without having to give up anything on retention is a real bonus with this holster.

Fit, finish, and ultimately longevity enter the picture third. It may not seem like it, at first blush, but those things go hand in hand. By fin-
ish, I don’t mean “is it pretty” (though the Race Master certainly looks nice). I’m thinking more along the lines of are there any sharp edges, 
or do I need to do any work to the holster as it comes from the factory so that it won’t interfere with my draw. Fit is important, as well, 
as it determines if there’s any wiggle in the parts that might accelerate wear or result in the holster losing adjustment under pressure. I 
tend to be kind of a gorilla when it comes to locking adjustments down, so for me, my gear needs to handle me torquing down screws 
and that sort of thing, as well. It’s hard to fully evaluate this concern in a week – certainly, I can’t tell you anything truthful about how the 
holster will last over several competition seasons yet, so we won’t worry about longevity for the moment. 

From the standpoint of fit and finish, though, the holster is very well done. There are no sharp edges that need dressing, and the holster 
body is compact and stays out of the way during the draw. The holster is also out of the way when going prone. As I mentioned earlier, 
the belt hanger on this holster is quite interesting. On my CR Speed belts, the hanger fits over the belt like a glove, and when the retainer 
clips are tightened down, the holster literally does not move on the belt (unlike basically any other holster I’ve tried, minus the Ghost). 
Apparently, on Double Alpha Academy’s belt, the hanger fits even tighter! This results in no movement of the holster during the draw, 
which contributes to the fabulous feel of the holster, and also prevents the holster from moving on the belt over time. Now, if we could 
get these hangers on mag pouches!!! The hanger also allows the outer belt’s velcro to make contact with the inner belt. This is the first 
holster I haven’t had to use additional velcro on the inside of the hanger to insure secure mounting to the inner belt. I’m also happy to 
report that the holster survived gorilla torquing with nary a complaint. I’m confident the adjustments I made will hold themselves in 
place over time without moving. Time will tell, of course, but this seems like a safe bet.

My only gripe with the holster is a very minor one, and involves the serrations on the bottom of the safety. I understand 
the design choice, here, of course. The serrations give your finger a way to grip against the lever and move the lever 
without slipping off of it. They really eat into my finger, though, when taking the lock off during the draw. Given how 
well the holster retains the gun, this may very well turn out to be a non-issue, just because it won’t be necessary 
to use the safety on the draw 99.9% of the time. However, Saul Kirsch at DAA tells me that they will shortly be 
offering an optional safety lever that has had the serrations removed, making it smooth and about half as thick. 
One could also use a dremel tool to accomplish something similar, if desired. 

Finally, I consider how easy the holster is to adjust to the right position. If the holster has good fit and finish, this 
will likely only happen once, when you first purchase the holster. Another difference between each of the holsters is 
how it’s adjusted. Every one of these holsters adjusted differently, but they all offered some means to adjust height, 
rake (angle of the gun from front to back), and rotation. A couple of them give you ways to adjust the distance of 
the holster from the body directly, as well. Some of them are easier to adjust than others. Conveniently, the Race 
Master includes all of these options, and allows you to put the gun in exactly the right spot for your body. 
This is seriously important, as the holster does not respond well to torquing the gun off angle during the 
draw (all race holsters exhibit this to one degree or another) – the gun will tend to bind in the holster if you 
don’t set it up correctly. This isn’t a new phenomenon to those familiar with race holsters, but it’s one that 
will drive you nuts if the holster can’t be put in the correct spot relative to your body. I was able to position 
the holster exactly where I needed it, and it would seem that there should be enough adjustability to ac-
commodate all potential users of the holster.

The DAA Race Master Holster by Dave Re (continued)   

My only gripe with the holster is a very minor one, and involves the serrations on the bottom of the safety. I understand 
the design choice, here, of course. The serrations give your finger a way to grip against the lever and move the lever 
without slipping off of it. They really eat into my finger, though, when taking the lock off during the draw. Given how 
well the holster retains the gun, this may very well turn out to be a non-issue, just because it won’t be necessary 
to use the safety on the draw 99.9% of the time. However, Saul Kirsch at DAA tells me that they will shortly be 
offering an optional safety lever that has had the serrations removed, making it smooth and about half as thick. 

Finally, I consider how easy the holster is to adjust to the right position. If the holster has good fit and finish, this 
will likely only happen once, when you first purchase the holster. Another difference between each of the holsters is 
how it’s adjusted. Every one of these holsters adjusted differently, but they all offered some means to adjust height, 
rake (angle of the gun from front to back), and rotation. A couple of them give you ways to adjust the distance of 
the holster from the body directly, as well. Some of them are easier to adjust than others. Conveniently, the Race 
Master includes all of these options, and allows you to put the gun in exactly the right spot for your body. 

My only gripe with the holster is a very minor one, and involves the serrations on the bottom of the safety. I understand My only gripe with the holster is a very minor one, and involves the serrations on the bottom of the safety. I understand 
the design choice, here, of course. The serrations give your finger a way to grip against the lever and move the lever 
without slipping off of it. They really eat into my finger, though, when taking the lock off during the draw. Given how 
well the holster retains the gun, this may very well turn out to be a non-issue, just because it won’t be necessary 
to use the safety on the draw 99.9% of the time. However, Saul Kirsch at DAA tells me that they will shortly be 
offering an optional safety lever that has had the serrations removed, making it smooth and about half as thick. 

Finally, I consider how easy the holster is to adjust to the right position. If the holster has good fit and finish, this 
will likely only happen once, when you first purchase the holster. Another difference between each of the holsters is 
how it’s adjusted. Every one of these holsters adjusted differently, but they all offered some means to adjust height, 
rake (angle of the gun from front to back), and rotation. A couple of them give you ways to adjust the distance of 
the holster from the body directly, as well. Some of them are easier to adjust than others. Conveniently, the Race 
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Double-Alpha Academy Race Master Pouch  

First of its kind, this hi-tech magazine pouch was designed by Saul Kirsch, using advanced Cad-
Cam software. It is the perfect complementary equipment for the now hugely successful DAA 
Race Master Holster.

Like the innovative Race Master Holster itself, the Race Master Pouch is a completely original de-
sign, unlike anything else seen on the market to date.

It is constructed from aluminum rather than plastic, and this allows a design and performance 
never before possible in a competition mag pouch. It offers a wider and more diverse range of 
adjustability and mounting options – and more important, locks rock-solid in the chosen posi-
tion, not losing its settings until you choose to change them. Its wide range of angle adjustments 
allows you to position your magazine “just so”. This feature, combined with a unique and superior 
retention system, creates a smoother and more consistent release, leading to a more reliable and 
faster reload.

Unlike all other pouches, this pouch’s pressure adjustment wheel applies its load to the back of the magazine, squeezing the mag tube 
from back to front rather than from left to right, as most others do. This is a lot more effective, as the magazine’s front and back walls are 
straight and parallel, while the side walls are tapered on all double stack mags. This type of contact creates a far smoother draw of the 
magazine. A few turns of the wheel changes the tension from very loose to very tight, as may be required on a particular course of fire.

The side and back inner plastic spacers are specific to the magazine size. Each pouch is delivered with two sets of spacers: one that fits 
the larger STI type magazines (assembled as default), and one for the slightly smaller CZ/Tan type double stack mags. Glock spacers are 
available as well. A single stack adaptor is available separately as an accessory.

The hanger system of the Race Master Pouch borrows heavily from the excellent features of the Race Master Holster. The inner side of 
the hanger fits snugly over the shooter’s outer belt, preventing any rocking motion. Since the hanger can be assembled directly in the 
chosen position and does not need to slide all along the belt, it can be made with a tighter fit. The minimalist steel plate on the inside of 
the hanger causes no separation between your inner and outer belt. This is critical, especially when carrying 3 or 4 pouches side by side. 
The steel plate can be tightened down to lock the pouch tightly even on thinner, narrower belts.

The cant and tilt of the pouch is achieved by using a ball-socket joint as in the Race Master Holster. The aluminum ball is locked firmly 
in place with two set-screws. The ball-socket joint is purposely set off-center on the belt hanger, allowing you to choose between two 
heights when fitting the pouch to your belt.
The ball joint locks into the body of the holster so that it cannot slip or rotate, even if the center screw comes loose. This 
is a new and very unique feature of this pouch.

Three mounting points on the pouch body allow for ambidextrous use, as well as for making it possible 
to mount the pouch turned 90 degrees away from the body, as preferred by some shooters.

The DAA Race Master Magazine Pouch is suitable for right- or left-handed shooters, for all double stack 
magazines, and is available in Black, Silver, Blue, Red, Purple and Gold. Single Stack Adaptors are available 
separately.

The ball joint locks into the body of the holster so that it cannot slip or rotate, even if the center screw comes loose. This The ball joint locks into the body of the holster so that it cannot slip or rotate, even if the center screw comes loose. This 

Three mounting points on the pouch body allow for ambidextrous use, as well as for making it possible Three mounting points on the pouch body allow for ambidextrous use, as well as for making it possible 

The DAA Race Master Magazine Pouch is suitable for right- or left-handed shooters, for all double stack The DAA Race Master Magazine Pouch is suitable for right- or left-handed shooters, for all double stack 
magazines, and is available in Black, Silver, Blue, Red, Purple and Gold. Single Stack Adaptors are available magazines, and is available in Black, Silver, Blue, Red, Purple and Gold. Single Stack Adaptors are available 
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The DAA Race Master Pouch  - A First Look by Dave Re   

Every once in a while, someone comes up with a better mousetrap. They get 
dissatisfied with the current market offerings for one reason or another, and 
they put on their thinking caps, and BAM!, you get something new and inter-
esting to look at. Never being one to turn down a look at one of these new 
products, I had to say “Yes” when Saul Kirsch of Double Alpha Academy asked 
me if I’d like to try out their new Race Master Pouches for T&E and review. Let’s 
take a look…

I’ve tried out a number of magazine pouches through the years, and have been using the CR Speed pouches for a while, now. They 
seemed to offer the best mix of access to the mags, speed, flexibility, and durability to my taste, albeit at a higher price than other offer-
ings on the market. The CR Speed pouches have their flaws, but seemed like the best choice at the time.

Enter the Race Master Pouch. Designed as a complimentary piece of kit to go with their superb Race Master Holster, the Race Master 
Pouch definitely embodies the term “solid”. Machined from aluminum, this is not some injection molded cheapo piece of gear that will 
break or wear out quickly under a little stress.

Included in the box are the pouch, an extra insert and pressure plate, two allen wrenches for adjustment, an extra nut and screw (for 
configuring them “sideways” – see below), and a crystal sticker with the DAA logo for you to put on them once you’ve set them up for the 
correct “handedness”.

I was immediately pleased to notice that DAA had carried over the principles of the holster’s hanger design to the pouch. One of the big 
annoyances I’ve had with the CR Speed pouches I’ve been using is that they don’t fit snugly on the belt, allowing the pouches to move 
around if you don’t take steps to improve the fit (for instance, by wrapping electrical tape around the belt to build it up – I know of some 
folks that have drilled and tapped the CR Speed hanger to run a screw through the hanger into the belt, even!). When I first put one of the 
Race Master pouches on the belt, it was rock solid, just like the holster. The fit is impressive using a CR Speed belt, and I have to imagine 
that on the DAA belt, the hangers fit even tighter (much like the holster). No worries about migrating mag pouches!

Much like the holster, finding the optimal angle and position for the pouch is fairly simple, once you get the right amount of “drag” on the 
set screws so that you can still move the pouch around, but with just enough resistance so that it stays put so that you can test it carefully. 
Unlike most of the other popular mag pouches on the market, the Race Master can be adjusted in three axes – rake and cant, plus height. 
Most only have rake and height, or just rake (rake being the angle the magazine is held at vertically). In addition, you can configure them 
so that the mags are held with the back of the magazine toward your body, if you prefer that presentation – and you still retain rake, cant, 
and height adjustment. Very versatile adjustments!

The pouches come configured for typical widebody 1911/2011 magazines – STI, Para, and similar. A second insert is included with the 
pouches to allow you to convert them to hold CZ SP-01 sized magazines correctly (as well as other small bodied CZ style mags made by 
Tanfoglio and the like). With a little tuning (sandpaper or a belt sander), this insert can also be adjusted to allow Glock and M&P maga-
zines to fit properly. I haven’t tried this, yet, but I do have an M&P, and so can evaluate this possibility later. There will also be an insert 
available for 1911 single stack magazines as an accessory – I don’t see it on DAA’s website, yet.

The first thing I noticed upon inserting an STI magazine into the pouch was that it fit like a glove. Even at the lowest tension setting, 
there’s no danger of this magazine coming loose by accident. I’ve not yet done any real testing on this, but will. I’m tempted to call these 
“yard sale proof” right off the bat, but want to play with some weighted mags and typical stage scenarios (ie, running hard, cutting back 
and forth, etc) before I render that verdict. Due to the glove-like fit, it may be di翿� cult to stuff mags into these pouches under pressure (ie, 
on stages where you have to pick up loaded mags for later use) – some initial testing says it’s a little slower with these pouches than the 
CR Speeds I’ve been using, but then, it wasn’t particularly fast with those, either. It might be wise to have a magnet on your belt, though, 
for those kinds of stages (I’d advise the same with anyone else’s pouch – this isn’t limited to the Race Master, by any means). More practice 
may make this easier, though – I’ll update you later on what I find.

The tension adjustment is different on these, too. Rather than pinch the mag from side to side as is done on virtually every other mag 
pouch in production, the Race Master Pouch puts tension on the mag from front to back by way of a spring loaded pressure plate that the 
shooter can adjust via an adjustment wheel set into the back of the pouch. No screws sticking out to get caught on things or accidentally 
misadjusted.
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The DAA Race Master Pouch  - A First Look by Dave Re (continued)   

Reloads out of these pouches are smooth and fast. I was initially concerned that due to them covering more of the mag than the CR 
Speed pouch, I’d get slowed up by having to move the magazine further laterally to get it free, but the clock doesn’t indicate an issue. I 
don’t feel any difference, that way, either. Just a nice, smooth release. You can’t ask for much more than that…

Follow up...
I’ve put a lot of mileage on three of them, including two major matches. I think I can pretty accurately describe for you my findings after 
using them for that period of time. And … they’re really good!

First, I noticed on DAA’s website that they now have a single stack magazine adapter for the new pouch – that wasn’t available back in 
July. It appears to hold the mag in the middle of the pouch, which is probably ideal, given that you’ve got a narrow mag in a wide pouch 
– your first finger will naturally tend to find the center, so the mag might as well sit there. I haven’t had a chance to try the pouch out that 
way, yet. You might also notice that there’s a magnet available for the front of the pouch (more on this later).

After shooting a number of rounds with the pouches in practice, several local matches, the USPSA Open Nationals, and the 2011 USPSA 
Area 2 Championship with the Race Master pouches, I can definitely say they’re staying on my belt.

Much like the Race Master holster, you can tighten the adjustment screws quite firmly. The pouches just don’t move after that (also owed 
in part to how stable the hanger is on the belt). This has actually led to my reloads being much more consistent, as the magazine is always 
in the spot I expect it to be. Whereas before, I’d tend to fumble reloads when I was pushing on speed, I do it far less frequently out of these 
pouches because my ability to attain a solid, consistent grip on the magazine is so much better than it was with the CR Speed pouch. That 
was an unexpected benefit, but one I’m more than happy to reap the rewards of, for sure…

Through all of that stick time, I’ve had all three pouches set on their lightest tension setting. No yard sales, yet the pouches release the 
mag very easily. Much better than other pouches I’ve used. Early on, I noticed that I was banging the knuckle on my middle finger on the 
lower/outside corner of the pouch. That went away on it’s own – I don’t notice it at all, now.

I also noticed that my belt weighs a bit more in the hand. After all, these pouches are metal, and weigh more than a plastic pouch. How-
ever, the weight isn’t noticeable on the belt after a long day. The weight of the gun and magazines is far more, and I do what I can to keep 
at least the magazines off of my belt when I’m not actively preparing for a stage.

I’ve noticed one strange thing with the first pouch on my belt. I run that one with a little more angle on it (as you can see from the first 
picture). The pouch is developing a small burr on the inside front edge of the corner furthest away from my body. I suspect this is due to 
the feed lips (or possibly some other part of the magazine) dragging across that corner as I draw the mag out and move it up toward the 
gun. It hasn’t gotten bad, or sharp, at this point, but I should be able to smooth that out easily with a small file and some sandpaper if it 
gets worse. I’d label this “no big deal”. This hasn’t happened with the other two pouches – of course, the predominance of my reloads have 
come out of the first pouch, but I don’t think I’ll see that out of the others, due to the difference in angle.

Now you can order your Race Master aluminum mag pouches already pre-fitted with our super-strong 
pick-up magnet. We attach the magnet directly to the pouch body, using an M5 screw threaded into the 
front side wall of the pouch body. These magnets are now available separately as well, so you can add 
them yourself if you have already purchased your RM pouches. You will need to thread that front hole 
yourself. Like the innovative Race Master Holster, the Race Master Pouch is a completely original design, 
unlike anything else seen on the market to date.

7550

DAA Race Master Pouch with MagnetDAA Race Master Pouch with Magnet
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DAA Racer Holster

In 2010, DAA introduced its revolutionary Race Master Holster, which turned the world of 
competition holsters on its head. The Race Master became an overnight success, with thou-
sands of shooters all over the world retiring their older model holsters and upgrading to this 
latest innovation. In an incredibly short time, the Race Master Holster positioned itself firmly 
as the leading brand, bringing in countless match wins, including the European Steel Chal-
lenge and the IPSC World Shoot.

However, the all-aluminum construction of the Race Master makes it an expensive holster. So, 
realizing the need for a less expensive version of this successful design, we set out to develop 
the DAA Racer Holster.

At the heart of the new DAA Racer Holster lies the same innovative patent-pending mecha-
nism that makes the Race Master stand head and shoulders above the competition. But what 
the Race Master achieves with interchangeable Delrin inserts inside aluminum housing, the 
Racer does with no housing at all. The same peak performance-driven result, without the 
high cost of machining.

We reduced costs further by eliminating the large external tension adjustment knob, which 
many deemed unnecessary, and set the tension to light (this can be adjusted internally if pre-
ferred). The same locking system allows the DAA Racer Holster to hold the gun by only its trig -
ger guard, just as steadily and securely as does the Race Master, and the same spring-loaded 
safety is conveniently positioned in the rear of the holster where it can easily and swiftly be 
accessed on the draw.

While other manufacturers go to plastic to reduce costs on their hanger, we did not. We believe that one of the most impor-
tant features of a competition holster is the ability to position it just right for you, and then to lock it up rock solid on your 
shooting belt. 

We redesigned the hanger to reduce costs; however, it remains an all-aluminum structure and utilizes the 
same ball joint design of the Race Master. In fact, the new hanger with the round vertical rod offers a wider 
range of adjustment than the Race Master system.

The holster is shipped with a detachable thigh pad, which pivots within a range of about 40 deg to 
mold itself to your thigh as you move, reducing movement of the holster and increasing comfort.

The belt hanger is again a variant of the successful Race Master design, only narrower and light-
er. Our now familiar minimalist steel locking plates on the inside allow you to maintain good 
contact between your inner and outer shooting belt.

The entire holster comes in at just 230 g, making it the lightest race holster on the mar-
ket!

And while no interchangeable blocks are available for the Racer Holster, a wide 
range of guns is supported, including the STI, SV, 1911, Beretta 92F, BUL M5, SPS, 
BUL SAS, Caspian, CZ SP01, Glock, STI GP6, Para Ord, S&W M&P, S&W L frame, S&W N 
frame, SIG 226, SIG X5, Sphinx 3000, Tanfoglio, GP6/K-100, Tanfoglio Stock III, and the 
Springfield XD/XDM.

Available only in Black, with a splash of color and elegance added by the laser-cut side 
plate available in Black, Blue, Silver and Red. Custom name and logo engraving is avail-
able at additional cost.

safety is conveniently positioned in the rear of the holster where it can easily and swiftly be 

While other manufacturers go to plastic to reduce costs on their hanger, we did not. We believe that one of the most impor-
tant features of a competition holster is the ability to position it just right for you, and then to lock it up rock solid on your 

We redesigned the hanger to reduce costs; however, it remains an all-aluminum structure and utilizes the 
same ball joint design of the Race Master. In fact, the new hanger with the round vertical rod offers a wider 

The holster is shipped with a detachable thigh pad, which pivots within a range of about 40 deg to 
mold itself to your thigh as you move, reducing movement of the holster and increasing comfort.

The belt hanger is again a variant of the successful Race Master design, only narrower and light-
er. Our now familiar minimalist steel locking plates on the inside allow you to maintain good 

The entire holster comes in at just 230 g, making it the lightest race holster on the mar-

And while no interchangeable blocks are available for the Racer Holster, a wide 
range of guns is supported, including the STI, SV, 1911, Beretta 92F, BUL M5, SPS, 
BUL SAS, Caspian, CZ SP01, Glock, STI GP6, Para Ord, S&W M&P, S&W L frame, S&W N 
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Available only in Black, with a splash of color and elegance added by the laser-cut side 
plate available in Black, Blue, Silver and Red. Custom name and logo engraving is avail-
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DAA Racer Pouch

In 2011 we introduced the all-aluminum 
Race Master Mag Pouches, the first of their 
kind. Their innovative design is totally dif-
ferent from other pouch models and is a 
great hit with everyone who uses them. 

However, their one shortcoming is the 
high price tag... A €48 pouch is a steep in-
vestment, especially when you need 3 or 
4 on your belt. So we set out to develop 
and produce a plastic molded version of 
this same winning design.

It took a while, and we are now pleased to offer the perfect solution for at-
taching our large magnet to the body of the DAA Racer Magazine Pouch. The 
Racer Pouch has a sturdy base and a center rotation screw that locks firmly 
and does not come loose or lose its setting. This is what makes it possible to 
attach the magnet directly to the pouch body with confidence. 

To ensure that the screw is held firmly in place, we insert an M5 thermal brass 
nut into the plastic front panel of the pouch, seating it deeply into the plastic 
to provide a firm 6 mm long thread for the magnet’s screw. A little manual 
cleaning on the inside of the pouch ensures that the smooth clean drawing 
of the magazine from the pouch is not affected in any way.  

The magnet, screw and thermal insert nut can also be ordered separately, 
if you wish to add it to a Racer Pouch you already own. A little DIY will be 
required!

DAA Racer Pouch with Magnet

The DAA Racer Pouch borrows heavily from the Race Master Pouch. In fact, we took the very same body design, modified it to suit plastic 
moulding requirements while maintaining the exact same unique “pressure from the back” adjustable holding system that has proven so 
successful. Interchangeable inserts allow you to go from larger 2011 mags to smaller CZ/Tan mags. A single stack spacer is also available 
as an accessory.
The pouch is completely ambidextrous, allowing easy mounting for left-handed or right-handed users. And you can even mount the 
pouch at 90 deg away from the body, as you can the RM version.

The belt hanger of the pouch utilizes the same minimalist steel plate design which eliminates separation between your inner and outer 
belt. But the belt hanger has been simplified - there is no ball joint as in the aluminum RM pouch as that could not be realized in plastic in 
this size. However, the pouch can be adjusted for tilt in very small steps, allowing you to find your preferred angle. Once the correct angle 
is set, and the center screw tightened, the serrations in the connector piece lock up, preventing any possibility of the pouch rotating until 
the center screw is loosened several turns.

While these pouches may not offer the unique look and feel of the all-aluminum Race Master Pouches, or the ball joint tilt base, they are 
robust and durable, and the performance you can expect is every bit as good as that of its big brother. 
With a price tag a little over half of that of the Race Master Pouch, the Racer Pouch will be the perfect choice for many.

Available in Black, Blue, Red and Grey/Silver.
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DAA Racer Pouch

The DAA Racer Pouch borrows heavily from the Race Master Pouch. In fact, we took the very same body design, modified it to suit plastic 
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The single stack “Classic” division is gaining momentum worldwide, and Double-
Alpha is proud to rise to the challenge.
While we do offer Single Stack Adaptors for our wide-body Race Master and Racer 
pouches, for many “die hard” single stack fans that is not really good enough. They 
like the slim, classic size and feel of the single stack magazines – and carrying them 
in large bulky pouches, designed for magazines twice their width, does not really 
cut it.
The problem has always been the pitifully few single stack pouches designed for 
competition use. You can find plenty of pouches for carry and service 
purposes, but a dedicated competition design for single stack? Not un -
til now!
 
We have taken our tested and proven innovative “pressure from the 
back” pouch design used in our Race Master and Racer lines, and 
adapted it for our new Single Stack Pouch. We tooled a new pouch 
body, custom made specifically for 1911 Single Stack magazines, a 
pouch absolutely as slim as possible. We even did away with the in-
ner side spacer, and ”hid” the head of the center screw in the side 
wall. The entire pouch body measures only 20 mm wide!
The opening of the pouch is beveled on three sides to 
facilitate easier insertion of the magazine into the 
pouch. 

DAA Single Stack Racer Pouch

The problem has always been the pitifully few single stack pouches designed for 
competition use. You can find plenty of pouches for carry and service 
purposes, but a dedicated competition design for single stack? Not un-

We have taken our tested and proven innovative “pressure from the 
back” pouch design used in our Race Master and Racer lines, and 
adapted it for our new Single Stack Pouch. We tooled a new pouch 
body, custom made specifically for 1911 Single Stack magazines, a 
pouch absolutely as slim as possible. We even did away with the in-
ner side spacer, and ”hid” the head of the center screw in the side 
wall. The entire pouch body measures only 20 mm wide!
The opening of the pouch is beveled on three sides to 
facilitate easier insertion of the magazine into the 

The slick inner surface ensures smooth consistent release. The pouch is ambidextrous and can be 
mounted on the adjustable belt hanger for right- or left-handed users. It can even be mounted at a 90 
deg angle away from the body. The pouch utilizes the same belt hanger as the Racer Pouch, enjoying 
the solid sturdy design and rock solid angle adjustments that the hanger offers.
Available in Black, Blue, Red and Grey/Silver.

The DAA Single Stack Magnetic Pouch is our latest magnetic pouch design, offering an ultra-compact 
and ultra-e翿� cient magazine holding system for single stack shooters.
It positions the magazine only in the 90 deg “away from the body position” and is an excellent option for 
shooters who choose to carry their magazines this way, as many single stack shooters do. 

The DAA Single Stack Magnetic Pouch utilizes two small yet powerful magnets that hold the magazine 
firmly in place while allowing it to rest inside its supporting track. The track guides the magazine in 
and out of the pouch and prevents it from accidentally being dislodged. The release achieved from this 
magnetic pouch is the smoothest of any of our magnetic pouches, partly due to the smaller contact 
area with the single stack magazines.

DAA Single Stack Magnetic Pouch

3995
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ON THE MARKET
NEW

The belt hanger is the same as that used in the Racer pouches - the same minimalist steel plate design 
which eliminates separation between your inner and outer belt. The pouch can be adjusted for tilt in 

very small steps, allowing you to find your preferred angle. Once the correct angle is set and the center 
screw tightened, the serrations in the connector piece lock up, preventing any possibility of the pouch rotat-

ing until the center screw is loosened several turns. 

The ultra-narrow design of the pouch body and hanger allows you to place many pouches side by side close to-
gether on your shooting belt. Even smaller shooters can carry enough single stack magazines without having to 

reach very far back for their 5th or 6th magazine.

Available in Black only in ambidextrous design for right- or left handed shooters.

ON THE MARKETON THE MARKET
NEWNEW

very small steps, allowing you to find your preferred angle. Once the correct angle is set and the center very small steps, allowing you to find your preferred angle. Once the correct angle is set and the center 
screw tightened, the serrations in the connector piece lock up, preventing any possibility of the pouch rotatscrew tightened, the serrations in the connector piece lock up, preventing any possibility of the pouch rotat

ing until the center screw is loosened several turns. ing until the center screw is loosened several turns. 

The ultra-narrow design of the pouch body and hanger allows you to place many pouches side by side close toThe ultra-narrow design of the pouch body and hanger allows you to place many pouches side by side close to
gether on your shooting belt. Even smaller shooters can carry enough single stack magazines without having to gether on your shooting belt. Even smaller shooters can carry enough single stack magazines without having to 
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The Racer Rig - Review by Paul Langley

January 2011 - Location: IPSC Level III South Aus-
tralian State Titles, Southern Vales Pistol Club. Six 
stages down and I’m leading by some 50 points. 
32 round course of fire. Go for an explosive start, 
go to grab the gun... it’s not there. I look 5 metres 
behind me and there’s the Range O翿� cer looking at 
a forlorn and dusty CZ SP01 lying in the dirt. DQ. 
Embarrassment. Equipment failure. 
 
3 months previously I was a member of the Aus-
tralian Production team that won Gold against the 
odds at the 2010 Australasian Championships in 
Malaysia and my self-confidence was at an all-time 
high. My confidence had just hit the dirt along with 
my pistol. I subsequently became slower on the 
draw, slower out of positions, etc - all due to the 
emotional scarring of this previous event.
 
Trying to break this lack of confidence, I proceeded 
to try every holster I could beg, borrow or steal but 
nothing I tried could bring back that security I had 

previously depended on. I decided to give up my quest and settle for a more “duty” style holster, with the best I’d seen being the Double-
Alpha PDR. I contacted Eli to place my order, but after explaining my reasons, he said, “you want a RACER”. I said I’d lost all confidence with 
the “race” style holsters, but Eli stubbornly assured me that the RACER was different. Respecting the guys at DAA, I agreed and a full rig 
comprising a RACER holster, 4 RACER mag pouches and a DAA Competition belt promptly arrived on my door step.

Starting to assemble the rig, the first thing that struck me was the obvious build quality of the components. Everything just fitted, with 
no discernable slop and movement. It took me a while to get the holster just right (it has a wide range of movement), but when I locked it 
down it wouldn’t move, very reassuring after my previous incident. The same goes for the mag pouches - they took a while to change the 
insert to use with the CZ mags and to position them correctly on the belt (they can be angled 
in multiple directions), but once they were on, they weren’t going anywhere! The belt is very 
well made and I found it more rigid but more comfortable than it’s main competitor, I think 
due to the thinner inner belt. First impression? “expectations exceeded”
 
To the range! What better way to put it through its paces than at a local IPSC 2 day level II 
match. Holstering a loaded firearm into an untrusted holster is an unnerving thing, so feeling 
the solid “swoosh” as my loaded CZ fitted perfectly into the RACER holster filled me with the 
confidence of old - my CZ no longer felt like it was balancing on a holster, it was actually re-
tained. First stage was a 26 round running course of fire. Buzzer goes, explode out of the start 
box, gun’s quickly in hand and a stage win. It works! Eli, you’re the man!
 
I find a quiet area, unlock the holster and start, gently at first, bouncing around trying to dis-
lodge the gun. It’s not too long until I’m bouncing round like an idiot - no movement. I even 
wind the mag pouches out to the minimum tension but can’t even get a full mag to move, let 
alone fall out. Happy days! Stage 2 is an unloaded start but Stage 3 is a 9 round speed shot 
and a fast draw is needed. Once again, buzzer-draw-shoot... another stage win. This holster is 
the quiet achiever, not frills or gimmicks - it’s just simple good design and engineering, built 
by shooters for shooters. I ended up winning the match by some 12% but my “holster confi-
dence” is now 100%.
 
Looking for a new holster? Buy a RACER - it’s that simple!
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ON THE MARKET
NEW

8850

DAA PDR PRO Kydex Holster

We are proud to present the new DAA PDR PRO holster. This holster 
represents well over a year of design and experimentation to pro-
duce a holster that offers more than any of its predecessors.

Following our customers’ feedback, we decided to do away with the 
suede lining. While the suede lining does offer increased protection 
for the gun, it adds a drag factor, especially when new. The bare Ky-
dex cannot be beaten for speed, quick release and smooth draw. We 
beefed up the side wall thickness, and went with a 3.3 mm Kydex 
plate to ensure the holster’s integrity and structure won’t fail, even 
in the toughest conditions.

The resulting new holster body is a slick, simple and e翿� cient design 
incorporating the manual “no tool” thumb turn tension adjustment 
screw. With only a few turns of the knob, you can adjust the holster’s 
retention to fit your preference or course of fire.

But where you’ll find most of the innovation is in the totally new belt 
hanger. This custom made injection molded belt hanger brings the 
world of Race Holster to the more practical/tactical Kydex closed 
body holster type. And it does this like never before!

The hanger attaches to your shooting belt using the now familiar 
DAA thin profile steel plate attachments. These minimize the sepa-
ration between your inner and outer Velcro shooting belt sections, 
and allow the holster to be held securely in place. The hanger is de-
signed to fit on belts 1.5”, 1.75” or 2” wide, thanks to the included 
click-in spacers. These can be used to position the hanger higher 
or lower on the belt, allowing for three height positions when used 
with a 1.5” belt, the most common size in competition.

The main feature of the hanger is the aluminum ball joint, which, 
combined with steel lock-up plates, allows you to adjust the holster 
into infinite positions, exactly as a true Race Holster, and then lock 
up solid as can be. These adjustments can easily be made even while 
wearing the holster as the screws are positioned at the front of the 
hanger. 

The rail attachment fitted to the holster body allows height adjust-
ment in steps of 10 mm to maximum 80 mm up or down. This is 
in addition to the 0.5” adjustment of height that is possible in the 
hanger’s belt attachment (when used with 1.5” belts).

Models are currently offered for the following firearms: CZ SP01, 
Glock, Sig 226/228, 1911 GOVT, S&W M&P, Springfield XDM 5.25”, STI 
2011, HK USP and Tanfoglio. Available only in Black.

ON THE MARKETON THE MARKET
NEWNEW

RIGS
HOLSTERS, POUCHES AND BELTS
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DAA PDR Low/Belt Ride Holster 

The Double-Alpha Academy Production Division Race (PDR) Holster is the latest word in 
competition holsters specifically tailored for the special needs of Production division IPSC 
shooters.

IPSC/USPSA Production Division has been growing rapidly in recent years and in many re-
gions is now the largest and most competitive class. Reasons for this vary, but primarily it is 
because Production shooting appeals to many for its simplicity, reduced costs, and return 
to the “more practical days” of Practical Shooting. 

With this in mind, Double-Alpha Academy teamed up with world-renowned holster manu-
facturer Front-Line, to design a holster which would meet and exceed the demands of this 
competitive division, while remaining true to its nature of practicality and simplicity.

The PDR Holster is a quick-draw Kydex holster with a choice of two injection molded bases 
for strength and durability. It offers a smooth and uninhibited draw, and a wide range of 
adjustable features

Two models are available - the Belt Ride and the Low Ride.
The Belt Ride holster utilizes a narrower and closer-to-the-body belt hanger. This hanger is perfectly suited for Carry purposes, and meets 
the requirements to be IDPA legal.
The Low Ride model is configured with the new low and off-set hanger, offering you more adjustability and off-setting the gun away from 
the body to allow for a faster more consistent draw.

Unlike most other Kydex holsters, the Double-Alpha PDR Holster has an additional inner suede leather lining to protect your valuable 
firearm from wear and scratches typical to other Kydex holsters. This inner suede leather lining ensures a smooth draw and a firm reten-
tion when the holster is tightened up.

Tension adjustment is done by turning a single screw by hand, without the need for any tool or aid. The adjustment ranges from very 
loose to almost locked tight with just a few turns of the tension knob.

The wide range of adjustability derives from the newly designed Low Ride belt hanger to which the holster body is attached. This hanger 
is compatible with both 1.5” and 2” belt sizes, and can easily be changed back and forth from one size to another.
The hanger offers a height adjustment range of over 8 cm, as well as a 3-position tilt angle adjustment. For shooters wishing to position 
the holster further from the body, longer screws with spacers are included.

Available in Black only. Models are currently offered for the following firearms:
CZ SP01, Glock, Sig 226/228, 1911 GOVT, S&W M&P, Springfield XD, XDM 5.25”, STI 2011 and HK USP. 

These pictures clearly show the PDR’s two types of belt hangers. The top picture is the Low Ride model belt hanger. This hanger sets the 
gun further from the body and allows for more adjustability options. The picture on the right is the Belt Ride model hanger. This option 
positions the gun higher and closer to the body, making this a perfect choice for day-to-day carry or for IDPA use, where concealment is 
a match requirement.

The Double-Alpha Academy Production Division Race (PDR) Holster is the latest word in The Double-Alpha Academy Production Division Race (PDR) Holster is the latest word in 
competition holsters specifically tailored for the special needs of Production division IPSC competition holsters specifically tailored for the special needs of Production division IPSC 
shooters.shooters.

IPSC/USPSA Production Division has been growing rapidly in recent years and in many reIPSC/USPSA Production Division has been growing rapidly in recent years and in many re
gions is now the largest and most competitive class. Reasons for this vary, but primarily it is gions is now the largest and most competitive class. Reasons for this vary, but primarily it is 
because Production shooting appeals to many for its simplicity, reduced costs, and return because Production shooting appeals to many for its simplicity, reduced costs, and return 
to the “more practical days” of Practical Shooting. to the “more practical days” of Practical Shooting. 

With this in mind, Double-Alpha Academy teamed up with world-renowned holster manuWith this in mind, Double-Alpha Academy teamed up with world-renowned holster manu
facturer Front-Line, to design a holster which would meet and exceed the demands of this facturer Front-Line, to design a holster which would meet and exceed the demands of this 
competitive division, while remaining true to its nature of practicality and simplicity.competitive division, while remaining true to its nature of practicality and simplicity.

The PDR Holster is a quick-draw Kydex holster with a choice of two injection molded bases The PDR Holster is a quick-draw Kydex holster with a choice of two injection molded bases 
for strength and durability. It offers a smooth and uninhibited draw, and a wide range of for strength and durability. It offers a smooth and uninhibited draw, and a wide range of 
adjustable featuresadjustable features

positions the gun higher and closer to the body, making this a perfect choice for day-to-day carry or for IDPA use, where concealment is positions the gun higher and closer to the body, making this a perfect choice for day-to-day carry or for IDPA use, where concealment is 
gun further from the body and allows for more adjustability options. The picture on the right is the Belt Ride model hanger. This option gun further from the body and allows for more adjustability options. The picture on the right is the Belt Ride model hanger. This option 
positions the gun higher and closer to the body, making this a perfect choice for day-to-day carry or for IDPA use, where concealment is positions the gun higher and closer to the body, making this a perfect choice for day-to-day carry or for IDPA use, where concealment is 
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DAA Competition Belt

The DAA inner and outer shooting belt offers the very best features for serious com -
petition shooters. The inner belt is designed to be streamlined and slim-profiled,  
not  adding much thickness under the outer belt. This helps ensure you wear your 
gear close to your body in the most comfortable way. The inner belt is pointed at 
one end to facilitate easy threading through pant loops. Of course the inner belt 
carries the soft Velcro layer to prevent it from snagging on clothing or car seats 
when worn separately. 

The outer belt is simply the strongest and stiffest belt on the market today, bar none!
It is constructed of a tough web nylon outer, covering a fiber reinforced polymer 
core that gives the belt its impressive rigidity. 

We designed the belt to be slightly thicker than most, so that the holsters and 
pouches mounted on the belt sit firmly and do not rock or slide around. It is slightly 
harder to thread certain makes of holsters and pouches, but all types of gear do fit.

A must-have item for those “pick-up-the-mag” stages. With this custom-made magnetic 
mag holder, you can slap your extra magazine onto your belt as fast as you can pick it up off 
the table! Never again waste precious time fumbling while inserting a magazine into your 
magazine pouch. 
The magnet used is almost 50 mm in diameter and over 10 mm thick, giving an attraction 
power of close to 100 kg! This ensures that it will hold your loaded magazine securely in 
place, even as you run and jump. Its smooth surface enables you to grab the magazine and 
slide it off upwards when you need to reload. 

4250

DAA Magnetic Pouch

The Double-Alpha Competition Belt is available in Black, Blue, Red or Silver-Grey, with 
the color boldly displayed in the wide middle section of the belt.

Other features include: top quality materials and workmanship, industrial strength 
Velcro of the highest standard, both inner and outer belt with their size clearly tagged, 
competition width 1.5” to suit all shooting gear, overlap length already calculated in (so 
if you are a size 36” pants, you order a size 36” belt). 

Sizes are available for 32”–50”. Smaller sizes (32”-34”) have an 18 cm (7”) overlap section, 
while larger belts (36” and up) have a 24 cm (9.5”) overlap section. This is to ensure the 
smaller-sized users have enough space on their belts for all their magazine pouches. An 
attractive and functional safety loop is included with every belt, carrying an embroi-
dered Double-Alpha Academy logo. 

2695

Inner belt also sold separately

DAA Magnetic Pouch

5900

RIGS
HOLSTERS, POUCHES AND BELTS
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DAA Deluxe Magnetic Magazine Pouch

The DAA Deluxe Magnetic Pouch utilizes two powerful 32 mm magnets to hold the maga-
zine securely in place while providing a smoother release than that achieved from the larger 
standard Magnetic Pouch. The support side walls allow us to use smaller magnets which in 
turn make the pouches more useable as an all-round pouch for everyday use, and not just as 
a designated pick-up pouch.
 
For those shooters who like the simplicity and minimalist look of an open magnetic pouch - 
this is the perfect choice! The slim body makes it possible to position pouches closer togeth -
er while still leaving enough room to reach down and grab the magazine correctly. The lack 
of external or front pouch walls allow the pouches to be spaced that much closer together. 
Perfect for Standard or Production where pouches have to be worn behind the hip bone.
 
The pouch is attached to our new model belt hanger, which locks securely on any 1.5” belt, 
clamping down to hold tightly even on thinner belts. The pouch can be swivelled around the 
center screw (lower magnet’s middle) to angle the pouch as designed. The off-center mount-
ing point on the hanger offers the option of two height.

4700

DAA/CR Magnet Bracket

Magnetic pouches are handy devices and provide a real advantage on those stages when 
you need to pick up multiple magazines at the start. Of course, the one problem these 
“standalone” magnetic pouches create, particularly for Standard and Production division 
shooters, is that they take up space on your shooting belt and force you to move your other 
pouches further back (to stay legal behind the hip bone). In order to address this problem, 
we are pleased to offer the DAA/CR Pouch and Magnet Bracket. 

The magnet is mounted to the pouch to ensure it remains rigid and solid when you place or 
draw off the magazine against the pull of the magnet. The pouch itself functions normally, 
except for a restriction in the amount of available tilt-back. 

3895

BladeTech AR-15/M16 Pouch

Using a proprietary blend of polymers, BladeTech engineered these magazine pouches to offer lifetime 
performance in a wide range of conditions. They won’t become soft in extreme heat (over 300ºF) or 
fragile in low temperatures. When your magazine is inserted into our Revolution pouches, you will have 
positive retention ensuring your mag is secure. Retention screws can be tightened or loosened for per-
sonal preference.

Made with adjustable tension screws for security, so eliminating the need for those cumbersome flaps. 
These pouches are ambidextrous, and work with bullets forward or bullets to the rear. The tension 
screws are forward for L/H users.

4550

BladeTech AR-15/M16 Pouch
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BladeTech Double AR-15/M16 Pouch

These rifle magazine pouches are injection molded from highly durable polymer. Made with adjust-
able tension screws to allow you to securely carry magazines without the need of additional reten-
tion devices. The pouches are designed and molded to allow for double stacking. When doubled 
up, they provide increased carrying capacity while remaining stable and allowing quick access. The 
pouches are ambidextrous and work with bullets forward or bullets to the rear. The tension screws 
will be forward for left-handed users

The BladeTech Speed Rig is a race-styled holster designed for intense use in Practical Shooting com-
petitions. The cant and the dropped offset positioning of the holster aid in lighting quick draws. The 
Speed Rig includes BladeTech’s highly recognized level of retention. The holster comes with two ad-
justment screws that allow you to control the tension to fit your specific needs during competition. 
Features include:
• Dropped and offset for quick attainment of a shooting grip 
• Speed-cut on holster for swift draws 
• Tension adjustable retention 
• Designed for Practical Shooting competitions 
• Made in the U.S.A.  

8995

BladeTech Speed Rig Holster

4995

BladeTech “DOH” (Drop and Offset) Holster

An excellent Kydex holster from BladeTech, perfect for the IPSC Production division.

The “offset” feature of this holster allows for a greater degree of outward cant, which positions the grip of your 
pistol away from the body in a vertical position for more positive indexing. This popular holster also features a 
“drop”, which lowers the placement of the pistol for an easier reach, allowing the arm to remain more extended. 

The Drop and Offset Holster is very popular for range and competition work and is perfect when speed is of the 
utmost importance. The loop is adjustable for three different cants: Straight Drop, FBI cant, or Muzzle Forward. 
The holster is supplied with an adjustable belt loop suitable for belts 1.5-2 inch wide.

Available for Glock and CZ SP01 pistols.

8100

BladeTech Speed Rig Holster

One of the toughest and firmest belts around, assuring you of a solid, long-lasting platform for your 
shooting gear. 
The CR Speed Competition Belt is constructed from a super reinforced nylon outer covering and a solid 
polymer inner strip. The shooter-friendly Velcro design - the under-belt has the soft Velcro - ensures you 
can wear it in your car without damaging the seats. Never again ruin that expensive coat or jacket! 1.5” 
wide, sizes from 32”-60”. Order one size bigger than your pants size.

7500

CR Speed Competition Belt

One of the toughest and firmest belts around, assuring you of a solid, long-lasting platform for your 
shooting gear. 
The CR Speed Competition Belt is constructed from a super reinforced nylon outer covering and a solid 
polymer inner strip. The shooter-friendly Velcro design - the under-belt has the soft Velcro - ensures you 
can wear it in your car without damaging the seats. Never again ruin that expensive coat or jacket! 1.5” 
wide, sizes from 32”-60”. Order one size bigger than your pants size.

RIGS
HOLSTERS, POUCHES AND BELTS
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CR Speed WSM II Holster

Superior retention and lightning-fast draws make this holster one of the best. Supplied with the Versa-
Hanger for maximum adjustments on both up-down and on three axes of angle. Adjustable trigger slot 
width, along with a slicker design to allow you to index the gun better. 

The universal model fits most pistols, including STI, 1911, CZ etc.

Specific models are available for the Glock, XD, Sig-X5, revolvers and other specialized guns. 
Adjustable length allows you to use one holster for all your guns - Open Division, Limited, or Produc-
tion.  

Left-handed or right-handed.
16200

CR Speed Versa Pouch

For versatility and value! Fits most popular pistol magazines.
This pouch is fully ambidextrous, giving left- and right-handed shooters the same benefits. 
Supplied with inserts to fit hi-cap mags: Para, STI, Bul, SV, Kimber. 
9mm double stack mags, including CZ, Browning, Beretta 92, Tanfoglio, etc. 

Also fits all small-frame Glock mags, excluding 45 ACP and 10 mm. 
Tension adjustment and slick insert material ensure a smooth mag change. Angle and height adjustable.

3695

CR Speed WSM II Holster

width, along with a slicker design to allow you to index the gun better. 

The universal model fits most pistols, including STI, 1911, CZ etc.

Specific models are available for the Glock, XD, Sig-X5, revolvers and other specialized guns. 
Adjustable length allows you to use one holster for all your guns - Open Division, Limited, or Produc
tion.  

Left-handed or right-handed.

CR Speed Versa Pouch

For versatility and value! Fits most popular pistol magazines.
This pouch is fully ambidextrous, giving left- and right-handed shooters the same benefits. 

Hoppner & Schumann Speedsec 5CW Holster

The Speedsec 5CW is a compact-size fully adjustable competition speed holster. It offers height, tilt and swivel 
adjustment, and locks solidly in the chosen position. It requires no modification to the gun (no pin holes) and 
yet works without muzzle support, allowing the same holster to be used for any length of pistol. The body of 
the holster is constructed from injection molded reinforced polymer, and is thus strong and durable. The belt 
hanger is formed Kydex.

A lock/unlock lever allows you to secure the gun for those holster test stages or when walking around the range, 
and the unlock position allows for a smooth fast draw. The Speedsec 5CW is gun specific. Models available 
include STI/SV/SPS, 1911/PO, Glock (for models 17/19/34/35), Sig P226, HK USP/USP Expert, Tanfoglio, and CZ 
SP01.

12800

Hoppner & Schumann Speedmag 5CW Magazine Pouch

Fast, reliable, and affordable, the Speedmag 5CW from Hoppner & Schumann offers great value and excellent 
performance.

Constructed of Kydex, this tough and durable mag pouch is practically indestructible! Two tension adjustment 
screws allow for a perfect fit and release control. Angle adjustment is possible. One model fits most popular 
gun types.

3650

Hoppner & Schumann Speedsec 5CW Holster

The Speedsec 5CW is a compact-size fully adjustable competition speed holster. It offers height, tilt and swivel 
adjustment, and locks solidly in the chosen position. It requires no modification to the gun (no pin holes) and 
yet works without muzzle support, allowing the same holster to be used for any length of pistol. The body of 
the holster is constructed from injection molded reinforced polymer, and is thus strong and durable. The belt 
hanger is formed Kydex.

A lock/unlock lever allows you to secure the gun for those holster test stages or when walking around the range, 
and the unlock position allows for a smooth fast draw. The Speedsec 5CW is gun specific. Models available 
include STI/SV/SPS, 1911/PO, Glock (for models 17/19/34/35), Sig P226, HK USP/USP Expert, Tanfoglio, and CZ 
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CED7000PRO Shot Timer

In 2006, CED and DAA introduced the CED7000 Shot Timer, the smallest and by far the most ad-

vanced timer of its time. In fact, to this day, the CED7000 still reigns supreme as the best-selling timer 

on the market.

CED and DAA worked together to bring to the shooting community the next stage in shot timer 

evolution. Advances in chip and display technologies made it possible to elevate the simple shot 

timer to a complete, comprehensive match and training scoring tool. We are very proud to introduce 

the CED7000PRO.

Of course, the CED7000PRO offers all the bells and whistles we have come to expect of a top-of-the-

line shot timer, but in addition:

It offers an ROF (rate of fire) tool that allows you to clock full-auto rates of fire or just gauge how fast 

you can shoot your semi auto.

It offers a shot counter that keeps a record of how many rounds you shoot in a practice session, or 

in a whole season.

It offers a full color LCD display, a customized quality keypad, aluminum front casing, and a wide 

range of accessories. It even provides a “Simple Mode” option to make all these complex tools vanish, 

leaving only the basic delay and par settings for those who like it “Old School”...

Like its predecessor, this new timer offers an add-on RF chip to allow radio communications with the 

CED BigBoard and Time Keeper.

And if all that weren’t enough – the CED7000PRO is also the very first multilingual timer offering five different languages: English, Ger-
man, Italian, Spanish and French. But beyond all these features lies the real magic! The CED7000PRO is a fully functional match computer, 
allowing you to score and view results directly on the shooting line, and for up to 1,500 competitors!
You can create your match on the timer or opt for the easier solution of using the dedicated website, www.ced7000pro.com, WinMSS 
(Version 7 only) or shootnscoreit.com , to create your match data.
You can view stage results, match results, and even verify lists directly on the timer’s color display, or you can upload results from the 
timer to your PC and view them there, allowing you to print and email them to all.

The Match Mode
In the “Create New” option, you create a match by naming it, adding stages by assigning available points to each (and bonus points for 
disappearing targets, if needed), and enter all participating shooters. Each shooter is assigned a starting number, placed in a squad, as-
signed a Division, Category, and Power Factor. By selecting “Run Match”, you choose a stage and a squad to be scored. The timer presents 
the list of shooters in that squad who have yet to shoot the stage, and shows the RO which shooter is up, who is on deck, and who is in the 
hole. After the time is recorded and confirmed, the user enters the actual hits on each target by using the scoring buttons on the keypad: 
A, C, D, M, and P. Each key stroke is confirmed by a prominent visual and a unique sound, so you can keep your eyes on the targets as you 
walk by and score them.

Upload and Download
Uploading and downloading match data is done via the mini USB, which also doubles as the charging port. Through this port you can 
also upgrade to the latest timer firmware to ensure that you are always running the newest, best operating system.

The Steel Challenge Mode
The “Steel Challenge” mode works much like the Match Mode in that you can create, run, modify and view results of a Steel Challenge 
match. The 8 stages of the Steel Challenge are already created for you, and the timer runs you through the 5 strings of each stage (or 4, 
in the case of Outer Limits), adding up the total and leaving out the slowest run. Of course you can add time penalties as needed while 
you score. 

vanced timer of its time. In fact, to this day, the CED7000 still reigns supreme as the best-selling timer 

on the market.

CED and DAA worked together to bring to the shooting community the next stage in shot timer 

evolution. Advances in chip and display technologies made it possible to elevate the simple shot 

timer to a complete, comprehensive match and training scoring tool. We are very proud to introduce 

the CED7000PRO.

Of course, the CED7000PRO offers all the bells and whistles we have come to expect of a top-of-the-

line shot timer, but in addition:

It offers an ROF (rate of fire) tool that allows you to clock full-auto rates of fire or just gauge how fast 

you can shoot your semi auto.

21900
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CED7000PRO Car Charger

For the travelling Range O翿� cer, competition shooter, or simply those who need 
a last minute timer charge while driving to the range, the CED7000PRO USB Car 
Charger/Inverter is the perfect solution for charging your CED7000PRO Timer. Sim -
ply plug it into the cigarette lighter socket and charge your timer while driving to 
or from the range. With its two USB port design, the CED7000PRO USB Car Charger/
Inverter in fact charges two timers at the same time. You can of course connect any 
other USB power driven device to this charger. 

13 50

CED7000PRO Silicone Skin

Protect and personalize your CED7000PRO Shot Timer with custom-made sili-
cone skins in a wide array of bright colors.

The rubbery finish makes your timer more comfortable to grip, and protects it 
from scratches and damage in case of falls.

950

CED7000PRO Screen Protector

Protect your valuable CED7000PRO Shot Timer’s display with a premium-quality UV resistant, anti-reflective, 
anti-dirt and 99% transparent film. Lifetime protection from scratches, sun damage, dirt, fingerprints, and 
daily wear and tear. 

A super-thin film, made in Japan and used for many expensive touch-screen devices, the CED7000PRO 
Screen Protector is the answer to extending the life of your timer for years and years. The non-adhesive 
self-adhering surface is a snap to install or remove. Each set includes 2 pieces of screen protector film and a 
cleaning cloth. 

13 95

CED7000PRO IR Printer Paper 2-Roll Pack

CED7000PRO Printer paper is available in 2-roll packs, designed to fit the CED7000PRO Printer. The 
direct thermal print paper comes in roll size 2.25” x 85’ (58 mm wide x 25 m long).

3 95

CED7000PRO IR Printer Paper 2-Roll Pack
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CED7000PRO Connectivity Options

PC Software
IThe CED7000PRO is so much more than a standalone device. It is the first timer to provide 
multiple connectivity options, allowing it to be used as a true match scoring or training 
device for the 21st century.
Using the mini USB port located at the bottom of the timer, you can quickly and easily con -
nect to a PC and utilize the upload/download capabilities.

Matches and Steel Challenge events can be created and scored directly on the timer, and 
while this is su翿� cient for small group practice sessions, the limited keypad of the CED-
7000PRO makes this process too slow for larger scale use.
The CED7000PRO allows both download of matches and upload of results to a PC by means 
of our customized upload/download tool, available free of charge on ced7000pro.com.
This tool makes it possible to use popular match creation and scoring software, such as 
WinMSS, ezWinScore and ShootNscoreIt. 

WinMSS (Version 6 Only)
Using WinMSS or ezWinScore, you can create a match, including shooters, stages, squads, divisions, etc. 
and download this information via our custom PC application to one or more timers (depending on your 
match setup). When scoring is complete, simply upload the results from each of the timers to WinMSS, 
and view or print your match or training session results in minutes. 

- Working with this software does not require an internet connection.
- Compatible with WinMSS version 7.

ShootNScoreIt.com
ShootNScoreIt.com is an online IPSC/USPSA match system that allows match directors to publish 
their competition results, manage shooter’s information and track scores. Using the custom PC 
app, you can export the data file from your timer and upload it to ShootNScoreIt.com. The web-
site then updates its records and presents you with match results and stats. A new tool allows you 
to upload and download Steel Challenge results as well.

www.ced70000pro.com
For shooters not familiar with the advanced software solutions mentioned above, another handy 
user-friendly online tool is available for download/upload to the CED7000PRO. Use the online 
match creation tool provided on www.ced7000pro.com to create your match. Enter shooter in-
formation, create your stages and download the data directly to your CED7000PRO. Once scored, 
you can upload to the website and print match and stage results to PDFs, which can be 
saved or emailed to your match participants. The site’s tool does not allow you to edit or 
save the match results you upload.

For a more detailed description of how these tools can be used to your best advantage, 
view the video tutorials and download the latest user manual available on www.ced-
7000pro.com.
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CED7000 Shot Timer

The CED7000 shot-activated timer packs many advanced features, and yet is as easy and intuitive to 
use as a TV remote! It features advanced programming options, custom backlight display, memory, 
built-in rechargeable battery, and a range of features which make all other shot timers in its price 
range obsolete.

Size and weight
The CED7000 weighs only 80 g, ideal for hanging around your neck or on your wrist, even when 
shooting. It is so light and compact, you won’t even know it’s there!  
Dimensions: 100 mm x 47 mm x 18 mm 

CED7000T Tactical Shot Timer
This sleek “all black” version of the CED7000 has been in hot demand by law enforcement and mili-
tary personnel around the world since it was first introduced in 2007. Due to its success, we have 
decided to offer it to all our customers. The CED7000T offers the same functions and design as the 
original CED7000, but in a sleek all-black casing.

Features and functions:
• Memory storage/recall for review of 10 strings and an unlimited number of shots.  
• Custom Par for single or multiple Par time settings, with variable delay  intervals and the first-ever hundredth of a second setting. 
• First ever variable multiple Pars off one activation.  
• Dual forward and reverse review function. 
• Illuminated fully functional LCD display, showing total time, splits, shot number, Par and first shot time. 
• Date and time displays, including alarm clock feature. 
• Optional RF remote capability for use with CED BigBoard and CED Time Keeper. 
• New “Spy Mode” for monitoring other shooters and visual starts. 
• New “Stopwatch Mode” for use of the timer as a stopwatch to clock props and other shooters on the range. 
• Super loud Start beep over 110 dB – one of the loudest in the industry. 
• Rechargeable battery with low battery LCD indicator. Optional External Battery Pack. 
• Full volume beep or soft beep for dry fire use. 
• Digital sensitivity adjustment of the microphone ensuring perfect results in any shooting range. 
• Extra filter allowing you to disregard and eliminate echo measurements. 
• Wrist and neck lanyards included. 
• Universal charger included.

CED7000/CED7000T RF Timer
The CED7000T RF model includes wireless remote capability that allows the timer to be connected (wireless) to a CED BigBoard or CED 
Time Keeper for displaying results up to 50 yards away from the linked timer. The RF model is an optional upgrade that can be ordered at 
the original time of purchase or upgraded at a later date. 
1000 codes allow for individual synchronization to prevent problems when multiple RF timers are used in close proximity.

13900
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CED7000 Silicone Skin

Protect and personalize your CED7000 Shot Timer with custom-made silicone skins in a 
wide array of bright colors. The skin gives your timer a rubbery finish that makes it more 
comfortable to grip and protects the timer from scratches and damage in case of falls. 
Available in Blue, Green, Yellow, Orange, Red, and Black.

14

CED7000 Custom Case

Safely transport your CED7000 Shot Timer in this elegant custom carry case.  Designed with 
dual direction belt strap and carabiner, the CED7000 Carry Case can be worn on the belt, at-
tached to a belt loop, or quickly snapped onto any range bag or backpack. 
The case features a front pocket with a quick-release Velcro cover to house the timer, and a 
zippered rear pocket to store battery pack, lanyards, and other accessory items. A pen holder 
and double-tip pen add a final special touch to this very functional case. 
Available in Black, Green, Red, Grey, or Blue.

1950

CED7000 Rotating Belt Clip

The custom rotating belt clip incorporates a hinge system that allows the CED7000/7000PRO to be 
rotated upwards for comfortable viewing of the LCD display, and to be laid flat against the body 
when shooting or timing other shooters. The belt clip is designed to be used with broad 1.5 inch 
wide competition style belts, and can also be used with thinner narrow belts.

CED7000 Wristband

Carry your CED7000/7000PRO Shot Timer on your wrist, freeing both hands for shooting or run-
ning the stage. The wristband is made of flexible breathable Neoprene and is adjustable to all 
wrist sizes. Can be used with or without the silicone skins.

1950

5025
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CED7000 Car Charger

For the traveling Range O翿� cer, competition shooter, or simply for that last minute charging while 
driving to the range, the Car Charger is the perfect solution for charging your CED7000 Timer.  Simply 
plug it into the cigarette lighter socket and charge your timer while driving to or from the range.

CED7000 Screen Protector

Protect your valuable CED7000 Timer display with a premium quality UV-resistant, anti-reflective, anti-dirt, and 
99% transparent film. 
Lifetime protection from scratches, sun damage, dirt, fingerprints, and daily wear and tear. The CED7000 Screen 
Protector is the answer to extending the life of your timer for years and years of use. The non-adhesive self-adher-
ing surface is a snap to install or remove. 
Each set includes 2 screen protectors and a cleaning cloth to aid in wiping off fingerprints and dirt.  

15 
  50

CED7000 Car Charger

15 95

Retractable Neck Lanyard 

A retractable cylinder adds 41 cm of additional length to the CED7000 neck lanyard.  Perfect for extend-
ing the timer at arm’s length toward the shooter and then retracting it safely back to your chest area while 
scoring targets, clearing weapons, or loading magazines.  The retractable cylinder can easily be attached 
to or removed from the neck lanyard, providing maximum flexibility.

7000

CED Time Keeper

The CED Time Keeper is designed for use in clubs and at matches or events where scoring is done by a 
second Range O翿� cer. Now it is possible for a scorekeeper to have the time details instantly as they occur. 
A compact pager-style remote display unit that shows the number of shots, total time, and splits up to 50 
yards from the synchronized host timer (either the CED7000RF or the CED8000RF timers), the CED Time 
Keeper is excellent for coaching and training purposes where monitoring progress is required. Providing 
instant confirmation of times and shots fired, this remote scorekeeping capability ensures increased flex -
ibility and e翿� ciency. 
7 cm x 5 cm x 2.6 cm
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CED BigBoard Display

The CED BigBoard is a large remote LCD display board that provides synchronized con-
nection to a host-linked timer (either the CED7000RF or the CED8000RF timers), giving 
actual time as it is recorded up to 50 yards from the timer itself. Large enough to be seen 
from a great distance, the CED BigBoard is ideal for club, match, or spectator use. 
37 cm x 17.5 cm x 4.5 cm 

22500

CED2000 External Horn

The CED2000 External Horn is ideal for use in any situation involving group participation, 
including shoot-offs, club, police, or military training. Perfect for “Man vs. Man” events. De-
signed for use with all CED7000 and CED8000 timers, the CED2000 External Horn can func-
tion independently as well.

Key features: 
• Loud siren horn (can easily be heard more than 25 yards away even with hearing protec-
tion!)  
• Adjustable table tripod included.  
• Power ON/OFF switch.  
• LED power and low battery indicator lights.  
• Alkaline battery powered with external battery holder included. 
• 9 ft. connection cable for timer included.  
• Test/Self-use activation button.

10900

CED Tripods

The CED Mini Tripod is compact and portable, yet strong and sturdy enough to hold almost 
any camera. Small enough to fold into your chrono custom case.  

The CED SL36 Chronograph Tripod is a medium-weight, solidly built tripod perfect for chro-
no or camera use. It has a maximum height of 170 cm and weighs 1.7 kg.  

The Heavy Duty Tripod is a truly professional tool. All-metal construction, 3-way removable 
pan head with leveling function, and an extension range from 50 cm to 160 cm. It weighs in 
at a sturdy 4.5 kg. 

13200

506150

129

any camera. Small enough to fold into your chrono custom case.  

The CED SL36 Chronograph Tripod is a medium-weight, solidly built tripod perfect for chro
no or camera use. It has a maximum height of 170 cm and weighs 1.7 kg.  

The Heavy Duty Tripod is a truly professional tool. All-metal construction, 3-way removable 
pan head with leveling function, and an extension range from 50 cm to 160 cm. It weighs in 
at a sturdy 4.5 kg. 

9521

SHOOTING ELECTRONICS
TIMERS, CHRONOGRAPHS AND OTHER GADGETS
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CED M2 Chronograph

CED proudly introduces the CED M2 Chronograph System. Building on the original CED Mil-
lennium Chronograph that has been an industry standard for the past eight years, the CED M2 
Chronograph begins where its predecessor leaves off.
New advanced technology enables DOUBLING the operating speed of the CED M2 Chrono-
graph, incorporating a micro-controller that runs at 48 MHz while expanding the operation 
range from 50 fps to 7,000 fps. Memory storage has been expanded 500% from 220 velocities 
to over 1,000 stored velocities. Stored string size can range from a single velocity up to 500 
velocities and up to 500 different strings. Expanded digital chip design now gives the CED 
M2 the ability to read velocities at much lower light levels. This means that on clear days the 
chronograph can be used from early morning till almost sunset.

A new keypad has been designed in calculator-style layout. In fact, a built-in calculator has 
been added as well. Furthermore, the CED M2 now includes a “Hi-Average” function which 
provides “one touch” calculation of the average of the three highest velocities in a string. This 
new function is ideal for calculating Power Factor at IPSC and IDPA matches.   

Custom Chronograph Carry Case

For easy carry and protection of the CED M2 Chronograph System and accessories. Includes 
quick-release padded shoulder strap and adjustable carry straps for attaching a tripod. 48 cm 
L x 17 cm H x 15 cm D   

NIMH Rechargeable Battery

Provides up to 8 hours of continuous field use for the Infrared Screen Set. Ideal for locations 
where no AC electrical connections are available. The “no-memory” battery pack can be re-
charged 500-1,000 times. Supplied with a complete battery pack, AC charger, and connection 
cables. Instructions included.

CED M2 Infrared Screen Set

With incredible accuracy, the patented Infrared Screen Set eliminates the need for sunlight 
when using the CED M2 or the original CED Millennium Chronograph systems, and gives you 
the freedom to record velocities under any lighting condition, or, if you choose, no light at all! 
Connects to the standard sensors that come with both systems, and uses its own AC power 
source or optional NiMH battery pack. The Infrared Screen Set includes infrared screens, side-
arms, AC adaptor and instructions.

7995

00279

NIMH Rechargeable Battery

00145

CED M2 Infrared Screen Set

With incredible accuracy, the patented Infrared Screen Set eliminates the need for sunlight 
when using the CED M2 or the original CED Millennium Chronograph systems, and gives you 
the freedom to record velocities under any lighting condition, or, if you choose, no light at all! 
Connects to the standard sensors that come with both systems, and uses its own AC power 
source or optional NiMH battery pack. The Infrared Screen Set includes infrared screens, side-
arms, AC adaptor and instructions.
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CED/DAA RangePack Pro     

The new generation of shooting backpacks has arrived, and it is 
bigger and better than ever! No other backpack comes even close. 
Competitive Edge Dynamics and Double-Alpha Academy are proud 
to introduce the latest and BEST in this style of range bags!

Backpacks have a distinct advantage over traditional shoulder-strap 
bags as they distribute and balance the weight more evenly, mak-
ing them more comfortable to carry over long distances (often the 
case on large IPSC shooting ranges). However, standard run-of-the-
mill backpacks don’t really cut it. While they may be comfortable to 
carry, most “Tactical” backpacks do not offer the features and design 
needed by competition shooters on the range. Furthermore, they do 
not always remain upright when placed on the ground.

The new CED/DAA RangePack Pro is functionally designed by shoot-
ing professionals from the ground up, specifically for IPSC/USPSA 
and IDPA shooters. It is an extra large backpack, chock-full of design 

features and accessories for the serious shooter.

Here are a few of the RangePack Pro features worth noting:

1  Rain Cover. For those wet rainy days on the range, the back -
pack includes a rain cover neatly packed away in a concealed 
pocket, always at hand when needed. The rain cover is de-
signed to protect the backpack while being worn, giving ac-
cess to the shoulder straps, even when covered. 

2  Back Panel. The back panel is designed with dense padding to 
provide support in all the right places. The thick, densely pad-
ded shoulder straps are contoured for the utmost in comfort 

and function, even when packed with 15 kg or 20 kg of gear. 

3
 Large Lower Compartment. The large lower compartment is 

encased in a hard plastic shell, giving the bag strength, rigid-
ity, and structure. This lower compartment can easily be ac-
cessed through the large lockable front opening and can hold 
500 rounds of ammo plus 2 zippered pistol sleeves, or up to 
1000 rounds and 1 pistol sleeve. The compartment is even 
large enough to contain the CED medium size waterproof 
case! 

The backpack is designed to stand upright on its rubberized wa-
terproof base, allowing for easy access to all its multiple compart-
ments. The large lockable upper compartment includes a detach-
able 7-pocket magazine holder. The structured cover of this upper 
compartment includes a zippered pocket for papers, business cards, 
and pens, as well as elastic straps for additional tools and accesso-
ries. The large lower compartment is encased in a hard plastic shell, 
giving the bag strength, rigidity, and structure. This lower compart-
ment can easily be accessed through the large lockable front open-
ing, and can hold 500 rounds of ammo plus 2 zippered pistol sleeves, 

or up to 1000 rounds and 1 pistol sleeve.
3  Large Lower Compartment

2  Back Pane l 

1  Rain Cover 

SHOOTING BAGS
RANGE BAGS, CASES, PISTOL SLEEVES, MAGAZINE HOLDERS AND MORE

1 Rain Cover

3
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20900

The compartment is even large enough to contain the CED medium size waterproof case! Additional pockets are specifically designed 
for a mag-brush, hearing protectors and a bottle of Progrip, or to store the combination cable lock. There is even a pocket designed for 
the multi-purpose plastic utility box that comes included.

CED/DAA RangePack Pro (continued)

Accessories included:
- A red zippered Pistol Sleeve 
- A red Universal Pouch 
- 2.0 liter hydration kit with drinking tube 
- A sturdy 3-legged stool with carry pouch 
- Customized rain cover 
- Multi-purpose plastic utility box 
- DAA Mag Brush 
- Cable combination lock  
- Custom external rig strap

Specs:
- Color:  Black only
- Weight: 3.4 kg (7.4 lb.) excluding accessories
                  4.9 kg (10.8 lb.) with all accessories
- Total Dimensions: 55 H x 40 W x 32 D cm
- Bottom Compartment: 19.4 H x 32.5 W x 25 D cm
- Top Compartment: 32.5 H x  32.5 W x 25 D cm

10
95

RangePack Pro Extra Rig Strap

Based on customer feedback, we are pleased to offer as an accessory the adjustable strap supplied with 
the RangePack Pro. This strap, which attaches to the front D-rings on the bag, is designed to hang your 
shooting rig on the outside of your bag for easy transport. A second strap is handy to prevent the rig from 
swinging from side to side. 
One such strap is included with your RangePack Pro. The item offered here is an additional strap.

First Impression of the RangePack Pro by Ralf K. Jensen

I have the CED Rangebag XL and have been quite happy with it. But to be honest I was beginning to run out of space with all the stuff 
I carry with me to the range: 2 guns, lots of ammo, spare parts, tools, cleaning kit, medical kit/pills, water + food, kneepads, gloves, and 
the list goes on and on…

Recently I received the new DAA Rangepack Pro  to test, and give my first impression of the product . As mentioned these are just my first 
impressions, as the DAA Rangepack Pro hasn’t been on the market long enough for me to do a long term test.

I really like the design! It’s overall shape is similar the old Guga Ribas backpack in that it stands upright and has a lower and upper com-
partment,  but several features are definitely new, and it is also much bigger and with more functional features. The external material 
is quite rugged and I expect it will withstand a lot of abuse (time will tell). The zippers seem to be of the water resistant type and quite 
sturdy (even though they are not YKK-zippers). And most importunately,  they are lockable!  And a small combination lock and cable is 
included  with the DAA Rangepack Pro (in additional to many other accessories).
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First Impression of the RangePack Pro by Ralf K. Jensen

Also a little clear plastic utility box is included with the DAA Rangepack Pro , but this was much too 
small for my needs. My old CED XL range bag had 4 zipped pockets, where the DAA Rangepack 
Pro has got only 3. This meant that I had to reorganize a little to fit my stuff in the DAA Rangepack 
Pro. So I bought two plastic boxes (280 x 200 x 55 mm) with clear lids and small separated com-
partments inside to hold all my spare parts, tools, oil, etc.. It fits perfectly in the bottom of the top 
compartment. Even the color is a match! Actually one extra box would have filled the bill, but I got 
two because that allows me to bring even more stuff with me than previously.

The bottom compartment is incased by very thick (about 5mm), hard plastic walls. This is where 
you would transport your ammo and guns. This is good thinking because when packing a backpack 
it’s essential to store heavy items as low and close to your back as possible. The plastic walls in the 
bottom are black. I would have preferred red walls like the rest of the DAA Rangepack Pro has on 
the inside – which would improve visibility and make it easier to find items inside. It is worth noting 
that this inner compartment can easily be removed, or rotated upwards. This will allow the bag to 
compress smaller – which would make it compatible with Airline carry-on size restrictions. A handy 
feature, as when the compartment is in place, the bag may be too deep to be used as a carry.

The shoulder straps and back of the DAA Rangepack Pro are thickly padded making it comfortable to wear, even when fully loaded. With 
900 rounds of .40, 2 guns, drinking water and all your stuff, carrying the DAA Rangepack Pro sure is much easier than dragging a 20 kg 
regular range bag around. Even though it’s got only 3 external compartments, there is no doubt that the DAA Rangepack Pro will hold 
more stuff than the CED XL range bag – and in a more clever way. The DAA Rangepack Pro includes a small chair, which actually is high 
enough to provide a decent resting position for me.  But the feet are quite small, so on soft wet ground it tends to sink in. However – I was 
able to use the straps to hold a Walkstool (with big feet) which provides better comfort.  But comparing the DAA Rangepack Pro’s chair 
to a 70Euro Walkstool isn’t a fair comparison. Personally I will probably use the included chair whenever I’m flying to a match (because it 
weighs less than my Walkstool and provides a decent rest), and when traveling by car I’ll probably use the Walkstool.

I have only found one thing I didn’t like about the DAA Rangepack Pro: The water bladder looks rather cheap and is thereby in direct 
contrast to the rest of the DAA Rangepack Pro. But to be fair it actually does work OK but I just don’t like the look and feel of it. The water 
bladder should tolerate from minus 20 to plus 50 degrees Celsius, so you should have the option of filling it 2/3’s and storing in the freezer 
overnight. Only fill it to 2/3’rds because water expands when frozen. When you pack it in your DAA Rangepack Pro next day you’ll have 
cold water for a long time while the ice melts. If you don’t like the water bladder, you can either replace it with an original Camelbak blad -
der (which fits nicely) or you can use the side pocket to store a huge drinking bottle instead (I was able to squeeze in a 2 liter PET-bottle).

There are a lot of well thought-out practical features in the DAA Rangepack Pro, just to mention a few:
- A clasp that allows you to pack away the shoulder straps (practical when flying)
- Top handle in nice quality for carrying your DAA Rangepack Pro by your side
- Metal loops on the DAA Rangepack Pro allow you to attach carabin hooks to carry extra stuff on the outside of the bag
- Small zipper compartment located on top holds a rain cover for when the rain gets really heavy. I actually tried the bag in rainy winter 
weather without 
   the rain cover and the inside never got wet. So I’ll only use the cover for heavy rain.
- One carabin hook is included with the bag (can be used to hold your competition rig). In my opinion you should buy an extra one, to 
prevent your rig 
   from swinging.
- Red interior making it easier to locate your equipment

Would I recommend it? Absolutely yes! 
In my opinion this is the best solution to “life on the range” available right now. It gives you a finished package that provides all you need 
– maybe except an umbrella which most IPSC-shooters have at home. It has lots of practical features and after evaluating I can tell that 
a lot of thought must have gone into designing this product. Sure, a couple of elements could be improved (water bladder, chair, more 
plastic boxes), but for 189 Euros this really is great value for money. This is in my opinion a product much better configured than the CED 
XL range bag and I can’t imagine myself switching back to a normal range bag after trying this.

SHOOTING BAGS
RANGE BAGS, CASES, PISTOL SLEEVES, MAGAZINE HOLDERS AND MORE
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CED/DAA RangePack (Medium)

In October 2011 at the World Shoot in Greece, we introduced our new CED/
DAA RangePack Pro, a new generation of custom-made backpacks specifi-
cally designed for the serious competition shooter. The shooting world took 
notice, and since then this extra-large backpack has rocketed to the front 
of our range bag sales. Despite it being our most expensive bag, dedicated 
shooters were quick to notice that this bag stands head and shoulders above 
the rest, and that you get real value for your money. The RangePack Pro has 
become a runaway success!

One criticism we received from some shooters was that the bag was too large 
for their needs or for their physique, and they implored us to offer a smaller 
version. Well, we listen to our customers, and are pleased to now offer the 
new CED/DAA RangePack, the smaller brother to the RangePack Pro.

Like the larger version, the RangePack is designed to stand upright on its 
rubberized waterproof base, allowing easier access to all compartments and 
pockets while keeping the bag clean and dry. The upper compartment is 
large enough to allow 2 pistol insert sleeves to stand upright side by side, 

and will hold most of your gear. It includes a detachable 7-pocket magazine holder and several other side pockets designed to hold vari -
ous gear, such as ear defenders, Progrip or a mag brush.
The lower compartment is encased in a hard plastic shell, forming the sturdy base for the larger upper compartment and giving the bag 
much of its structure. The lower compartment can be used to store ammo, cleaning kits and various items. It may be too small for a full 
size pistol sleeve to lay flat, but it is large enough to hold a pistol in a smaller case.
 
The CED/DAA RangePack has the same top quality and detailing as the larger RangePack Pro. It is made from black Ballistic nylon with 
a smart bright inner red lining. It includes a rain cover neatly packed away in a concealed pocket, ready at hand to be pulled out and 
wrapped around the bag to keep it dry. The shoulder straps and back are densely padded to provide support and comfort, even when 
carrying the bag fully loaded. An extra pocket in the upper flap is perfect for storing documents and pens, and five large external pockets 
add considerably to the storage space available.

Like the RangePack Pro, the RangePack is designed to fit perfectly on the CED/DAA RangeCart Pro, and includes the steel eyelets for this 
purpose. 

CED/DAA RangePack (Medium)

RangePack RangePack Pro

Accessories included:
- A red zippered Pistol Sleeve
- A red Universal Pouch
- Customized rain cover
- Cable combination lock
- Custom external rig strap

Specs:
- Color: Black, with red trimmings and red inner lining
- Weight: 2.5 kg (5.4 lb.) excluding accessories
                  2.9 kg (6.4 lb.) with all accessories
- Total Dimensions: 46 H x 36 W x 26 D cm
- Bottom Compartment: 12 H x 30 W x 22 D cm
- Top Compartment: 33 H x 30 W x 22 D cm

17900
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CED/DAA RangeCart Pro

If you have ever attended a match on a really large, spread-out range, you will appreciate how 
handy and helpful a cart can be. We shooters do tend to lug around a lot of gear and ammo 
to a big match...

Our new RangeCart Pro is designed from the ground up with the practical shooter in mind. It is 
designed to be the perfect support product for our RangePack Pro backpack, but can be used 
equally successfully with almost any range bag.

Made of rugged, top quality aluminum tubes and steel joints and hinges, this range cart can 
securely carry over 50 kg of gear. And with its wide inflatable all-terrain tires, it can carry that 
weight anywhere you need to go.

Quick release assembly pins allow you to fold the cart down in seconds, making it possible to 
pack into any moderately sized suitcase or even the smallest car trunk. You need never leave 
it behind.

The cart incorporates a clever umbrella holding system, designed to secure a folded or an 
open umbrella and hold it firmly in place.

The D1000 fabric backing is as functional as it is attractive. On the front top end, positioned 
high for easy access while standing, is a fold-out ammo shelf, on which you can place 100 
rounds of ammo and load your magazines comfortably. A great feature for those ranges with-
out tables! 

Beside this fold-out tray are a couple of extra magazine pockets, for added convenience.
Built into the back below the rubberized handle is a generous-sized, heat insulated “lunch box” compartment, the perfect place for your 
fruit, sandwiches and snacks you want with you out on the range. Below that are two large water bottle holders, easily storing 1 L bottles.

Weight: 3.5 kg
Wheel base: 42 cm
Handle height: 113 cm         

* Umbrella not included!

109
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DAA Hard Cases

The DAA Hard Cases, models Large-430 and XL-505, are IP67 certified, tough, dura-
ble and reliable. They are suitable for many uses, ranging from transport of firearms 
and valuables, to marine, photography, scuba diving, hunting, fishing, special corps 
and much more. 

These cases offer superior protection from the elements, water, dust and impact. 
They are shipped with a 4-piece set of foam: two egg-shell layers of foam in the lid 
and upper case and two thick precut-cube foam layers, allowing you to pluck out the 
shape of the object you are transporting. Extra sets of foam are available separately 
for purchase.

Dimensions Large-430:
External: 464 x 366 x H 176 mm/18.27 x 14.41 x 6.93 inch
Internal: 426 x 290 x H 159 mm/16.77 x 11.41 x 6.26 inch

Dimensions XL-505:
External: 555 x 428 x H 211 mm/21.85 x 16.85 x 8.31 inch
Internal: 500 x 350 x H 194 mm/19.69 x 13.78 x 7.64 inch

Available in Black or Orange.

CED Waterproof Case with Trolley

Taking a good thing one step further, we are pleased to offer you the CED Waterproof Case in a new configura -
tion, now including transport wheels and a fold-down telescopic handle. 

The new case is longer than the Large Model CED Waterproof Case, measuring 55 x 33 x 23 cm and weighing 
5.1 kg. It is perfect for transporting valuable firearms, camera gear, or any expensive equipment that needs to 
be well protected. The new two-piece release latch makes opening and closing the case easier than ever, and 
handy lock eyelets allow you to use regular padlocks.

11500

0089

CED Waterproof 53” Rifle Case with Wheels

CED’s waterproof rifle cases are virtually unbreakable. They are durable 
and strong and can withstand the most extreme conditions. They are es-
sential for keeping equipment secure and are ideal for transporting or 
freighting delicate air cargo and protecting valuable guns in transit. Each 
case is packed with multi-layers of eggshell and cubed foam to provide the 
best of both options. For quick use, simply place your rifle in the case and 
the eggshell foam compresses it in place. For longer journeys where pro-
tection is vital for delicate scopes, camera equipment or other valuables, 
simply reverse the bottom foam layers to place the cubed layers on top. 
Then pluck out the cubes as needed to the shape of the stored item. The 
rifle case comes with a heavy duty handle at one end and built-in trolley 
wheels at the other. Available in Black.
Inside dimensions: 126 L x 33 W x 13.5 D cm
Outside dimensions: 134 L x 38 W x 16.5 D cm
Lid/Base split: 4.4 cm lid/8.9 cm base
Shipping weight: 10.3 kg 20900
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CED XL Professional Range Bag

Simply the “biggest, baddest” shoulder carry range bag available today! The very 
last range bag you will ever have to buy.  

Absolutely the ideal range bag for the serious IPSC shooter. This bag will enable 
you easily to carry 2, 3 or more guns, as well as your rig and all additional gear in 
one rugged and comfortable-to-carry range bag. 
The XL Pro Bag includes an inner liftout bag, a padded shoulder strap, rubber feet 
to keep the bag dry, a bottle holder, water bottle, brass bag, heavy duty construc-
tion, 8 magazine pouches, chromed metal hardware, and double stitching and 
padding throughout.

56 cm long, 34 cm wide, 28 cm tall.
Available in Black and Navy.

CED Deluxe Professional Range Bag

CED has taken the BEST compact range bag on the market today to an 
entirely new level of design and function! The result is the new CED Deluxe 
Professional Range Bag.

Based on the famous CED Professional Range Bag, 25% more storage ca-
pacity has been added to the new Deluxe Range Bag. Two additional zip-
pered pockets have been added, one at each end. An oversized ID holder 
has been incorporated into the top “U” shaped zippered closure, making it 
easy to locate and identify your bag. 

119
00

CED Professional Range Bag

The CED Professional Range Bag has led the industry for years in design, quality, and features. 
When you want the best, settle for nothing else. Constructed from 600D polyester weather-
resistant fabric, and with hard chrome metal hardware and heavy-duty stitching, this bag will 
go the distance - and some!
Each range bag includes a large compartment space, 2 zipper pockets, 7 magazine holders, 
a matching pistol’s insert sleeve and brass collecting bag, a rubberized adjustable shoulder 
strap, and full-stitched rubber foot pads to help keep the bag dry. Available in Black and in 
Hunter Green.  
Inner dimension: 42 cm x 28 cm x 37 cm 

105
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CED Deluxe Professional Range Bag

The bag is made of rugged 600D polyester weather-resistant fabric, with strong chrome-plated metal hardware and heavy duty stitching. 
The CED Universal Pouch, attached to an accessory D-Ring on the end of the bag, rounds out the great features that make the CED Deluxe 
Professional Range Bag the ultimate range bag to own. Available in Black, Red and Blue.

CED Professional Range BagCED Professional Range Bag
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CED Deluxe Pistol Bag

The CED Deluxe Pistol Bag features a shoulder strap that conveniently leaves your hands free. It can 
also be worn around the waist or across the chest for added protection and safety. The inside holster 
design provides extra protection in addition to the dense foam lining, and prevents any accidental 
fumbling or dropping of the pistol when removing it from the bag.

Designed for pistols up to 6 1/4 inch barrel length. Also suitable for most types of revolvers. NOT de-
signed to be used with optic sights attached.

3900

CED Deluxe Pistol Bag

also be worn around the waist or across the chest for added protection and safety. The inside holster 
design provides extra protection in addition to the dense foam lining, and prevents any accidental 
fumbling or dropping of the pistol when removing it from the bag.

CED Pistol Bag

Made of extremely durable 600D polyester fabric with a dense padded lining and top quality zip-
per, this pistol bag will provide the protection your valuable pistol deserves. Features four maga-
zine pouches, multi-functional storage pocket, and handles for easy carry. Designed with a leather 
tab and metal D-ring that allows you to lock the bag, preventing unauthorized entry.

The CED small pistol bag is ideal for most defense and Limited class pistols.
The CED large pistol bag is perfect for most large pistols, including those with compensators and 
optics.

CED Universal Pouch

The ultimate brass collection bag, a convenient shotgun shell carrier, or an excellent M4, M16, and pistol 
magazine bag. The CED Universal Pouch can be worn on the belt in a folded position, measuring a mere 
7 x 5 x 3 cm, saving precious belt space. A Velcro flap, which retains the pouch in its folded position, also 
doubles as a lid or can be concealed completely within the bag. A top heavy-duty swivel buckle allows 
the CED Universal Pouch to be attached to anything and the mesh bottom allows for quick drainage of 
water, sand, dirt, or other debris. When open measures 15 cm x 20 cm. 

CED Pistol Insert Sleeve

Made of durable 600D “Cordura” type polyester fabric with dense foam padding, the 23 cm x 31 cm 
sleeve offers excellent protection and ease of use for most types of pistols, including scoped “Race” 
guns.

3595
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DAA Pistol Dust Cover

The DAA Dust Cover is made of durable long-lasting polyester 600D and features a slick “no-snag” lining to 
ensure easy-on-easy-off usage. The double-layered material and thin padding offer good protection to your 
valuable firearm without becoming too bulky or taking up too much space in your range bag. The material flaps 
beneath the sturdy zipper ensure that neither dust nor rain get onto your gun.

Each pistol cover includes a handy transparent ID pocket for a business card or competitor’s badge to ensure 
that you and your dust cover can be reunited if separated on the range…
Available for right-handed shooters only. Available in two sizes: Standard (for Standard and Production guns) 
and Open (for all scoped guns). 

Organize your magazines in one of our specially designed storage pouches that will keep them sepa-
rate, protected, and ready to use. Made of durable long-lasting 600D polyester (double layered) with 
moisture backing, the CED Magazine Storage Pouches come in two sizes at one special price. Your 
choice! Standard Six Pack holds 6 double stack mags or 12 single stack mags. The adjustable Velcro 
cover allows storage of 140 mm high magazines as well as those with extended base pads. 
 The L6 pack holds 6 double stack mags of 170 mm length with plenty of room for extended base pads. 

DAA Deluxe Magazine 8-Pack

The DAA Deluxe Magazine Pack provides safe and protective housing for 8 of your valuable com-
petition magazines. We spend hundreds of Euros on our magazines, and this pouch finally pro-
vides a carrying and storing  means worthy of their value.
The pouch is large enough to accommodate up to 170 mm long magazines, and its elastic straps 
adjust to hold any double stack magazine securely, from the smaller CZ style mags to the larger 
2011 magazines used by so many in our sport. Single stack shooters will find that they can insert 
2 magazines into each loop, providing place for up to 16 single stack mags.
 
The DAA Deluxe Magazine Pack is constructed from sturdy, double-layered 600D polyester, with 
inner foam lining  and a striking red interior. A top quality heavy-duty zipper ensures years of reli -
able service. The convenient steel D-loop provides an attachment point, should you wish to hang 
the pouch on a larger bag.

3350
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CED Magazine Storage Pouches 6/L6 Pack

A fantastic way to collect and store spent brass at the range. Made of durable 600D “Cordura” type 
polyester fabric and measuring 15 cm tall x 13 cm in diameter, the Ammo Brass Pouch includes a 
drawstring closure and metal bag clip. Can be connected to any range bag or even to your pants 
belt loop. A mesh bottom allows dirt to be shaken out from the collected brass. Available in Black, 
Red, Green, Navy, or Blue.

1900

CED Ammo Brass Pouch 
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Perfect Practice - iOS App

This application is an advanced IPSC/USPSA shooting training aid. You can 
now use your iPhone or iPod to select from dozens of practice drills (currently 
over 60, and more coming).

The drills are conveniently grouped by topics, so you can select a drill for the 
topic you want to train.
When you view a practice drill, tilting your iPhone sideways provides you 
with a full screen view of the drill layout, which you can zoom into as needed. 
Pressing the Info button on any drill page provides more information and tips 
about how to set up, shoot, and improve in the drill.

IPSCore Pro - IPSC/USPSA Scoring System - iOS App

This application is a scoring program for IPSC/USPSA. But trust us 
when we say it is light years ahead of anything else out there! The 
iPhone interface is just so cool and easy to use, and we put it to 
good use in this application. You can create stages and matches in 
seconds, score shooters, remove shooters, or deactivate stages or 
shooters.

Of course it takes into account Power Factors, Categories, and Divi-
sions. You can view stage results per division, and even see a verify 
list per shooter. With a click of a button, you can email the results 
to any email address, either using your phone or Wi-Fi connection. 

Features:
• Virtually unlimited match, stage and shooter storage space.
• Auto Complete: need to enter 24 A’s? Tap on “Auto Complete” and 
  get it done with a single click.
• Export results: send match results by email.
• Disable/Enable stages and shooters: wonder how you end up 
  without  “shooter X or Y”? Would you like to see where you finished   
  if you disable stage No.7? Simply use the disable/enable selector 
  and view your results.
• Show results: overall and stage results by Division.
• Verify list: color-marked stages and shooters for ease of scoring.
• Draw shooters from your stored database rather than create them 
  new for each match.
• Display minimum match shot count.
• Show total hits on the Verify List.

Available on the App Store.

3199

When you shake your iPhone in the category view, a random drill is selected from amongst all the drills. However, if you shake your 
iPhone when already in a particular category, or when viewing a drill, a random drill is selected from within that category. Installed in 
English, German and Italian. Includes free lifetime updates. Available on the App Store.

3299
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Perfect Practice

Perfect Practice is Saul Kirsch’s first book and the ideal guide to quality IPSC training.  

Created from Saul’s own personal practice know-how, over 50 carefully crafted practice 
drills ensure you acquire all the knowledge, tips, and skills necessary to excel.   

Topics include: Accuracy and Recoil Control, Calling Your Shots, Improving Your Draw, 
Reloads, Shooting Position Transitions, Barricades, Shooting on the Move, Swingers, and 
more.  

Each topic contains detailed insights into the attitudes and techniques critical to success. 
Each drill is explained in depth - how to shoot, what you learn, and how to keep track of 
your progress and learning curve. Available in English or German.

Thinking Practical Shooting

In this, his second book, Saul Kirsch shares with his readers 20 years of competition experi-
ence and know-how. His unique background, first as an Olympic rifle shooter and then as 
a Practical shooting competitor, gives him a profound understanding of the key elements 
required to excel under the pressure of competition.  

Topics include: Basic Elements of IPSC, Accuracy and Recoil Control, Understanding IPSC 
Scoring, The Mental Process of Performance, The Champion’s Attitude, Visualization Tech-
niques, Mental Games Played, Goal Setting and Training Programs, The Shooting Diary, 
Match Preparation, Physical Training for IPSC, Match Day Nutrition, Preparing Your Gear 
for Competition, Stage Tactics and Match Tactics. Available in English, German, French and 
Spanish. 

4650
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Thinking Practical Shooting

Pro-Shot by Saul Kirsch and Max Michel - COMING SOON

Due date Spring 2014. Drill sketches by Eli Huttner.

Max and Saul pool over 40 years of experience and competition shooting know-how to bring you their new book. Between them, they 
have won over 200 major championships on both sides of the Atlantic and, over the past decade, they have coached many hundreds of 
upcoming and top level competitors.

Pro-Shot is a training guide, focusing on how to analyze your shooting performance objectively and correctly and decide which skill sets 
to work on in order to improve your overall match performance. 
The book starts by guiding you through a detailed set of test drills to establish your base line performance in each skill set. Using the 
downloadable Excel spreadsheet, you can then calculate your test results and compare them to the GMBL (Grand Master Base Line). 

You move on to more than 120 practice drills conveniently categorized into 12 major skill sets. Each drill includes a detailed description 
of the drill itself, professional pointers and tips for improvement.

The book is inspired by and mostly parallels the new Pro-Shot App offered for iOS and Android, and is a good choice for shooters who 
prefer traditional printed material. The book offers a great more detail per drill and more coaching tips than the App.

ON THE MARKET
NEW

3300
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Steel Challenge Scoring System - iOS App

Features:
• Virtually unlimited storage space (will last you for a lifetime of practice sessions and matches)!
• Stage enable/disable
• Common shooter database - add shooters to your session by selecting them from the database
• Supports all SC Divisions
• Match export
• Verify list
• Stage results
• Overall results by Division
• Shooter DQ
• Tilt device for more info on screen

Target Tracker - iOS/Android App

The Target Tracker is a unique new app for your iPhone/iPod that 
provides you with a powerful training aid for your ISSF Olympic 
shooting training and match session. The application utilizes the 
touch screen features of the iPhone, allowing you to record the 
position of each shot as it is fired during your practice session 
or match. It also keeps track of the time elapsed between shots, 
and helps you analyze this time to show what shooting speed 
produces your best results. You can select from several shooting 
disciplines, including 10m Air Rifle, 10m Air Pistol, 50m Rifle and 
Standard pistol 25m and 50m, and 300m Rifle. Each discipline re-
cords the shots on the correct target design and bullet-hole size.

You can review your practice on the device, replaying the shots 
one by one, or show them in groups of 5, 10, 20 or all together. 
You can easily export results by email, which includes lists as well 
as graphic pictures of the shots fired.

The application allows you to insert notes and comments mid-
session, and even change the color of the shot after a note or 
equipment change. A handy tool to use for tracking adjustments 
to your gear or changing wind conditions.

Sessions recorded include information about the date, location, 
conditions and equipment notes, and can be modified as you go. 

Available on the App Store and Google Play.

2899

The perfect hand-held scoring system for Steel Challenge matches and training sessions. 
Create a match in seconds, enable/disable stages as you wish, and add shooters. You can 
track your practice sessions with unlimited data storage, and export results to your bud-
dies by a touch of a button. Have a local match going on? Not a problem! Add as many 
shooters as you wish and keep track of all simultaneously. Available on the App Store.

Our Steel Challenge iPhone and iPod Touch application is available for purchase on the 
App Store.

17 99
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APPLICATIONS / DVDs
APPS FOR iOS AND ANDROID / MATCH AND COACHING VIDEOS

Pro-Shot - iOS/Android App

The Pro-Shot App is a joint project of Double-Alpha Academy 
and multi US National and World Speed Shoot Champion, Max 
Michel. We have pooled our years of experience and abilities to 
produce this revolutionary product, an invaluable tool for IPSC/
USPSA shooters.

Any serious shooter set on improving their shooting skills will call 
this App their new best friend! It allows you to analyze your cur-
rent shooting performance in 12 skill sets and compare your re-
sults to a base line created from the results of some of the world’s 
best IPSC shooters. It informs you of your current strengths and 
weaknesses and gives you a quantified percentage result in each 
skill set as well as your overall performance.

After the test is complete, you are able to make use of the train-
ing module. This module includes over 130 practice drills, all cus -
tomized to address individual skill sets. When creating your prac-
tice session, you can choose from three levels of automation: full 
(the App takes control and custom builds a practice session for 
you based on your test results), or a full or partial self designed 
practice session.

The App is packed with useful tools and features, such as a prog -
ress tracking analysis tool, the possibility to share your results 
and progress on Facebook or export them by email, a “bill of ma-
terials” for practice sessions, classic or metric targets, full color 
drill sketches, multi person practice sessions, and much more.

The Pro-Shot App from Max Michel and DAA is the first ever train -
ing aid that allows you to accurately and objectively analyze your 
shooting abilities and train effectively to improve your match 
performance.
The test section of the App can be used for free. The training 
module is available for purchase.

World Shoot XVI O翿� cial Match DVD

More than 1,200 shooters from around the world made their way to sunny Rhodes to partici -
pate in World Shoot XVI, the pinnacle of IPSC Shooting. The competitors were challenged by 
30 interesting courses of fire, shot during 6 days of the main match.

This Double-Alpha Academy production brings you the best action from this incredible 
match. Multiple camera angles, HD hatcam and professional editing bring you as close to 
the action as you can get.

Approx. 2.5 hours, including all stages, the shoot-off and slideshows of the opening and 
closing ceremonies.

4300

Free
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2009 US Nationals

The 2009 USPSA Open and Production Nationals were held in magnificent Las Vegas, 
Nevada. The large range just out of town was the perfect setting for this clash of skill 
amongst the best in the sport of Practical Shooting.
This double-disc DVD set follows the Super-Squad members of the Open and Produc-
tion Nationals. DVD-1 is dedicated entirely to Open, and DVD-2 shows only Production 
shooting. Each DVD runs over an hour, and includes the action from all 16 stages of the 
match.

In the Open DVD marvel at the skill and speed of the top contenders, like match winner 
Max Michel, KC Eusebio and JJ Racaza. Not far behind are Saul Kirsch, Henning Wallgren, 
veteran Todd Jarrett and Michael Voigt. Chris Tilley is in the mix too, as is Naim Saiti. Each 
stage includes multiple camera angles, hat-cam action shot by Saul Kirsch, and Saul’s 
stage by stage commentary.

World Shoot XV O翿� cial Match DVD

World Shoot XV attracted over 1,000 of the best and most enthusiastic Practical Pistol 
shooters in the world to magnificent Bali, Indonesia, to compete in this most prestigious of 
competitions. Contestants from over 50 nations were there – and what a great event it was!
In this Double-Alpha Academy production, we offer you a front row seat to all the action 
and excitement of World Shoot XV. Experience all the 35 stages of the match through mul-
tiple camera angles, including a new hi-res hat cam (“driven” by Saul Kirsch). Follow the 
stage by stage commentary, as you watch the top shooters in all divisions battle it out for 
a spot on the podium. 
Enjoy the Opening and Closing Ceremonies, and of course all the thrilling action of the Top 
8 Shoot-Off in all divisions. This DVD also includes all the individual results and stage win-
ners. Running time 183 min.

4000
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The 2008 Steel Challenge

The 2008 World Speed Shooting Championships, known as The Steel Challenge, brought 
to Piru, California, many of the best shooters in the world to battle it out for the title of the 
FASTEST GUN IN THE WORLD and a prize table worth more than $250,000. 
In this Double-Alpha Academy production, Saul Kirsch takes you to the world-famous Steel 
Challenge to watch and marvel at seemingly impossible feats of speed and accuracy. You 
will be blown away by the shooting skills of KC Eusebio, BJ Norris, JJ Racaza, Max Michel, 
Jerry Miculek, and the other world-class shooters on the Super Squad. We follow the ac-
tion in all 8 stages of the Challenge, with coverage of the Limited event and the impressive 
climax of the Open competition. This is one display of shooting you will not want to miss! 
In addition to a front row seat for all the shooting action, this DVD offers you a bonus coach -
ing section featuring Angus Hobdell and Saul Kirsch discussing the tactics, techniques, and 
mental challenges facing the shooters in each of the 8 stages. 4000

Short interviews are mixed in, talking to the Super-Squad shooters just after they come off the stage, to hear their take on the shooting 
and the stage tactics.

In USPSA Production division, shooters are limited to 10 rounds in the magazines, which makes the action in the Production division 
even more fascinating to watch. Reloads are required on every stage, and the skill level is astounding to watch! Marvel at the shooting 
of match winner Robert Vogel, runner up Dave Sevigney, and the other top challengers, the likes of Phil Strader, Matthew Mink, Rob 
Leatham Angus Hobdell and others. Short interviews are mixed in, talking to the shooters just after they come off the stage, to hear their 
take on the shooting and the stage tactics.  

The 2008 Steel ChallengeThe 2008 Steel Challenge
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2007 USPSA Open and Limited 10 Nationals

Held for the first time at the beautiful Deer Creek range in Missoula, Montana. The top-class 
range, fantastic weather, and participation by many of the world’s top shooters made for an 
extraordinary display of IPSC shooting.
In this production, we follow both the Open and the Limited 10 Super Squads. In Open class 
you’ll marvel at the skill and speed of Max Michel, JJ Racaza, Chris Tilley, Saul Kirsch, Todd Jarrett, 
and others. In Limited 10 we follow the tight competition unfolding between Robbie Leatham, 
Ted Puente, Taran Butler, Travis Tomasie, and Dave Sevigney, to mention just a few. The best in 
both divisions is presented to you here in one DVD. Running time 90 min.

2007 Desert Classic Area II

The Desert Classic, held every year at the Rio Slado Sportsmans Club, has earned the reputation 
of being one of the best matches anywhere in the world. In fact, the demand for each of the 350 
available slots is such that they need to be ra翿� ed months in advance! 
In this new Double-Alpha Academy production, we showcase this exceptional event as never 
before. Multiple camera angles on all of the 11 stages make you feel that you are right there. 
Saul Kirsch shoots all the stages with a new hi-resolution hat cam on his way to overall victory in 
this 20th Annual Desert Classic Area II Championship. Includes a 20 min. bonus section of Stage 
Tactics. Running time 82 min.

3900
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2006 USPSA Multi-Gun

The 2006 USPSA Multi-Gun Nationals brought the best shooters from across the country to the 
Albany Rifle and Pistol Range to compete for the top honor in the sport of Multi-Gun. Double-
Alpha Academy was there to bring you the best possible coverage of this exciting event!  
In this production we follow the shooters of Squad One, which included the top competitors 
in both the Open and Tactical divisions. Watch Open division champions, the likes of Michael 
Voight, Jerry Miculek, and Matt Burkett, battle it out with pistol, shotgun, and rifle. See the skill 
and speed of the Tactical division superstars, Taran Butler, Bennie Coolley, and Barry Dueck.  80 
minutes of action-packed Multi-Gun competition, filmed and edited by professional shooter Saul 
Kirsch, who gives his insight and tactical analysis of the stages. Includes hat-cam action shot by 
Chris Tilley, as well as interviews, scores, and stage results. 80 min.

4000

2007 USPSA Open and Limited 10 Nationals

Tactics of the 2007 USPSA Nationals

Angus Hobdell and Saul Kirsch together bring to this new Double-Alpha Academy production 
over 30 years of Practical Pistol Shooting knowledge and skill. They join forces to analyze the 
stages of this year’s Open and L10 Nationals and to teach you better tactics.

Saul takes the lead, offering an overview of most stages and the Open Division Tactical consid-
erations, while Angus contributes his extensive knowledge to a perspective of the Limited 10. 
Running time 90 min.

4000
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Master Class Series

This 3-DVD series includes over 8 hours of IPSC coaching by world-class shooter and coach, 
Saul Kirsch. Topics covered include everything from stance and grip to shooting swingers, 
mental preparation, controlling match stress and much, much more. Each DVD is also avail-
able individually.  

Master Class I covers many of the most important basic technical skills required to excel 
in the sport of Practical Shooting. Topics covered include accuracy in pistol shooting, recoil 
control, the “high-ready” position and gun presentations, drawing from the holster, special-
ity draws and turns, reloading, and the first steps to shooting while exiting a position. In 
addition, Saul explains the basics of IPSC scoring and understanding the hit factor and point 
system. 180 min. 

Master Class II covers many of the advanced technical skills in Practical Shooting. Topics 
covered include the kneeling and low crouching position, shooting strong hand and weak 
hand, exiting shooting positions, moving between and entering into shooting positions, 
shooting on the move, and shooting swingers. In addition, for each topic Saul gives advice 
and guidance on how best to train to improve these specialized skills. Each topic is pre-
sented clearly with detailed explanations by Saul, and then followed by some dry fire and 
live fire drills. 180 min. €39.95

Mastering the Mental Game is a DVD of a lecture delivered by Saul Kirsch. In this presenta -
tion, Saul explains some of the more di翿� cult, critical aspects of the mental side of Practi-
cal Pistol Shooting. In his friendly and easily understood style, he brings clarity to complex 
topics such as the Mental Process of Peak Performance, Managing Match Stress, and Stage 
Visualization and Tactics. 135 min.  

DAA Magazine Gauge

The DAA Magazine Gauge is a multi-gauge rolled into one, with a truly international appeal!

Both IPSC and USPSA require you to measure long magazines in the Open division. However, IPSC uses 
170.0 mm as their required length restriction, while USPSA’s rules allow a length of 171.25 mm. This 
gauge does both! An adaptor insert block enables you to change the length of the gauge from IPSC 
to USPSA in seconds. In addition, the gauge includes a 140 mm mag gauge (measuring 141.25 mm as 
required by USPSA), a 35.0 mm gauge to control the width of the magwells used in the classic division, 
and a 50.00 mm gauge to measure the distance between a competitor’s gear and torso.

Constructed from top quality aluminum and machined to the tightest tolerances, the DAA Magazine 
Gauge offers you a lifetime of service, on either side of the Atlantic.

3495

9534

This 3-DVD series includes over 8 hours of IPSC coaching by world-class shooter and coach, 

DVDs / GAUGES
MATCH AND COACHING DVDs / PRECISION INSTRUMENTS

ON THE MARKET
NEW
ON THE MARKET
NEW
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3GM2 More Techniques of the Grand Masters

3GM2 brings you more of the experience and know-how of three of the top Grand Masters in the 
sport today: Max Michel, Saul Kirsch, and Angus Hobdell.

They are back in this sequel to 3GM to teach you the more advanced technical skills, including 
target transitions, kneeling and prone positions, shooting around barricades, strong and weak 
hand shooting, shooting on the move, and shooting swingers. 
The goal of this production is to highlight the differences between the techniques used by these 
champions. Each was filmed separately, in a different location. Watch, learn, and choose whose 
technique works best for you. For added interest, Max coaches with a Limited gun, Saul uses his 
Open STI, and Angus displays his skills with his Production CZ.

3GM Techniques of the Grand Masters

3GM brings you the experience and know-how of three of the top Grand Masters in the sport today: Max Michel, 
Saul Kirsch, and Angus Hobdell. Each shares with the viewer his technique in skills like stance and balance, recoil 
control, accuracy, the draw, specialty draws, reloads, and transition between positions.

The goal of this production is to highlight the differences between the techniques used by these champions. 
Each was filmed separately, in a different location. Watch, learn, and choose which technique works best for you. 
For added interest, Max coaches with a Limited gun, Saul uses his Open STI, and Angus displays his skills with 
his Production CZ.

6000
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3GM2 More Techniques of the Grand Masters

Max Michel has been an IPSC shooter for 16 years. He started young, and was a GM at the record-setting age of just 15! Max was crowned 
USPSA Open Nationals Champion in 2004, 2005, and 2007, winner of the 2005 and 2007 Steel Challenge, and winner of over 25 USPSA 
Area championships. Max is an accomplished instructor and coaches shooters across the USA. 

Saul Kirsch began his shooting career more than 20 years ago as an Olympic rifle shooter. He has been competing and winning in IPSC 
for the past 16 years. His achievements include 4 times winner of the European Steel Challenge, winner of over 50 Level III matches, and 
top 5 ranking at the World Shoot. Saul is a sought-after instructor and author of several books on the sport. 

Angus Hobdell is a veteran of the sport and a top International contender with over 20 years experience. His shooting resume includes 
the European Champion title, 4 times American Handgunner World Shoot-Off champion, 3rd place at the 2005 World Shoot, and winner 
of numerous USPSA Area championships. Angus is Captain of Team CZ USA. 

World Shoot XIV O翿� cial Match DVD

In August 2005 the world’s best shooters gathered in Guayaquil, Ecuador for World Shoot XIV. This 
exclusive Double-Alpha Academy production brings you the entire action-packed event.   
Follow the competitors in the Open, Standard, Production, Modified, and Revolver divisions. Enjoy 
the expert commentary by world-class shooter, Saul Kirsch, as he takes you step by step through 
the 36 stages of the match. See the scores, learn the winners’ names, and hear interviews with some 
of the top shooters. Join in the Opening and Closing ceremonies, and take your front-row seat at 
the Top 8 Shoot-Off in all divisions.  
Multiple camera angles give you an unparalleled view of the shooting, and our spectacular new 
hat-cam brings you images never before seen by spectators. Join Saul behind his race-gun for a 
real-time fullspeed view of the action. 

4000
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DAA Golden 20-Pocket Gauge

Any competitor serious about his shooting is aware of the importance of drop-testing one’s bullets 
before a match. Since most malfunctions are ammo related, and most of those relate to deformed, 
bulging or otherwise defective brass - dropping the bullets into a gauge is an effective way to re-
duce the chance of a costly malfunction. The problem has always been that it takes time! over 20 
minutes at least, to test 400 rounds with a single bullet gauge or using one’s barrel. Well, no longer!

We are pleased to offer you the DAA Golden 20-Pocket Gauge, available in 9mm, .38Super or .40SW. 
These gauges are machined from top quality aluminum, and the pockets are finished using Clymer 
finishing reamers, the same used by top gunsmiths worldwide to cut the final dimensions on the 
barrel. The 20 pockets allow you to drop the rounds in a lot faster than into a single gauge, cutting 
testing time down to less than half!

A great deal of thought went into the dimensions of the block: The bullet pockets were positioned as 
close together as possible, to allow dropping 2 or 3 bullets in at a time, in the same way you would 
fill your ammo boxes. The height is purposely cut shorter than other gauges, so that the tip of the 
bullet head sticks out. If a bullet gets stuck, as reloaded ammo often does - you can simply push it 
loose from below with your finger, without having to pick up a tool. 

DAA Standard Division Measurement Box

A top quality measurement tool, precision CNC-machined from 8 mm thick aluminum side panels 
and 3 mm top and bottom plates. This is the last Standard measuring box you will ever buy! The 
dimensions are tightly controlled well within the required range set by IPSC, of 150 x 225 x 45 (-0 
+1) mm. 

We have even added a cool adjustability feature: The most critical dimension is usually the 150 mm - 
the box height. Here we have made the screw sockets slightly adjustable so you can close the screws 
down and make the box “tight”, close to 150.0, or, you can slide the screw head further out, and 
tighten them in the “large” setting, in which case the box will measure a height close to 150.9. Match 
o翿� cials may prefer the large box - to ensure that if a gun does not fit - it is most certainly out of spec. 
And individuals may prefer to use the tighter settings, to ensure that their gun will fit in any box that 
may be used at the match, even if it is a “tight” box. 

The lid slides smoothly in and out, and includes a convenient round hole to allow easy grip when 
opening. 
The box is hard anodized in Black, and the 8 assembly screws are stainless steel.

DAA Golden Multi Gauge

Never again be without the right test gauge!

This compact 4-pocket gauge offers you all 4 popular calibers in one piece - 9mm, .38Super, .40SW 
and .45ACP. The gauge is machined from top quality aluminum and anodized in a gold color. The 
gauge pockets are finished using Clymer chamber finishing reamers to ensure absolute correct di-
mensions.

The Multi Gauge measures only 16 mm x 52 mm x 32 mm and is small enough to fit into any pocket 
or tool box. It includes a small eyelet which allows you to hang it on a key chain. A must-have item 
in every range bag!

11500

5037

DAA Standard Division Measurement Box

We have even added a cool adjustability feature: The most critical dimension is usually the 150 mm - 
the box height. Here we have made the screw sockets slightly adjustable so you can close the screws 
down and make the box “tight”, close to 150.0, or, you can slide the screw head further out, and 
tighten them in the “large” setting, in which case the box will measure a height close to 150.9. Match tighten them in the “large” setting, in which case the box will measure a height close to 150.9. Match 
o翿� cials may prefer the large box - to ensure that if a gun does not fit - it is most certainly out of spec. 
And individuals may prefer to use the tighter settings, to ensure that their gun will fit in any box that 
may be used at the match, even if it is a “tight” box. 

The lid slides smoothly in and out, and includes a convenient round hole to allow easy grip when 
opening. 
The box is hard anodized in Black, and the 8 assembly screws are stainless steel.

tighten them in the “large” setting, in which case the box will measure a height close to 150.9. Match 
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Mini
Double-Alpha Academy

 Mr.Bulletfeeder
 is extremely proud to introduce the all new Mini Mr.Bulletfeeder®.

The Mini Mr.Bulletfeeder® by DAA uses a 6-tube magazine system which roughly holds 100 bullets. 

It feeds into the same brilliantly reliable dropper die assembly used in the full-size Mr.Bulletfeeder® 

as well.

Each magazine of bullet tubes needs to be filled by hand before reloading, in much the same way 

as you fill your primer tubes before starting your reloading session. With a little practice, it takes 

about 2 minutes to fill the tube assembly. This can be done in advance while watching TV in the 

comfort of your living room!

Additional tube assemblies can be purchased separately (or as a bundle), thus enabling you to 

pre-load 300, 400 or more bullets before starting your reloading session.

®
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Mini Mr.Bulletfeeder®

Using a Mr.Bulletfeeder for reloading is a real pleasure. It makes the process faster, easier, and 
improves safety by eliminating the need to insert your fingers under the tool head to place 
your bullets on the brass.

When reloading you see the bullets drop down in the transparent tube as they feed into the 
dropper die assembly. Once a tube is empty, you simply rotate and click the next tube into 
place, and keep reloading. Transitioning to the next tube takes just a second or two. Once the 
entire 6-tube magazine is empty, either reload by hand or drop your second assembly into 
place to continue without delay.

The Mini Mr.Bulletfeeder can be used on any progressive reloading machine which uses 
the same size dies as Dillon. However, please note that the powder funnel we supply with 
the unit is designed to be used only in the Dillon powder drop! If you wish to use the Mini 
Mr.Bulletfeeder with another press, you may need a different powder funnel to expand the 
brass.
Be aware that the bullet feeder does require a station in your tool head, directly after the 
powder dropper.
 
We have found it di翿� cult to use the Mini Mr.Bulletfeeder on a 1050 when a powder check is 
being used in the following station. This has to do with the angle in which the powder drop-
per sits, forcing the bullet dropper to rotate further away, over the next station. This is an issue 
only on a 1050.

Your Mini Mr.Bulletfeeder by DAA includes:
- 1 6-tube bullet magazine assembly
- 1 dropper die assembly
- 3 spare steel ball bearings for dropper
- User Instruction Sheet

ON THE MARKET

MR.BULLETFEEDER
MR.BULLETFEEDER, MINI MR.BULLETFEEDER AND ACCESSORIES

NEW
ON THE MARKET
NEW

Mini Mr.Bulletfeeder® 6-Tube Magazine Assembly

Consider having an additional 6-tube Magazine Assembly for your Mini Mr.Bulletfeeder by 
DAA. Each assembly will allow you to preload an additional 100 bullets before you start your 
reloading session.

When filled, make sure to keep the assembly upright to prevent the bullets tipping out the 
top holes. Align the hole in the base of the unit with the tube which has the retention pin 
in place, so all six tubes can be filled. Remove that pin only when the magazine assembly is 
placed on top of the dropper die assembly.

5895

Consider having an additional 6-tube Magazine Assembly for your Mini Mr.Bulletfeeder by 
DAA. Each assembly will allow you to preload an additional 100 bullets before you start your 
reloading session.

When filled, make sure to keep the assembly upright to prevent the bullets tipping out the 
top holes. Align the hole in the base of the unit with the tube which has the retention pin 
in place, so all six tubes can be filled. Remove that pin only when the magazine assembly is 
placed on top of the dropper die assembly.

00129

ON THE MARKET
NEW
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Mr.Bulletfeeder® by Double-Alpha

DAA has been the proud European distributor of Mr.Bulletfeeder since 2006, and we have never 
had an unhappy customer! Anyone and everyone who invested in a Mr.Bulletfeeder absolutely 
loves it. You wonder how you ever reloaded without one...

If you reload a lot, you quickly appreciate the e翿� ciency and reliability of this ingenious patented 
system.

However, Mr.Bulletfeeder has always been a little “rough” in appearance and finish. It was made 
from over-the-counter materials and parts, and as such never had the sleek look and feel of a 
refined “production” article. Also, since the bullet feeders have always been handmade, in mod-
erate quantities, production costs have been high, and demand always exceeded availability.

Now, all this has changed! We are proud to introduce the new Mr.Bulletfeeder by DAA. DAA and Rak Systems have teamed up and have 
retooled and redesigned the Mr.Bulletfeeder, which is now manufactured by Double-Alpha Academy. The new system, manufactured 
under license by Rak Systems, is lighter in weight and more compact than the previous models. It is easier to install and set up, and has a 
more professional “production” look and feel.

An entirely new patented dropper system allows the new model to function better and longer than before. The new dropper design 
eliminates the need for any spring or small plastic parts in the dropper head. It is powered entirely by gravity and an ingenious geometric 
design.

And to top it all off - we can now offer the new system at a far more affordable price.
If you have never tried a bullet feeder on your progressive reloader - what are you waiting for?! It cuts the time and effort involved in 
reloading practically in half! A must-have item for any serious shooter.

The Mr.Bulletfeeder by Double-Alpha is available in 9/38, 40SW/10 mm, and .45. Rifle calibers .223 and .308.
€399.00 (pistol calibers), €420 (223), €425 (.308)

Mr.Bulletfeeder® by Double-Alpha Conversion Kit

Conversion kits allow you to use your Mr.Bulletfeeder by Double-Alpha for more than just one caliber. 
Many reloaders have a second complete tool head for their second caliber of choice, eliminating the 
need to reset the dies. To make the transition easy, the Mr.Bulletfeeder by Double-Alpha Conversion 
Kit includes a complete dropper assembly, a custom powder funnel (for pistol calibers) and a new 
collator plate for the caliber of choice. This will allow you to switch your bullet feeder from one caliber 
to the next in a matter of minutes. 

The spring output tube securely attaches to the top of the dropper by means of the Spring Adaptor 
Cap, which attaches and disconnects easily from the top of the dropper. The inner threading grips 
the coils of the spring firmly, preventing any chance of it coming loose during operation, and allows 
a quick transition from one dropper to the next. 

14900

Mr.Bulletfeeder® by Double-Alpha Conversion Kit

from

Please note: All pistol calibers use the same output tube, lead spring and spring adaptor cap, and this assembly is not included in the 
conversion kit. You will not need a second one when changing pistol calibers. The rifle calibers too share the same output assembly, and 
so, when converting from .223 to .308, the same output assembly is used. However, if you intend to buy a conversion kit to convert a rifle 
unit to a pistol caliber or vice versa, you must purchase the output assembly required, in addition to the conversion kit.   

from

€135.00 (pistol calibers), €155 (.223), €165 (.308)

41900
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9900

Mr.Bulletfeeder® Dropper Assembly

The Dropper Assembly is needed for shooters who wish to set up a second tool-head in the same 
caliber, and wish to quickly transition from, say, 9mm to .38super. Or from one 9mm bullet to anoth -
er. No change is needed to the collator parts, and if a 2nd tool-head is to be used on the progressive 
reloader, it is quicker and easier to leave an adjusted Mr.Bulletfeeder dropper on each tool-head. This 
allows for quick swapovers, without the need to calibrate or adjust the dropper.

Note that in most cases you will need to purchase an additional Powder Funnel for your second 
tool-head’s powder measure, as our expanding powder funnel is required for troublefree reloading. 

Mr.Bulletfeeder® Powder Funnel

Your Mr.Bulletfeeder® is supplied with a newly designed and improved powder funnel. The 
powder funnel is a very important component of a bullet feeder of any kind, as it prepares the 
brass correctly so that the bullet can be seated in the case, and not tip over as you index the 
shell-plate. To achieve this, we have redesigned the powder funnel to allow for just the right 
amount of expansion, without over flaring or stressing your brass.

Please note: One powder funnel in the caliber of your choice is already included with your 
Mr.Bulletfeeder by Double-Alpha. You do not need to buy an additional one, unless you want 
to use it on a second powder dropper.

4800

MR. BULLETFEEDER
MR. BULLETFEEDER, MINI MR. BULLETFEEDER AND ACCESSORIES

Mr.Bulletfeeder® Output Assembly

The Output Tube Assembly is the part connecting the Mr.Bulletfeeder collator to the dropper. It 
feeds the bullets into the dropper, keeping them in line and feeding smoothly. 
It consists of three sections:
- collator output tube
- coiled feed spring (38 cm long)
- dropper spring cap attachment

The large Output Assembly is required for loading 9mm (over 100 grain bullets), .40 or .45. It is in-
cluded when you purchase a Mr.Bulletfeeder by DAA.
The smaller output tube assembly is required for the rifle calibers (both .223 and .308), as well as 
when loading very short, light 9mm bullets (like many 90 g bullets used). It is included when you 
order a rifle caliber Mr.Bulletfeeder by DAA. Note that a small output tube is included with all rifle 
conversion kits. However, a large output tube assembly is NOT included with a pistol conversion kit. 
So, if you are converting a rifle machine to pistol, you must order a large output tube assembly in 
addition to your pistol caliber conversion kit.
If you order a 9mm bullet feeder (or conversion kit) and intend to load very short 90 g bullets, it is 
also recommended to purchase a small output tube assembly for better performance.

4295
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Mr.Bulletfeeder® - Product Review by Sasja Barensten

How many people really like to reload? I sure don’t. My spare time is lim-
ited so any time saved is very welcome. So back in 2006 when the first 
KISS bullet feeder came on the market I knew I had to get one. I installed 
it on a Dillon Xl650 first, now on a Super 1050. I loaded close to a 100.000 
rounds on that setup.
When I got the opportunity to test the Mr.Bulletfeeder by Double Alpha, 
I jumped at it. The biggest change from the older version is the produc-
tion process, and the totally new dropper assembly.  It’s not a one man 
operation anymore and scaling up production also brought the price 
down considerably. Which always was the main argument against the 
earlier model.

Aside from a nice full color manual, there is now almost an hour worth of 
video on the mrbulletfeeder.com website in which Rick Koskela and Saul 
Kirsch walk you through the installation process. Many of the fine-tuning 
details are way easier to understand from watching the online video tu-
torials, rather than just reading it in a manual. I really like this move.

Setup:
After unpacking the various parts from the box, the first thing to set up is the collator. From the outset this is where much of the improve-
ment was made. Earlier models looked like someone went wild at the plumbing department of the local hardware store. The new version 
is a lot easier on the eyes and is now really compact and takes no more bench space at all; it now hangs from the case feeder on your 
press. The hanger is obviously inspired by Double Alpha’s holsters. I was concerned this wouldn’t be all that sturdy, but that has proven 
to be a non-issue, as we’ll see later. 
The Mr.Bullefeeder by Double Alpha collator actually flips the bullets right side up. Other collators I’ve seen simply reject the bullets 
that are not properly orientated, greatly reducing their output rate. The only thing that needs some attention to get the bullets to feed 
correctly is the nose guide, as this is caliber and bullet profile specific. It’s held in place by a single Philips screw and was easy to adjust. 

Next was swapping out the Dillon powder funnel with the supplied funnel. It’s redesigned to not so much bell the mouth of the case, 
but just expands it to the size needed so that it’ll hold the bullet after it’s been put the case by the dropper. This should prolong the life 
of brass, as it gets sized less.

On to the dropper assembly, this is a totally new design from what I previ-
ously used. The old version had a spring-loaded piece of plastic to drop the 
bullets. That has been replaced by an all-metal gravity operated setup us-
ing ball bearings. I never had an issue with wear on the old setup but this 
should be even longer lasting. Not reading the manual (as you do) I looked 
to find a wrench to tighten the nut on the dropper die. Reading the manual 
straight away would have saved me time (didn’t have a wrench that fits) as 
it only needs to be finger tightened.

Which left the set up of the spring guide from the collator down to the drop-
per assembly. This is where things get a bit more complicated on a 1050, 
which is my machine of choice. The Dillon 1050 has a tool-head that moves, 
unlike other progressive presses where the shell-plate moves up and down 
within the frame of the press. This means the connection between the col-
lator and dropper assembly is constantly in motion during reloading. RCBS 
and Hornady don’t support the 1050 with their bullet feeders for this rea-
son. 

As the dropper assembly works with gravity, any sideways force caused by tension from the spring might disrupt proper operation. So 
this is were most of the fine-tuning takes place.  This is covered in the video tutorials on the website, taking away all of the guesswork. 
After all that, we’re ready to try and load some rounds.
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Mr.Bulletfeeder® - Product Review by Sasja Barensten (continued)

Fine-tuning:
The first couple of hundred rounds were needed to 
get all the fine-tuning done. As it turns out not all 
brass is exactly the same length and some didn’t ac-
tive the dropper, easily fixed by turning the die down 
a quarter of a turn. Sometimes the dropper released 
two bullets at once. This was caused by the earlier 
described tension on the dropper assembly from the 
spring guide. Playing around with where the collator 
was located on the case feeder fixed this, as explained 
in the video. A picture of the suggested location for 
the collator would have been nice to see in the manu -
al, even though it was pretty easy to find. 

Use:
With the fine-tuning done, what’s it like to use? In one 
word - Great! So far I’ve loaded about five thousand 
rounds on the new feeder, it ran flawlessly. The colla-
tor easily holds around 300 180 grain .40S&W bullets, I 
run it with less. I usually start with four or five handfuls 
of bullets in the collator. Every 100 rounds when the 

primer magazine needs refilling I throw in another two handfuls into the collator. Which is around 100 bullets. So I never run out.

For this article I decided to time a couple of 100 round runs. All five were under 
three minutes each, without really pushing it hard as I still want visual feedback of 

all cases getting powder 
while loading. So with 
the ten preloaded primer 
pickup tubes I use, it’s 
possible to load a thou-
sand rounds in a bit over 
half an hour. Aside from 
the increase in speed in 
reloading speed, the bul-
let feeder also removes 
the fine motoric skills of 
placing the bullet on top 
of each case. So it’s a now 
lot less tiring. Now that’s 

something I like.

Conclusion:
All in all I’m very happy with this addition to my reloading setup, it’s all it was 
before and more. The price reduction made possible through the re-design and 
the larger scale production process removes the biggest complaint I always heard 
from other shooters, it’s price. With that gone, if you load a lot and are short on 
time, I don’t see why you wouldn’t buy one. I surely would hate to go back to 
reloading the old fashioned way. In my opinion adding a bullet feeder to a 650 is 
a bigger improvement than going from a 650 to a 1050 in both speed and ease 
of use.

MR. BULLETFEEDER / DILLON
MR. BULLETFEEDER REVIEW, DILLON MACHINES
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199500

Dillon Precision - Super 1050

The Dillon Super 1050 is the “Flagship” of the Dillon reloading machine line, and for good reason.

This top-of-the-line machine is used worldwide by the most serious competition shooters who want to 
load lots of ammo, and as quickly as possible. Set up for ultimate performance, and with a Mr.Bulletfeeder 
attached, this machine can achieve speeds of close to 2000 rounds per hour! Under normal “average” 
conditions, speeds of 1200 rounds per hour are easily achieved. 

The Super 1050’s lengthened frame and new crank assembly have been improved to provide greater 
strength and smoother operation, especially when advancing the shell-plate. In addition, the increased 
stroke now accommodates rifle calibers while the handle stroke is kept to a minimum, meaning less work 
for the operator.
There is simply no better progressive loader out there!

Dillon Precision - RL550B

The Dillon RL550B is a 4-station progressive loader, able to load rifle as well as pistol cartridges. It uses the 
standard 7/8 by 14 threads-per-inch dies. It has a manually indexed shell-plate, manually fed cases and bul-
lets and mechanically fed powder and primers. It is capable of loading 400-600 rounds per hour.
Shown here with additional options not included on the standard machine. The basic RL550B includes: Ma-
chine with caliber conversion kit, powder measure with large and small powder bars, one primer system, one 
larger and one small pickup tubes, one tool head, one powder die, one loaded cartridge catch bin, one set 
of Allen wrenches and a manual.

Dillon Precision - XL650

The Dillon XL650 is the most popular choice for serious competition shooters, combining exceptional per-
formance and speed in an affordable package. In the hands of the skilled operator, this machine can turn out 
more than 800 rounds per hour!
The XL650 is a progressive loader with 5 stations (size/de-prime, powder drop/flare, powder check, seat, 
crimp), a mechanically indexed shell-plate and mechanically fed primers, powder and cases.
The standard XL650 includes: One powder measure, one primer system with large and small primer parts, 
one loaded cartridge bin, one tool-head, one powder die, one caliber conversion kit – installed, one set of 
standard Allen wrenches.

It is available with or without the automatic case feeder, and is shown here with several add-on options, in-
cluding the strong mount, aluminum handle, bullet tray, low powder sensor and powder check.
Backed by Dillon’s exceptional “No B.S.” lifetime warranty.   

44900

00785

Dillon Precision - Super 1050
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Dillon Precision - Square Deal

The Dillon Square Deal loads only the listed handgun cartridges. It includes an automatic indexing shell-
plate, auto powder and priming systems, and uses special dies. It manually feeds cases and bullets. Typical 
loading rate is about 300-500 rounds per hour. Comes complete with factory adjusted loading dies ready 
to use. Machine is set up with proper primer size and shell-plate installed.

The Square Deal is only capable of loading the common straight-walled pistol cartridges, uses a propri-
etary drop-in insert style die, and is a great compact reloader. 

8350

Carbide Pistol Dies

A set of three dies, which includes a  Sizing/Depriming die, a Bullet Seating die and a Crimp die.
These top quality Dillon dies are perfectly suited for use in any of the progressive Dillon loading machines (except 
the Square Deal). 

41500

5089

Powder Check System

The Powder Check System fits the XL650 and 1050 machines, utilizing one of the available free stations on those 
machines. Its battery-powered alarm sounds when the powder level detected in the case is outside of the preset 
correct amount. It is a great tool to prevent those dreaded duds which can happen when hand loading ammo.

6450

Low Powder Indicator

Provides an audible and visual reminder when it’s time to refill your powder reservoir. When the powder level 
drops to about 1000 grains, the buzzer sounds and a bright LED lights up. An excellent safeguard to prevent un-
wanted reloading mistakes.

DILLON PRECISION
MACHINES AND ACCESSORIES
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6050

Aluminum Roller Handle

The Aluminum Roller Handle is a useful and practical upgrade to the ball handles supplied with the 
XL650 and 550 machines. The roller helps reduce operator fatigue and strain to the wrist. It is almost 
a must-have upgrade for anyone planning to load large quantities of ammo on these machines. The 
Aluminum Roller Handle adds a flash of color and quality feel.  

6500

XL650/RL550B Strong Mount

Machine stability is critically important for smooth and precise loading, and this strong mount contributes greatly 
to that. It provides a wide and sturdy base on which to assemble your reloading machine and attach it to your 
workbench. It also raises the height of the reloading press considerably, making it more comfortable to operate.

5050

Tool Holder + Wrench Set

Fits your Dillon reloading machine and ensures that the tools you need to maintain your press are close at hand 
and well organized. The set includes the complete Hex Wrench set, a 1” bench wrench, and a sturdy aluminum 
mounting set. 

6300

Machine Cover

This pack-cloth nylon machine cover comes equipped with a D-ring, allowing the heavy-duty zipper to be locked. Will 
keep your valuable loading press dust free between reloading sessions and help prevent unauthorized access. Two 
models are available – one for the XL650 and one for the Super 1050.

6150

Conversion Kit

All Dillon machines are able to load a multitude of pistol and rifle calibers; however, caliber-specific conversion kits 
are required and are sold separately. Dillon’s experienced engineers have designed the machines with conversion 
in mind, and in most cases you can go from one caliber to another in a matter of minutes. Note that each machine 
has its own requirements for caliber changes.   Super 1050 €123.50, XL650 €83.50, RL550B €48.50

Aluminum Roller HandleAluminum Roller Handle

from
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12950

Quick Change Kit

For shooters who change calibers often, the Quick Change Kit is a great way to save time and effort, while 
retaining all the die settings of each caliber.
The Quick Change Kit (specific per machine model) includes a tool-head complete with powder-dropper, 
which makes it possible to remove one caliber from the machine and set it aside while another is used.   
Super 1050 €275.00, XL650 €109.50

1895

Decapping Pins

A pack of 10 decapping pins to replace that in your Dillon decapping and sizing die.

Case Feeder 220V

The electric Case Feeder is a must-have item for shooters planning serious loading on their XL650. You 
simply dump a bunch of brass in the Feeder and turn it on. It automatically orientates the brass and drops 
it down the tube, mouth-side up. It shuts off automatically when the feed tube is full, and activates again 
when needed. It is included in the 1050, and available as an option for the XL650. A special version is avail -
able for the 550 as well (€316.50). Supplied here in the 220V European version.

RF100 Primer Filler 220V

Dillon’s RF100 Automatic Primer Filler eliminates the task of filling primer pickup tubes. Now you simply pour your 
primers from their box into the top, press the blue button and watch it run! No need to purchase additional primer 
pickup tubes, or spend hours picking them up one by one!

In about two minutes the primers are inside the protective metal housing. That’s about 30 rounds you can load while 
the RF100 is doing your work for you.  

The RF100 is available for either large or small primers, and conversion kits are available. Supplied here in the 220V 
European version. 

2650

4-Pack Pickup Tubes

Having lots of extra pickup tubes is the secret to faster more e翿� cient reloading. Pre-fill the tubes before 
you start reloading – and save considerable time in the process. This kit includes 4 complete sets of small 
or large primer pickup tubes. 

from

DILLON PRECISION
MACHINES AND ACCESSORIES

Quick Change Kit

26500

00360

Dillon’s RF100 Automatic Primer Filler eliminates the task of filling primer pickup tubes. Now you simply pour your 
primers from their box into the top, press the blue button and watch it run! No need to purchase additional primer 
pickup tubes, or spend hours picking them up one by one!

In about two minutes the primers are inside the protective metal housing. That’s about 30 rounds you can load while 
the RF100 is doing your work for you.  

The RF100 is available for either large or small primers, and conversion kits are available. Supplied here in the 220V 
European version. 

4-Pack Pickup Tubes
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3295

Primer Flip Tray

A large and handy flip tray for orientating your primers the right way up so you can pick them up with 
your tubes. The cast iron heavy-weight tray will give you a lifetime of reliable service. Lower side grooves 
e翿� ciently flip the primers as needed, and the upper cover makes the job fast and clean. If you’ve not yet 
upgraded to the automatic RF100 – you will need one of these trays.

6550

Spare Parts and Maintenance Kit

Your Dillon loading machine is a complex mechanical piece of equipment with many moving parts, some 
of which under considerable load and friction. Correct maintenance and cleaning will help to ensure you 
get many years of trouble-free reloading sessions from  your Dillon machine.

Custom kits are available for the various machines, and they include the spare parts most commonly need -
ing replacement. The general purpose Maintenance Kit offers you all the cleaning material needed to main -
tain your press.   Super 1050 €48.50    XL650  €42.50

4950

Border Shift Bag

Dillon’s two-compartment ammo bag is constructed with a flexible inner liner that allows the entire vol -
ume to be accessible from either zippered opening. You can head out to the range with upward of 1000 
9mm or 38S loaded ammo in your ammo bag, and later return with the ammo in one side and the spent 
brass in the other side of the bag. As the ammo compartment empties out, the brass compartment fills 
up, and the inner partition adjusts to allow for this.

The sturdy heavy-duty construction  and wrap-around handle and shoulder strap ensure that this com-
pact bag will hold up even when fully packed with loaded rounds.

CV-2001 Vibratory Case Cleaner 220V

Dillon’s CV-2001 Vibratory Case Cleaner is the largest in the industry. Its huge bowl capacity will allow 
you to polish up to 1,300 .38/.357 or 550 .30-06 cases per hour.
Not only is the capacity greater, but the motor is larger in horse power, internally cooled, thermally pro-
tected, and turns on precision ball bearings. This is no “hobby” machine!
The bowl and base are constructed of 7/32” thick injection molded high-strength polypropylene which 
is impact and abrasion resistant. Supplied here in the 220V European version.   

10050

CM-2000 Case/Media Separator

A vital part of the case preparation process is separating the cleaned brass from the polishing media. 
Nothing does this faster or easier than the Dillon CM-2000 Case/Media Separator. 

This large size rotating cage separator is big enough to hold up to 1600 38Super brass in one load, and 
the tub beneath it large enough to catch all the media from a larger CV-2001 tumbler. It will separate 
your brass from the media in a matter of seconds, while leaving your reloading area clean and clear. 

Primer Flip TrayPrimer Flip Tray

Spare Parts and Maintenance KitSpare Parts and Maintenance Kit

25000

CM-2000 Case/Media Separator
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CM-500 Case/Media Separator

The CM-500 Case/Media Separator is scaled down in size and designed to handle the load of a CV-500 Case 
Cleaner. This piece of equipment is every bit as tough as its full-sized counterpart. The same materials are 
used in its construction and it’s designed to work just as hard - but in a more compact area. The tub measures 
35 cm x 49.5 cm.

2450

Case Lube

Rapid Lube 5000, Dillon’s aerosol cartridge case lubricant, has been replaced by an environmentally correct non-aerosol 
case lube. It works the same: Simply lay out your cases, spray lightly with one or two passes and you’re done. No mess, no 
guesswork. Within minutes the lubricant distributes itself around the cartridge cases and you’re ready to load. 

The case lube effectively reduces the friction and thereby the force needed to resize and crimp the brass, making the whole 
loading process a lot easier and less stressful for both operator and machine.
Try a bottle. You’ll never reload without it again!  

Rapid Polish 290

Dillon Precision has developed another exciting new product to make your reloading faster and easier. Rapid Polish 290 
is the first cartridge case finish designed specifically to bring a brilliant shine (20 percent brighter than tumbling media 
alone) and a protective coating to reloaded ammunition. 

Simply add several capfuls to the media in your tumbler and run. Rapid Polish 290 has a great residual value and stays in 
your tumbling media. You’ll use less each time you clean your cases for the life of your media.
Rapid Polish 290 contains no ammonia, so it won’t weaken brass cases. 

CM-500 Case/Media SeparatorCM-500 Case/Media Separator

2850

Rapid Polish 290

50346

Dillon 550 Case Feeder Assembly

An automatic Case Feeder, similar to the one used on Dillon’s commercial-grade Super 1050 machine and 
the XL 650, is now available for your RL550B! You simply dump a quart of cases into the hopper and turn 
it on. 

The motor-driven disc fills the case feed tube, a micro-switch shuts off the motor when the tube is full, and 
automatically restarts it when low. This case feeder only works for the handgun calibers. Rifle cases are too 
tall to feed with this system. 

One Case Feeder caliber conversion kit is included.

Dillon 550 Case Feeder AssemblyDillon 550 Case Feeder Assembly
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Frankford Arsenal Vibra-Prime

The Frankford Arsenal Vibra-Prime is a unique tool designed to save you considerable time when reload -
ing large quantities of ammo.

Picking up primers with a pickup tube can be one of the most time consuming and frustrating aspects 
of reloading. The Vibra-Prime is the inexpensive solution to this problem, and greatly speeds up the 
process of filling your primer tubes.

Simply place 100 primers on the upper flip tray, shake as you would any flip tray to get them the right 
way up, and then let the Vibra-Prime do its thing! When the trigger is depressed on the handy pistol grip 
design, a battery powered vibratory motor agitates the primers on the tray, feeding them into the tube 
quickly and e翿� ciently, ready for use in your progressive reloading press.

Suitable for use with small or large primers.

6200

CED Precision Instruments

CED offers some of the best precision instruments on the market today. The Digital Caliper offers even 
greater convenience and precision of up to +/-0.02 mm. And when even greater accuracy is called for, 
the CED Digital Micrometer is available, offering precision of 0.001 mm resolution and a range of up 
to 25 mm.

4295

DAA Digital Reloading Counter

The DAA Digital Reloading Counter is the easiest and most effective way to count your ammo as you reload on 
your Dillon or any other reloading machine. 

Unlike other mechanical counters, this device requires no attachments to the reloading machine. No holes to drill, 
no strings or springs to attach. Our Digital Counter has a Mercury tilt switch assembled in it. All you have to do to 
make it count is to tilt it onto its head (actually, only over 45 deg). 

You can attach it anywhere on your reloading handle with a simple velcro tab, hot glue or even a rubber band (not 
included). Experiment a little to find the best position. 

The counter can count up to 9999. The front UP/DOWN buttons are functional as well, so you can add or remove 
bad rounds as you load.

DAA Overlay Gauge

Made of sturdy 0.75 mm thick hard transparent plastic, this overlay gauge is a must-have item in every 
range bag.
It is the size of a standard credit card and so fits easily into any wallet or pocket. 
Includes precisely drawn caliber circles and a handy 50 mm side ruler for measuring gear distance from 
the body. 

595

CED Precision Instruments

DAA Overlay Gauge

The DAA Digital Reloading Counter is the easiest and most effective way to count your ammo as you reload on 

The counter can count up to 9999. The front UP/DOWN buttons are functional as well, so you can add or remove 
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JS-VG20 Scale

A premium digital precision scale designed for weighing gems, gunpowder and much more.
This fantastic new scale will allow you to weigh your charge with a 0.05 grain accuracy! Perfect for controlling 
those critical loads to increase your precision.

Key features: 20 gram capacity, 0.002 gram readability, reads to 0.05 grain for reloading, reads in grams, ounces, 
troy ounces, carats, grains, milligrams and pennyweight, detachable clear wind cover, easily accessible buttons 
(with cover down), calibration weight included, auto calibration and zero tracking, carrying case (jewelry box) 
included, runs on 3 AAA batteries (included), grain/gem bowl included, red backlit display, 5 year warranty.

115
95

JS-50X Scale

Mini pocket scale with multiple modes and counting functions. An excellent entry-level scale which will allow you 
to measure your powder accurately up to 0.1 of a grain. 

Key features: 50 gram capacity,  0.01 gram readability, reads to 0.1 grain for reloading, reads in grams, ounces, 
troy ounces, carats, grains, pounds, and pennyweight, advanced parts counting function with multiple sample 
sizes, removable protective flip-up cover with magnetic clasp (can also be used as an expansion tray), extra-large 
backlit LCD display, soft-touch rubber keys, stainless steel tray with raised lip to prevent loose items falling off, 
spill-catching rim embedded into the plastic scale housing, extreme overload protection, batteries and leather-
style pouch included, 5 year warranty.

CED Universal Pocket Scale

The ultimate portable digital scale. The CED Universal Pocket Scale provides accuracy, fast response 
time, a wide range of units of weight, and is easy to use. Universal in that this precision instrument 
not only measures up to 3,000 grains at 0.10 increments (a first in the shooting industry), but also 
provides measurement in gram, ounce, troy ounce, carat, and pennyweight. Finally, a truly univer-
sal electronic scale designed for compact mobility. Capacity (max.)/Graduation: 3,000 grains/0.1 
gn, 200 grams/0.01 g, 1,000 carat/0.05 ct, 128.0 pennyweight/0.002 dwt., 7.0 ounce/0.01 oz., 6.4 
troy ounce/0.01 ozt.

Key features: Tare full capacity, backlit LCD display, protective windshield cover, low battery indi-
cation/overload indication, auto power off function, padded storage case/calibration weight/two 
powder pans included.
Power requirement 4 AAA batteries (included). 
Compact size: 11.2 x 8.6 x 3.0 cm (4.4” x 3.4” x 1.1”)

CED Professional Electronic Scale

The CED Professional Electronic Scale is the top-of-the-line CED scale. Using new load cell technol-
ogy and advanced software, this digital scale provides accuracy up to 900 grains at 0.1 grain or 0.01 
gram increments. Fast, stable, and accurate! The CED Professional Electronic Scale is the only one 
you will want on your reloading workbench.

Key features: 900 grain/57 gram capacity, accurate to 0.1 grain/0.01 gram, supplied with dust/wind 
shield cover, stainless steel powder pan, including 50 gram calibration weight. Uses 2 AA batteries. 

19900

JS-VG20 Scale

A premium digital precision scale designed for weighing gems, gunpowder and much more.
This fantastic new scale will allow you to weigh your charge with a 0.05 grain accuracy! Perfect for controlling 
those critical loads to increase your precision.

Key features: 
troy ounces, carats, grains, milligrams and pennyweight, detachable clear wind cover, easily accessible buttons 
(with cover down), calibration weight included, auto calibration and zero tracking, carrying case (jewelry box) 
included, runs on 3 AAA batteries (included), grain/gem bowl included, red backlit display, 5 year warranty.

JS-50X Scale

9563

110
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Corn Cob Media

2 kg of top quality corn cob media that removes grit, dirt, and powder residue from your cases, bringing 
the brass to a beautiful shine.
The media can be used repeatedly, but should periodically be replaced for optimum results. 
The small grain media is perfect for use in small to mid-size tumblers/vibrators and clean even the small -
er recesses of case rims and primer pockets. 
This product is excellent in combination with the Flitz Polishing Additive. With just a few squirts of Flitz 
onto the media and an hour or two in the tumbler, your brass emerges looking like new!

SmartReloader Pistol and Rifle Ammo Boxes

These top quality plastic ammo boxes offer the perfect means for transporting your reloaded 
ammo and will give you long years of service. Each pistol caliber box holds either 50 or 100 rounds; 
the rifle caliber box holds 50.
Unlike inferior boxes, the SmartReloader ammo box is constructed in two parts, with a pinned 
hinge connecting the lid to the base. The lid locks firmly in place, preventing ammo spills common 
with other boxes. 
Available in an eye-catching Dark Grey/Orange color combination. 

1895

Arredondo Powder Drop Slide Bar

Fits Dillon Precision powder measure for 550/650/1050 machines. 
Eliminates galling problems when loading with Vectan powder SP-2 or other fine-grain pow-
ders, and includes an easy calibration knob and indicator. Puts an end to the days of a sticky 
powder slide! 
* Does not include steel parts - use the original steel parts from your Dillon. 

5400

9571

SmartReloader SR787 Case Tumbler

You can now easily and quickly clean your used brass in the new SmartReloader SR787 Case Tumbler. 
The capacity of the bowl is approximately 600 cases in 9mm or 250 cases in .223. 
Depending on the media you want to use, you can easily interchange the detachable bowl with spare 
bowls. 

Includes instructions in English, Spanish, French, and Italian.

Arredondo Powder Drop Slide BarArredondo Powder Drop Slide Bar

925

SmartReloader Bullet Puller

The SR1750 Bullet Puller includes two sets of collets that enable you to pull bullets from re-
loaded ammunition ranging in caliber from .17 up to .50AE. 
The aluminum shaft ensures that this hammer will outlast most others, offering years of service 
to the serious reloader.

3500
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Sordin Supreme-Pro

You only have to hold them in your hands and try them on once to know that you are holding the best 
electronic ear defenders on the market today! 

Providing optimum protection with high amplification, AUX input and watertight battery compartment, 
both earmuffs are shaped to suit both right-handed and left-handed shooters (for comfortable rifle 
mounting). 
Two separate, well-shielded microphones for optimum stereo effect and location of sound direction. 
Rugged “military spec” construction: one-piece molded cups, steel pins connecting the head band, 
glass-fiber reinforced polymer headband and waterproof one-piece switch rubber control panel, high 
amplification and natural sound reproduction without chopping. Around 600 hours battery life with two 
standard AAA batteries. AUX input for connecting external audio sources.
Weight: 310 g, SNR 25 dB, available in OD-Green or Black.

Sordin Supreme-Pro X

The Supreme-Pro X offers the same great features as the Supreme-Pro plus a 5 year warranty and fully 
waterproof microphones, AUX-inlet and a waterproof battery compartment.  

The MSA Sordin Supreme Pro X are hearing protectors that reproduce a natural and realistic sound. You 
should have perfect locational hearing without any sound distortion. Superb sound quality and high 
amplification actually let you hear better when wearing these hearing protection. All moving compo-
nents are made of steel, microphones are waterproof and circuit boards are lacquered and therefore 
water protected.

Features:
- Two separate, waterproof microphones with excellent sound quality and perfect directional hearing
- Over 200 hours of battery life from 2 x AAA batteries
- AUX input (3.5mm) for connection to hunting radio, dog tracking devices, CD players. Mono cable 
  included
- Waterproof battery compartment. Flexible and shape-stable headband
- 5 years warranty on electronics
- SNR 25 dB
- Weight: 310 g 

Available in OD-Green or Black.

19500

00223

Sordin Supreme-Pro

Providing optimum protection with high amplification, AUX input and watertight battery compartment, 
both earmuffs are shaped to suit both right-handed and left-handed shooters (for comfortable rifle 
mounting). 
Two separate, well-shielded microphones for optimum stereo effect and location of sound direction. 
Rugged “military spec” construction: one-piece molded cups, steel pins connecting the head band, 
glass-fiber reinforced polymer headband and waterproof one-piece switch rubber control panel, high 
amplification and natural sound reproduction without chopping. Around 600 hours battery life with two 
standard AAA batteries. AUX input for connecting external audio sources.
Weight: 310 g, SNR 25 dB, available in OD-Green or Black.

SmartReloader SR112

These slim electronic earmuffs offer excellent protection by filtering out high frequency noise caused by 
machinery, motors, saws, and gunfire. 
The level of sound protection is 20NRR. This is su翿� cient for most outdoor uses but may not be adequate 
when shooting large calibers in some indoor ranges. 
These specially designed over-ear protectors not only protect your hearing from loud noise, but also al-
low you to hear normal conversation, range commands, even the sound of game in the woods. The SR112 
features an electronic amplification mechanism that clarifies low pitch sounds and shuts down within mil-
liseconds when sounds above 85 dB are registered.
Available in Black.

6895
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3M Peltor WS SportTac

A gunshot is an impulse noise, which is particularly harmful to the human ear. A single shot can 
cause permanent damage without the proper hearing protection.
Our range of hearing protectors for shooting are specially designed to attenuate, for example, 
from noise of a gunshot.

Many shooters have to wear their hearing protectors for a long time. The range of hearing pro-
tectors helps ensure you’ll have no problems staying focused. The low, two-point fasteners al-
low an even distribution of pressure over the whole cushion area, to help ensure the ear muff 
stays in place even during sudden head movements or positioning the weapon. This feature also 
helps ensure a snug fit without compromising comfort and protection for high quality sound 
reproduction.

Peltor WS SportTac allows you to better control what you hear – and don’t hear. You can easily ad -
just the volume of surrounding sounds, filter out certain unwanted frequencies and still be pro-
tected from harmful noise levels when the shot is taken. The built-in Bluetooth solution enables 
wireless connection to a mobile phone or other device for instant and discreet communication.

41900

3M Peltor SportTac

The new electronics in the Peltor SportTac hearing protector react instantaneously, protecting your hearing 
from loud impulse noises. The system reacts so gently that you rarely hear the clip as the protection is activated.

Just like the other level dependent hearing protectors from 3M, the SportTac hearing protector also enhances 
your hearing, so you actually hear better with the hearing protector than without it. The Peltor SportTac allows 
you to connect your hunting radio directly to the headset.

3M Peltor X4A

The 3M™ Peltor X4A headband ear muff is a high performance hearing protector for use against high noise 
levels in a wide range of industries, offering 33 dB attenuation with a sleek, low profile, aesthetically pleas -
ing design. The wire headband is electrically insulated for reliable protection. 

Key Features:
Innovative sealing ring provides excellent acoustic protection, particularly against sounds dominated by 
low frequencies.
Soft wide cushions help reduce pressure around the ears and improve comfort and wearability.
Slim-line, dual moulded cups.
Large space inside cups helps reduce moisture heat build-up.
Electrically insulated wire headband.
Lightweight design (234 g).

Product Code: X4A
Attenuation Rating (SNR): 33 dB
Protection Level  95 dB(A) - 110 dB(A)
Hearing Protection Type: Passive Earmuff
Approval: CE Approved

18400

9547
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Sordin Silicone Gel Replacement Kit

The Silicone Gel Replacement Kit includes two silicone earpads and two new insulation cushions. It is impor-
tant to replace the cushions from time to time to ensure good hygiene and best sound performance. This 
upgrade kit gives you extra cushions in addition to the main item - the new silicone gel pads.
You need to try these to appreciate them best. The silicone in the pads is in a gel state, not liquid, so even if 
punctured will not leak. The silicone molds itself around the contour of your head, offering even more com-
fort and better sound protection than the regular sponge-based earpads.

4495

Sordin Silicone Gel Replacement Kit

3M Peltor Hygiene Kit for WS SportTac/SportTac

These 3M Peltor Hygiene kits fit Peltor models SportTac and WS SportTac.
Easy to replace with snap-in sealing rings and cushions.

19

ZEM Hearing Protection

Lets you hear what you need to hear, protects you from what you don’t!
Enter the ZemZone, where loud damaging noise is suppressed and yet you can clearly hear conversation 
around you. You will improve your concentration, be more productive, and feel better at the end of the 
day. The ZemZone. It’s the safe sound world for your ears.
Much lighter than regular earmuffs and far easier and faster to put on and take off, the Zems are truly 
a breakthrough in sound technology. This device needs to be experienced to be believed! Weight 37 g, 
NRR = 26 dB. 
Available in Blue, Grey, Orange, Red, and Black   €22.50
SensGard ZEM Hearing Protection Model SG 31 (Black only)   €29.50 3550from

3M Peltor Hygiene Kit for WS SportTac/SportTac3M Peltor Hygiene Kit for WS SportTac/SportTac

3700

Bilsom Leightning L2F

One of the best ear defenders out there, and at a price tough to match. 
 
When you’re on the range and need to block noise, Bilsom’s Leightning series steelwire construction provides 
high performance and robust durability. Leightning stands up to daily use and abuse without compromising 
comfort. Bilsom has optimized the Leightning series to deliver the highest level of comfort available, featuring 
an exclusive padded foam headband and supersoft ear cushions that eliminate that “squeezing pressure” on 
the head.

Bilsom Leightning L2FBilsom Leightning L2F

comfort. Bilsom has optimized the Leightning series to deliver the highest level of comfort available, featuring comfort. Bilsom has optimized the Leightning series to deliver the highest level of comfort available, featuring 
an exclusive padded foam headband and supersoft ear cushions that eliminate that “squeezing pressure” on an exclusive padded foam headband and supersoft ear cushions that eliminate that “squeezing pressure” on 
the head.the head.

EAR DEFENDERS / EYEWEAR
PASSIVE AND ACCESSORIES / DAA EYEWEAR
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DAA Optics Pro Set

The DAA Optics Pro Set is a new approach to multi-lens shooting sets.
We all know and appreciate the need to have multiple lenses available to adjust to the 
changing light conditions encountered on the range during a long day of shooting. Any-
one shooting outdoors often finds himself hastily trying to change lenses just before 
shooting his stage. Or, worse yet, compromising his vision and shooting with inappro-
priate lenses due to lack of time to change them. Nothing can be more off-putting than 
having to rush to change your lenses just before you shoot. In those situations you often 
find yourself wishing you had an extra frame or two.

Each DAA Optics Pro Set includes:
- A large hard case.
- Three Tactical Matte Black frames.
- One microfiber cleaning cloth.
- One microfiber carry bag.
- Three extra sets of rubber nose pads.
- One optical insert inner frame which clicks into place behind the interchangeable lenses. 
  (additional inset frames are available)
- Six lenses. 13995

DAA Optics Alpha

Our Model Alpha offers the serious competition shooter a complete shooting glasses 
set with all the “bells and whistles” at a surprisingly reasonable price. The glasses are 
ANSI Z-87.1 Impact approved, and the Polycarbonate lens offers full 100% UV400 pro-
tection.
The Model Alpha is a wraparound 1-piece lens glasses, with a sturdy polymer, fiber-
reinforced frame and a complete array of 5 lenses. The Set is packed in a handy hard 
case, which provides protection and support for all the individual lenses and acces-
sories. The nosepiece is adjustable to allow a more comfortable customized fit and the 
side arms are slim, perfect for use on the range under ear defenders.

Each Set includes:
- A hard case.
- One frame (available in a choice of Tactical Matte Black, glossy Black/Blue or glossy 
   Black/Red).
- A microfiber cleaning cloth.
- A microfiber carry bag.
- A headband strap which replaces the detachable side arms.
- An optical insert inner frame which clicks into place behind the interchangeable 
   lenses.

5 lenses, including: 
- Clear, offering 92% light transmission.

- Yellow, offering 87% light transmission and enhanced contrast and depth.
- Smoke, offering 35% light transmission, ideal for moderately sunny 
  days.
- Blue Mirror, 22% light transmission, a striking look for those bright 
    days on the range.

- Rainbow Mirror, 22% light transmission, another striking look for those 
                           sunny days.

8795

5 lenses, including:
- Clear, offering 92% light transmission.

- Yellow, offering 87% light transmission and enhanced contrast and depth.
- Smoke, offering 35% light transmission, ideal for moderately sunny 
  days.
- Blue Mirror, 22% light transmission, a striking look for those bright 
    days on the range.

- Rainbow Mirror, 22% light transmission, another striking look for those 
                           sunny days.
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DAA Optics Echo

Our Model Echo is an excellent choice for shooters who prefer the 2-piece style shooting 
glasses. The glasses are ANSI Z-87.1 Impact approved, and the Polycarbonate lens offers 
100% UV400 protection.
The Model Echo is a 2-piece lens glasses, with a sturdy polymer, fiber-reinforced frame 
and a complete array of 5 lenses. The Set is packed in a handy hard case, which provides 
protection and support for all the individual lenses and accessories. The nosepiece is ser-
rated rubber, providing a comfortable fit for all. 

Each Set includes:
- A hard case.
- One frame (Tactical Matte Black).
- Microfiber cleaning cloth.
- Microfiber carry bag.
- Headband strap which attaches to the side arms.
- An optical insert inner frame which clicks into place behind the interchangeable lenses.

5 lenses, including: 
- Clear, offering 92% light transmission.
- Yellow, offering 87% light transmission and enhanced contrast and depth.
- Smoke, offering 35% light transmission, ideal for moderately sunny days.
- Blue Mirror, 22% light transmission, a striking look for those bright days on the range.
- Rainbow Mirror, 22% light transmission, another striking look for those sunny days.

DAA Optics Lima

Our Model Lima is an inexpensive yet complete set of 4-lens shooting glasses. The glasses 
are ANSI Z-87.1 Impact approved, and the Polycarbonate lens offers 100% UV400 protec-
tion.
The Model Lima has a wide wraparound style lens, with a flexible lightweight polymer, 
fiber-reinforced frame and adjustable-length side-arms. The Set is packed in a handy hard 
case, which provides protection and support for all the individual lenses and accessories. 
The nosepiece detaches from the lens and can be transferred quickly and easily from one 
lens to another as you change colors. 

Each Set includes:
- A hard case.
- One frame (Tactical Matte Black).
- A microfiber cleaning cloth. 
- A microfiber carry bag.
- An optical insert inner frame which clicks on the nosepiece behind the interchangeable 
   lenses.

4 lenses, including: 
- Clear, offering 92% light transmission.
- Yellow, offering 87% light transmission and enhanced contrast and depth.
- Smoke, offering 30% light transmission, ideal for moderately sunny days.
- Light Blue Mirror, 35% light transmission, a striking look for those bright days on the 
   range.

4050

9577

- Microfiber cleaning cloth.
- Microfiber carry bag.
- Headband strap which attaches to the side arms.
- An optical insert inner frame which clicks into place behind the interchangeable lenses.

Our Model Lima is an inexpensive yet complete set of 4-lens shooting glasses. The glasses 
are ANSI Z-87.1 Impact approved, and the Polycarbonate lens offers 100% UV400 protec
tion.
The Model Lima has a wide wraparound style lens, with a flexible lightweight polymer, 
fiber-reinforced frame and adjustable-length side-arms. The Set is packed in a handy hard 
case, which provides protection and support for all the individual lenses and accessories. 
The nosepiece detaches from the lens and can be transferred quickly and easily from one 
lens to another as you change colors. 

Each Set includes:
- A hard case.

EYEWEAR
FROM SINGLE LENS TO COMPLETE SETS
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Rudy Project - RYDON

Seamlessly combining advanced design technology and the latest materials science, 
the RYDON blends cutting-edge ergonomic features with hi-tech components (Carbon, 
Aluminum, Magnesium, Silicium, and Titanium) to create  super-lightweight, versatile, 
high-performance sunglasses. RYDON has been uniquely engineered to allow for design 
specifications at the very pinnacle of eyewear. The RYDON by Rudy Project is a stunning 
wraparound masterpiece!

The RYDON model incorporates the following features:
• QuickChange interchangeable lens system.
• RP-D centered advanced visual acuity performance vision.
• Adjustable nosepiece. Total comfort, no fog, no slip.
• E-lock – anti-slip nosepiece lock system.
• Safety project – hidden hinges and side protection.
• Adjustable temples. Total comfort fit, eliminates pinching.

Prices vary according to model and lens configuration.

12900from

6890

Rudy RYDON - Optical RX Insert

A customized optical insert that can be snapped on behind the polycarbonate lenses of the RYDON 
glasses. This “easy-in easy-out” system allows you to change your optical inserts from lens to lens 
in seconds. The frames are lightweight and thin, so as not to add bulk. Your optometrist can apply 
your prescription to your RX Inserts.

Rudy RYDON - Optical RX InsertRudy RYDON - Optical RX Insert

Rudy RYDON - Shooting/Hunting Set

A customized set of RYDON glasses, specially configured for sports shooters and hunters.
This quality set includes the following features:
RYDON matte black frame, black endtips, assembled with Racing Red lenses, four extra in-
terchangeable lenses: Transparent, Yellow, Action Brown, and Laser Copper (total 5 lenses).
The set includes a soft microfiber lens cleaning cloth and a customized case that includes 
ten compartments for all the additional lenses supplied

21900

Transparent: Transmits 92% of the light. Designed for 
protection of the eyes when needed, without reducing 
light.

Yellow: Transmits 87% of the light, enhances contrast 
and depth. They are ideal for early morning light, sun-
sets, or rainy days.

Action Brown: Transmits 22% of the light. High con-
trast lenses built around chromatic partitioning, they 
enhance color contrast and cut glare from all angles, 
maximizing visual clarity.

Laser Copper: Transmits 11-22% of the light. 
Engineered for sunny days and bright condi-
tions, the laser lenses provide UV400 protec-
tion and include a chrome mirror layer. 

Racing Red: Transmits 28% of the light. High 
optical quality lenses in HD Polycarbonate, 
treated with multi-layered coating to enhance 
visual depth and eliminate eye fatigue.
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EYEWEAR
FROM SINGLE LENS TO COMPLETE SETS

Pilla Performance Eyewear - Outlaw X

The Outlaw is technically the most advanced interchangeable pair of shooting sports glasses on the market. The Rubber Sweat Bar with 
built-in ventilation circulates air around the lens while keeping the back of the lens off the forehead to reduce smudging. This is perfect 
for IPSC shooting as it eliminates the chance of lenses fogging up exactly when you need to break that critical shot after a long sprint on 
the stage.

Possibly the most comfortable design from Pilla to date, the Outlaw weighs less than 1 oz. and distributes the weight evenly throughout 
the system. You won’t even feel that you’re wearing glasses!
The Carbon Fiber Fork Temple is a proprietary patented design providing perfect molding of the head while reducing any discomfort felt 
with traditional designs. Its longer than traditional design provides a cradle effect.

Advantages:
- Fastest lens changing system available 
- Carbon Fiber Design drastically reduces frame weight (these are our lightest frames yet)
- Snap System prevents any fingerprints when changing lenses
- Eyes are unobstructed for maximum view
- Most technically advanced sports specs on the market using state-of-the-art carbon fiber materials  
- Includes Crystal Saddle nosepiece.

The kit comes with 2 lenses:
Outlaw X V25 - Brown lens, for bright sunny days
Outlaw X S99 - Clear lens, for indoor use

399419

Outlaw X - The Pinnacle of Vision by Eli Huttner

Sunglasses are stylish. Everyone loves a cool looking 
pair of glasses, so do I. For the most part of my adult 
life, I was wearing Oakley glasses since they offered 
good quality lenses and their looks were in line with 
the current trends of fashion (so I am told LOL). Every-
body Wants To Be Like Mike so when the time came to 
choose a new set, I knew where to look.

I started shooting IPSC (Practical Shooting) in 1995. 
Back in those days, you would smack on any pair of 
lenses just to keep your eyes safe. Obviously things 
have moved on since and some manufacturers have 
picked up the glove to offer the shooters the very best 
of all worlds – protection, clarity and comfort. So we 
are made to believe… Let me tell you why. Most shoot-
ing glasses are designed and built to cater primarily for 
their looks. “You have to look good” the saying goes. 
Is that really what would make you a good shot? The 
looks? Right. 
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Outlaw X - The Pinnacle of Vision by Eli Huttner (continued)

19 years down the line, I came across a shooter who I knew well, wearing a 
pair of glasses that looked a part. “This is an Outlaw X from Pilla Performance 
Eyewear”, he said. I immediately tried them on and my first reaction was 
“WOW – these lenses offer an entire different experience”.  The clarity and 
contrast was simply amazing. You can be skeptical of course, so was I. After 
all, I was using top 250USD premium pair of glasses, so why the heck these 
make my old lenses feel so obsolete?!

The fact of the matter is that I never heard of Pilla prior to that day. This is 
because Pilla is focused on another niche market – Shotgun Shooting. Their 
entire line of sports shooting glasses is based on extensive research over 
some years to optimize the performance, I repeat – PERFORMANCE, of their 
glasses. Like every specialist in their field, Pilla have managed to put togeth -
er a winning formula for both their lens optics and frame construction. The 
fact of the matter is that most Olympic champions are using Pilla. The ques-
tion is – does it work for IPSC shooting?

IPSC matches and practice sessions are shot in various light conditions, 
ranging from direct sun light, all the way down to indoor shooting or even 
shooting outdoors when the sun just about to set. It gets even more com-
plicated since the backstop differs as well – some ranges have sand walls, 
some have them covered with grass while indoor ranges might have con-
crete walls covered with different material type. “You can’t shoot what you 
can’t see” – and while I believe that any target can be seen by using any pair 
of glasses, the real question is this – “How fast can you acquire the target 
and break a shot?”

Shooting IPSC requires a somewhat similar skill set to a Shotgun shooter. 
We need to be very quick acquiring the targets and pull the trigger. Vision is 
everything. But there is more to it. Shotgun shooters typically shoot against 
the same background – which helps them to isolate their targets. IPSC 
shooters shoot against different background colors, even on a single stage. 
Targets can be close to the ground, some set against a dark backstop and 
while others against some trees or greenish background.

Pilla Outlaw X are arguable the best pair of glasses I have ever used. The VIVX 
lenses are Zeiss certified and offer an AMAZING level of contrast and clarity 
across the entire field of vision. The Outlaw X is perfectly balanced in such a 
way that the weight is evenly distributed from the front to back so if you wear them the entire day on the range, you will hardly feel they 
are on. Outlaw X has been designed in such a way that nothing is blocking your field of vision – The nose piece is completely invisible, 
even when you look sideways to pick up those wide angled targets. Pilla have also excelled in allowing enough lens coverage above the 
eyes so when you shoot prone and have to look up, nothing is in the way. No frame, no blocking nose-piece, absolutely nothing in the 
way. 

The side arms were cleverly designed - they have a very slim profile in order to minimize pressure points while you wear your earmuffs. 
You should not take this lightly, having earmuffs on all day with a pair of glasses that have a somewhat thick temple arm profile will surely 
hurt your head by lunch time. Slim temple arms will also offer better sound protection since the gap that is created by these arms to your 
earmuff pads is minimized. 

Swapping lenses is something that most amateur IPSC shooters tend to overlook but cannot be underestimated. Swapping lenses with 
the occasional greasy or dirty hands is not fun, not even for the pros. That said, the assumption that one-lens-can-do-it-all is simply not 
true. Shooting with dark lenses in bright sunlight is OK, but using the same setup in the late afternoon at dusk will surely impact your 
performance. Likewise when you have to squint in bright light using clear lenses will result in eye fatigue and muscle strain. Pilla lenses 
on the Outlaw X can be replaced in seconds. Each temple arm clips onto either the right or left side of the lens at two distinct singular 
points that makes the lens swap process a breeze. 
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In the Trenches at Double-Alpha Academy by Robin Taylor

WAALWIJK, NETHERLANDS — Following the European Steel Challenge in June, I thumbed a ride to Waalwijk (pronounced “vall vike”), 
Netherlands, with reigning European Steel Challenge champion Saul Kirsch. Kirsch was kind enough to put me up for a couple of days, 
and let me help out on the assembly floor at Double Alpha Academy. 

If anyplace deserves the title “The Idea Factory,” this is it.

Just wandering around in the DAA warehouse/o翿� ce, I kept tripping over new ideas in the making — some of them displayed on com-
puter screens as full-color 3D models, others as prototypes, still others as a concept Kirsch was batting around over lunch.

In just the last couple of years, DAA has launched a string of successful holsters, timers, ammo gauges, books, mag pouches and what-
not tailored to the international IPSC market. While we shooters know him best as a shooter and entrepreneur, Kirsch’s background is 
actually in industrial engineering. To put it another way, Kirsch is an engineer who has been on a long side trip as a professional athlete. 

For 20 years, Kirsch has been competing on a worldwide basis, using the gear we all use, shooting the guns, and experiencing the de-
mands of top-flight competition. It’s only just now that Kirsch has really been able to bring the full weight of his engineering talent and 
training to bear.

Make no mistake, Kirsch remains an intense and committed competitor. What changed are the financial underpinnings of his shooting 
career. For years Kirsch had the luxury of competing full-time, focusing on shooting with a little coaching and sales thrown in. It’s a history 
that should make most any shooter outside the US Army Marksmanship Unit envious.

Kirsch got into the shooting sports as a young Olympic rifle competitor, shooting international Air Rifle and Smallbore Rifle events near 
Tel Aviv, Israel. He actually wanted to shoot archery instead, but the range was too far away, so as a 12-year-old he shot air rifle instead. 
Saul was good, so good in fact that he won a spot on the Junior National Team at age 15. At 18, Kirsch was training with the Israeli Olympic 
team.

DOUBLE-ALPHA ACADEMY
AN INSIDE LOOK...
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In the Trenches at Double-Alpha Academy by Robin Taylor (continued)

“That was pretty much a full-time thing,” says Kirsch. “We’d go the range and shoot in the morning, then go to sports psychology lectures, 
gym or study nutrition. . .” Israel has compulsory military service for men from age 18-21, which tends to derail many Israeli athletes’ 
competitive dreams. After they “do their Army” many struggle to get back to the top of their sport. Kirsch was lucky enough to qualify as 
an “exceptional athlete,” which allowed him to pick a job within the Israeli Army that was compatible with his skills and schedule as an 
athlete.  His choice? Shooting instructor.

“Olympic shooting is so much more di翿� cult mentally (than IPSC),” says Kirsch. “You’ve got to be focused 100 percent for long periods of 
time. I’ve always felt that was an advantage I had, having come up as an Olympic rifle shooter.”

Kirsch never did win that coveted Olympic spot, but he traveled with the team, competing at major events across Europe. Despite his 
status as an exceptional athlete, Kirsch was still a soldier, and all Israeli soldiers must carry their service rifle with them wherever they go 
in Israel. It was that annoying necessity that led him down a different path.

Carrying a full-size M16 slung across your back is, at best, awkward. To get around that, Kirsch applied for a pistol permit, which was 
compatible with his role as a shooting instructor. If he could get authorized for the pistol, he could carry it on his trips home, and leave 
the bulky rifle behind. In short order, Kirsch had a CZ-75.

During the 1980s, Israeli law began recognizing IPSC competition as a legitimate “need” to own a handgun - and once you had a gun 
permit, you were allowed to carry that gun on your person. It should come as no surprise that IPSC competition suddenly became VERY 
popular in Israel, with people signing up in the thousands. Many shooters went through the IPSC qualification courses as a way to get 
a carry gun and dropped out of sight soon after, but a healthy percentage caught the IPSC bug. It just made sense. If you were going to 
carry the gun, shouldn’t you at least know how to use it?

Kirsch was studying to get his license as an athletic trainer during his army years (a two-year course in Israel) and was already on the 
range a lot. He soon started getting requests to teach basic handgun courses. The concepts lined up well with Kirsch’s Olympic back-
ground - and it paid well.

“The gun part was really simple, and it was good money, especially for a student in univer-
sity,” says Kirsch. He started teaching frequently. “After a while I thought I better go check 
out this IPSC stuff.”

It wasn’t long before Kirsch was competing seriously, first with his CZ, then shooting a 
Para-Ordnance .45 ACP with a dot scope and full-bore 230-grain hardball. Remember, all 
ammunition in Israel must be factory-made, and in those days (early 90’s), there was noth -
ing else that made Major. Kirsch won the Israeli National title with that gun, but moved on 
to a Bul M-5 in Winchester 9X23 when they became available.

“You’ve got to remember that in those days, IPSC was huge in Israel,” says Kirsch. “We had 
thousands of competitors; so many that we had to have qualification matches to select 
who would compete at the nationals.”

When he left the Army, Kirsch went to college at the Tel Aviv University (Industrial Engi-
neering) and continued his shooting/training on the side. Traveling and shooting that 
much factory ammo was terribly expensive, so Kirsch presented himself to the Israeli pis-
tol maker Bul Transmark. Their M5 pistol parallels the STI/SV 2011 design, but the polymer 
grip portion is not interchangeable. Kirsch describes the gun as being quite like the Para-
Ordnance, only with a polymer frame. 
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DOUBLE-ALPHA ACADEMY
AN INSIDE LOOK...

In the Trenches at Double-Alpha Academy by Robin Taylor (continued)

BUL had just bought out Saul’s gunsmith, and they needed a native English speaker to help with the export market. Saul got his sponsor -
ship, plus a full-time job on graduation. He came on with Bul as a combination competitive shooter/engineer/marketing guy.

“I learned so much at Bul,” says Kirsch. “They taught me about production, about marketing, international sales. . . I worked for them full 
time until I moved to Holland in 2001, and then continued part time from Holland until 2002.”

While he lived in Israel, a weak lot of Winchester 9X23 124-grain silvertips went minor at a major match in France, and when Saul called 
Winchester to complain, that conversation led to a sponsorship agreement. Although they’re terribly expensive, “to this day that’s what 
the guys in Israel are using,” says Kirsch. With his ammo cost erased and a job from Bul paying the bills, young Kirsch’s horizons were 
expanding fast.

Each successive victory expanded his reputation, and with that, increased demand for Kirsch as an instructor. During this time frame, 
Kirsch began coaching Daphna Makoff, an Israeli philanthropist. Makoff in turn brought Kirsch to the attention of the Makoff Reifman 
Foundation: a private foundation that supported Israeli athletes in non-Olympic sports. The support of Makoff Reifman, combined with 
his close relationship with Bul, made it possible for Kirsch to begin building his life around his shooting.

“This is really an amateur sport,” says Kirsch. “If you look at the top athletes in tennis, for example, tennis is all they do. Their entire lives 
rotate around what’s best for their tennis game. In IPSC, there are maybe half a dozen people worldwide that can do that — Grauffel, Max 
Michel, maybe some of the other US Army team guys. I was lucky, for two years I was able to do that.”

An American attending his own US Nationals commonly spends more than $2,000 on travel, hotels, rental car, match fees, meals and 
ammunition. For a foreign competitor, add another $500 for airfare, plus an additional factor for longer travel times (more meals, more 
hotel days). And more days away from work and family.
 Without the help of the now-defunct Makoff Reifman Foundation, Kirsch would not be where he is today.

Walk into the upstairs o翿� ce of Double Alpha, and the walls around the pool 
table glisten with first-place trophies won around the world. It’s an impos-
ing reminder of Kirsch’s expertise to anyone who comes to visit Double Al-
pha’s o翿� ces in Waalwijk. Three huge Steel Challenge trophies live in Kirsch’s 
o翿� ce, the smaller traveling trophy making four. He’s a past all-Israel Cham-
pion, member of the Dutch Open team, the list of accolades would run for 
paragraphs. He has won the European Steel Challenge six times, and over 
60 level III matches across Europe.

“For a time it was Eric and me at every match,” Kirsch reminisces “Eric always 
first, but I was a sure second,” and while today there are others that can 
displace Kirsch in Open Division IPSC, the list is short. Kirsch laughs about 
his track record on the recent world championships. He placed 5th at the 
worlds in 2002, 6th in 2005, 7th in 2008. “If I’m on schedule I’ll be 8th in 
Greece!”. Today he’s captain of the STI European Team, helping select team 
members, and appearing with the team at major events across Europe.

Kirsch is nothing if not intense. He can turn that down to be social, but in his 
professional life, look out. Talking about his life as he munched on a chicken 
salad at lunch, Saul looked over at me, and suddenly the “niceness” dropped 
away. “I don’t do things half-a__,” he said. “When I failed to make the Olym-
pics in 1992, I had to make a decision. It (Olympic Shooting) went from be-
ing the center of my life to nothing. I later shot only four matches in my four 
years at University, and I did that because by representing the school, I was 
exempt from what you’d call P.E.”
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In the Trenches at Double-Alpha Academy by Robin Taylor (continued)

“I was going that way in IPSC in 2002 after the Worlds in South Africa.. I was ready to leave the sport after giving it my best for years. Then I 
had the idea of trying to create a business in this sport, and that led to Double Alpha Academy.” Saul started the retail side of the business 
o翿� cially in 2002, following the World Shoot. 

“The plan was for it to be temporary, to learn how to run a business in Holland, then I’d go into something else.”

Saul started contacting his sponsors, getting dealer arrangements so he could sell the gear he’d been using. He carefully avoided any 
product that might fall afoul of international arms regulation, focusing entirely on the unregulated “accessories” market. Without any-
thing like a proper o翿� ce space, Kirsch used every available nook and cranny in his then rather small house in Eindhoven, in the south of 
Holland.

“I had plastic boxes in our crawlspace, our ‘zoldar’ as they call it in Holland,” says Kirsch. “That’s an attic you couldn’t stand up in.”

Kirsch set up a vendor booth at the major matches within the European Union, driving to them, competing, and vending when he could. 
Teamed with a sharp website, the effort was successful, and Kirsch’s operation began to expand. The European Union’s lack of *internal* 
trade barriers played a huge role. Instead of doing reams of import and tax paperwork, Kirsch was and is able to display at a match, make 
sales, and report his sales in Holland.

Kirsch said flatly, “The only way we can survive is the international aspect of the sport. It is simply too small in any single country to make 
a business of it. You need to cover a lot of ground.”. Soon Double Alpha was overflowing the “zoldar,” and showing enough of a profit that 
he was able to buy a house with a 10-meter-long garage in Waalwijk, where he lives today. When Kirsch said “I don’t do things half a___,” 
he wasn’t kidding. Listening to him talk on the phone, he’ll switch from English, to Dutch, to Hebrew all in the same conversation, while 
working with three computer screens and a smart phone at the same time. Holster parts arrive on pallets from Israel, rapidly get sorted, 
matched up with other subassemblies made in Holland or elsewhere, assembled, packaged, and shipped. When things are running 
smoothly, Kirsch is turning hundreds of holsters a week. The week I was there, parts for his new adjustable mag pouch came in — in four 
colors. Saul, Rob, and I largely ignored the hundreds of prepped holster parts spread across workbenches and spent the day assembling 
mag pouches, trying to make that day’s shipping cutoff. They needed to get a pallet out the door headed to the Greek Nationals, and Saul 
and Rob were headed to the SV Euro Open that weekend. 

As we worked, Saul told me “we’re getting to where DAA doesn’t need my name to sell it. A lot of what we’ve been able to do is because 
of our strategic partnership with CED.” Back in 2005, Kirsch had been working on a timer when he ran into Charles Hardy at the American 
Handgunner in Colorado. The two started comparing notes, and realized they were both trying to build the same product. Rather than 
compete, they partnered, which resulted in the hugely successful CED7000 shot timer.

I can’t over-emphasize the creative power flowing through Saul at Double Alpha. When Kirsch decided to expand into designing and 
manufacturing his own gear, the spigot on Kirsch’s mind opened full wide. I led this article off by saying that a visit to Double Alpha is a 
visit to the Idea Factory. Kirsch has invested heavily in modeling software, and has built the relationships with manufacturers needed to 
bring his ideas into reality.  He and Charles Hardy are designing a new timer, one that will act as a timer, AND let you enter scores, AND 
upload those scores to a central scoring computer. 
Seemingly every time I touched Kirsch with a question, another product idea fell out of his head — something he’d been thinking about 
for years; like a set of classifiers that diagnoses your strengths and weaknesses, or a stick-on shot counter for your reloading press, or a 
device to catch and hold 50 rounds of reloaded ammunition for easy insertion into a cartridge box. Or cleats. Since Europeans don’t play 
much baseball, rubber cleats are hard to find. Double Alpha imports Nike Land Sharks and brings cases of them to matches.

Looking ahead, Kirsch sees innovation as Double Alpha’s ticket to growth. “Anybody can sell stuff,” he says. “Design is what sets us apart.” 
IPSC is, and will remain, his primary clientele, but Kirsch is re-activating old contacts from his Olympic Rifle days. He helped develop the 
Starik Tube, named for his friend Guy Starik, one of the top prone rifle shooters in the world. The Starik tube is a kind of harmonic stabilizer 
combined with a barrel extension that carries the front sight.
 
There’s a synergy that happens with Saul being on the road, competing heavily, helping manage the STI Euro team, then bringing the 
ideas and concepts he finds back to the crew at the Idea Factory for development. What was a “temporary” idea for Saul has “become a 
proper business” positioned for growth and, dare we say it, greatness.
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Snap-Caps, Pack of 5

Mixing in dummy ammo with your live ammo while practicing on the range is one of the best known 
methods for improving your trigger control and accuracy. It is a simple yet effective training tool, used 
for years by shooters of all levels around the world. Make it a part of your practice routine now, and 
results are sure to follow! 

These top-quality snap-cap dummy rounds are machined from solid aluminum to ensure long-lasting 
performance. 

They are anodized a striking Blue, to easily differentiate them from your live ammo, and to harden the 
aluminum surface for durability and longevity. 
The spring loaded snap-cap in the base serves to protect your firing pin while you dry fire and will last 
for hundreds of repetitions.    €13.95 (pack of 5) / €49.95 (pack of 20) 

2495

DAA Adjustable Thumb Rest (Open or Standard)

The DAA Adjustable Thumb Rest allows you to do what no other does – to adjust both the angle 
and the position of your thumb rest with just a turn of a screw! 
The benefits of mounting a thumb rest on the pistol are well-known and many top shooters choose 
to use one on their competition guns. As long as the box restrictions are met, these are legal for 
both Open and Standard divisions.   
The biggest problem, however, is deciding where exactly to mount the thumb rest and what angle 
best suits your shooting grip. Once mounted, most thumb rests are di翿� cult or impossible to re-
position, as the screw

Ammo Brass Wizard

The Ammo Brass Wizard is simply the BEST brass-picking (collecting) device we have seen or tested 
for centerfire pistol and rifle cases. This broom-styled roller device easily picks up spent brass from the 
range. Simply roll it over the ammo brass you want to pick up and it is captured within the wire cage. It 
works not only on hard surfaces, but in grass and sand as well.
Supplied with a dumper device that can be attached to any mid-size bucket (not included). Stick the 
point of the dumper into the Ammo Brass Wizard cage, twist and turn and the Ammo Brass Wizard 
releases its contents into the bucket.
The Ammo Brass Wizard will pick up handgun brass and anything with a diameter of approximately 
9-15 mm. Works great with handgun caliber brass including .380, 9mm Luger, .38 Special, 38 Super, .357 
Magnum, 40 S&W, 10mm, .45 ACP and rifle caliber brass .22-250, .223, 5.56 x 39, .243 Winchester, 7.62 x 
39, 7.62 x 54, .308, .30-06 and .45-70.
Includes brass cage, Y connector, dumper, and the new telescopic aluminum handle, extending to 120 
cm.

8995

9562

holes are already drilled into the frame. But why should you be limited to the elevation angle decided on by one manufacturer or anoth -
er? No longer! You can now adjust your thumb rest as you like, experiment, and readjust as often as needed. Our original unique design 
allows for unlimited adjustments within a range of about half an inch, and these adjustments can be done without removing the thumb 
rest from the frame. You can adjust the paddle even as the base remains locked in place.
The DAA Adjustable Thumb Rest is available with a single mounting hole or a three-hole pattern. Our hole pattern is designed to be a 
“drop on” fit to the C-More pattern (1st and 3rd hole) as well as to the Tanfoglio screw pattern (2nd and 3rd hole). Or, order it with the 
single hole to fit your particular needs. Precision machined from hi-grade aluminum with stainless steel screws and nut, the DAA Adjust-
able Thumb Rest is available with either a Light Grey or Black hard-anodised finish, for right- or left-handed shooters.

NEW
LH Available

from
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CED Shooting Mat

The CED Shooting Mat is made of rugged durable 600D polyester fabric with heavy water-resistant PVC 
backing, dense EVA foam padding, and a moisture-resistant bottom layer. A large skid-resistant elbow 
pad (57 cm x 69 cm) that is both cross-stitched and glued to the fabric, provides excellent stability and 
comfort. A rolled fabric flap can be extended to give an additional 30 cm of barrel protection when us-
ing rifles. 
The CED Shooting Mat features both a carry handle and a shoulder strap and includes two tie-down 
straps with quick-release buckles. 
Measures 70 cm W x 175 cm L, plus a 30 cm rolled extension. 
Available in solid Khaki or Camouflage colors.

Arredondo Thumb Rest

Another great piece of engineering from Arredondo. One of the best ways to reduce muzzle lift is to be 
able to apply pressure at the front of the gun. This thumb rest allows you to do just that. It fits on the 
side of the frame, allowing you to rest your left thumb on it and so reduce muzzle lift. For right-handed 
shooters only.

3800

0078

RHT Gas Pedal

The RHT Gas Pedal is a frame or scope-mounted thumb rest. It will allow you to shoot faster and more 
accurately while helping to tame recoil and improve your pistol’s ergonomics. CNC machined from air-
craft-grade aluminum with grippy 30 LPI chequered. Features C-More hole pattern, or no holes at all. 
Available for left-handed and right-handed shooters. 

The RHT Gas Pedal is a frame or scope-mounted thumb rest. It will allow you to shoot faster and more The RHT Gas Pedal is a frame or scope-mounted thumb rest. It will allow you to shoot faster and more 

Arredondo Thumb RestArredondo Thumb Rest

7200

DAA CZ SP01 Aluminum Grip

The DAA CZ SP01 aluminum grip is made of top quality 6061 aluminum and provides a striking new look 
for your CZ competition pistol.

Available in six beautiful colors, these CZ grips are precisely machined for a snug fit 
onto your CZ SP01 frame to prevent any wiggle or unwanted movement. They are 
assembled using the original grip screws supplied with your CZ grips.

Laser-cut M3 grip tape is supplied with each set (to be applied by you) and is se-
cured on the grips in precisely machined pockets, preventing any sliding or loosening 

of the grip tape.

The DAA CZ SP01 grips are available in two sizes: the thin grips narrow the CZ grip down to 29.4 mm 
approx.; the thicker grips measure 32.2 mm approx. from side to side when assembled on the pistol.

CED Shooting MatCED Shooting Mat

The CED Shooting Mat is made of rugged durable 600D polyester fabric with heavy water-resistant PVC The CED Shooting Mat is made of rugged durable 600D polyester fabric with heavy water-resistant PVC 
backing, dense EVA foam padding, and a moisture-resistant bottom layer. A large skid-resistant elbow backing, dense EVA foam padding, and a moisture-resistant bottom layer. A large skid-resistant elbow 
pad (57 cm x 69 cm) that is both cross-stitched and glued to the fabric, provides excellent stability and pad (57 cm x 69 cm) that is both cross-stitched and glued to the fabric, provides excellent stability and 
comfort. A rolled fabric flap can be extended to give an additional 30 cm of barrel protection when uscomfort. A rolled fabric flap can be extended to give an additional 30 cm of barrel protection when us
ing rifles. ing rifles. 
The CED Shooting Mat features both a carry handle and a shoulder strap and includes two tie-down The CED Shooting Mat features both a carry handle and a shoulder strap and includes two tie-down 
straps with quick-release buckles. straps with quick-release buckles. 
Measures 70 cm W x 175 cm L, plus a 30 cm rolled extension. Measures 70 cm W x 175 cm L, plus a 30 cm rolled extension. 
Available in solid Khaki or Camouflage colors.Available in solid Khaki or Camouflage colors. 93

The DAA CZ SP01 aluminum grip is made of top quality 6061 aluminum and provides a striking new look 
for your CZ competition pistol.

Available in six beautiful colors, these CZ grips are precisely machined for a snug fit 
onto your CZ SP01 frame to prevent any wiggle or unwanted movement. They are 
assembled using the original grip screws supplied with your CZ grips.

Laser-cut M3 grip tape is supplied with each set (to be applied by you) and is se
cured on the grips in precisely machined pockets, preventing any sliding or loosening 

of the grip tape.

The DAA CZ SP01 grips are available in two sizes: the thin grips narrow the CZ grip down to 29.4 mm 
approx.; the thicker grips measure 32.2 mm approx. from side to side when assembled on the pistol.

Personalize your CZ SP01 with custom name engraving!
The DAA CZ SP01 grips can be ordered with your name (max. 14 characters) laser engraved on both panels. You can specify the font type.
Note that this option costs an additional €12 and may take a few days to complete.

ON THE MARKET
NEW
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GUN ACCESSORIES
THUMB RESTS, MAGWELLS, GRIPS AND MORE

LULA Magazine Loader/Unloader

The LULA loader and unloader is a military-quality personal magazine loader and unloader. It facilitates both 
loading and unloading of loose rounds into a magazine. It does this quickly, safely, and comfortably. Usable for 
tens of thousands of rounds.
The LULA is fast and incredibly easy to use. With just a few minutes practice, you will be able to load a full 
30-round AR-15 magazine in 30 seconds, and unload it in under 5 seconds! The LULA is pocket size, so you can 
drop it into your range bag and be sure to have it when needed. It is a military spec product, made of tough 
quality materials which will last a lifetime of use.
The LULA is gun specific. We stock the AR-15 model, and others are available for Galil, AK, FAL, MP5, and more.

3695

UpLULA Universal Pistol Magazine Loader

The UpLULA loader is a personal military-quality universal pistol magazine loader. It is a radical new design that 
allows for easy and smooth loading of practically ALL single and double stack pistol magazines (except for .22cal).
While loading, you can support the base of the magazine on your body/thigh or on a table, if available. The UpLULA 
requires no inserts or adaptors to go from caliber to caliber. Just slide the UpLULA over your magazine and begin 
loading; it’s that simple. A loading rate of up to one round per second can be achieved with a little practice – and 
without pain or strain.

DAA In-Mag Bullet Counter

The new DAA In-Mag Bullet Counter is an invaluable tool for any Production or L-10 division shoot-
er who wishes to easily and quickly control how many rounds are loaded into his magazine. 
The tip of the plunger is shaped to match the side of a 9mm case, and a small lip fits into the rim of 
the case to provide more secure positioning. The handle is rounded and comfortable to press down 
on with the palm of your hand.  Along the side of the machined aluminum shaft are 24 closely 
spaced holes into which you place the fiber optic rod (included in green and red) and mark your 
correct position for 10 or 15 or any number of rounds you wish to control. Simply push the plunger 
down. When you see the fiber optic dot align up with the top edge of your magazine lip, you know 
you have loaded the correct amount. 

3095

9546

UpLULA Universal Pistol Magazine Loader

The LULA loader and unloader is a military-quality personal magazine loader and unloader. It facilitates both 

The LULA is fast and incredibly easy to use. With just a few minutes practice, you will be able to load a full 

The LULA is gun specific. We stock the AR-15 model, and others are available for Galil, AK, FAL, MP5, and more.

BabyUpLULA

The BabyUpLULA loader is a military quality personal pistol magazine loader for 0.22 to .380 caliber rounds. It is 
a radical new design, which allows for easy and smooth loading of practically ALL single and double stack pistol 
magazines in these small calibers (for larger calibers use the UpLULA).
Features:
- Loads all .22-.380 caliber magazines - no inserts, spacers or adjustments at all! One size fits all.
- Easy and quick loading; rounds just drop in with no pushing or forcing.
- Up to one round per sec. loading rate, with some practice.
- Fits in your hand and pocket, weighs only 50 grams.

4695

BabyUpLULA

UpLULA Single Stack Aligning Insert

An aligner insert add-on for your existing UpLULA loader. Eliminates wiggling of single stack mags inside the loader 
when you load.
If you use single stack magazines (for example .45 cal. 1911, 9mm single stack, or .22LR cal. converted 1911), we 
highly recommend using our new 1911 Aligner Insert with your UpLULA or 22UpLULA™ loader.

15
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Arredondo +3/4 Glock Kit

These Glock base pads are designed to fit the IPSC Box for Standard Division.  The kit includes: 2-piece base pad, removal tool and Wolff 
+10% Spring (for G-17 type magazines).
Capacity: +3 in 40S&W and +4 in 9mm.

Arredondo Magazine Brush

A brush designed with your magazine in mind. Once you own one of these brushes, you will never 
clean your magazines any other way.  Few things are more important to gun reliability than keeping 
your mags clean!

1500

DAA Magazine Brush

Our DAA mag brush is designed with a slightly longer stem to allow easier access through those long 
170 mm tubes. The handle is firm injected nylon, and the core wire of 2.2 mm ensures this brush will 
not bend easily, and will offer a long service life. 
When the bristles get worn or old, the brush can be screwed off the handle and replaced. 
A simple and handy tool for cleaning those magazines. 

A must-have item in every range bag.

995

9529

DAA Magazine Brush and Bit Set

The DAA Magazine Brush and Bit Set takes the design of the mag brush to a whole new level!
Our mag brush boasts a machined and checkered aluminum handle, anodized black for long-lasting 
striking looks. The hard bristle brush is replaceable, so if you wear it out - simply order a new brush 
only, unscrew the old and screw in the new! Easy and simple.

On the opposite side of the handle we offer a magnetic tool-bit holder, and in the handle are stored 
10 quality stainless steel bits, turning this mag brush into a versatile screwdriver and hex key set as 
well! 
The bit set includes 2 flat-head screwdriver bits (one extra long), 2 Philips bits and 6 hex key bits (1.5, 
2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0 mm).

3300

DAA Magazine Brush

Arredondo +3/4 Glock Kit

Arredondo Magazine Brush

A brush designed with your magazine in mind. Once you own one of these brushes, you will never 
clean your magazines any other way.  Few things are more important to gun reliability than keeping 

Arredondo +10% Magazine Spring

Custom made by Wolff Springs for Arredondo, this is the best possible spring to use in your magazine. The spring is longer and stronger 
than the original supplied with most magazines. It is designed specifically with the extended +3 base pads in mind. Clips onto the Ar-
redondo followers, but can easily be fitted to work with most other followers as well. Will outlast any other spring you have ever tried!

11
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Arredondo Follower

The low profile Arredondo followers take up less space in your magazine, thereby allowing for an extra round. Well 
designed and smooth to contribute to more reliable feeding.  These followers work best when used together with the 
Arredondo mag springs. Caliber and gun specific.

Arredondo +3 Base Pad

These base pads will increase the capacity of your magazines by at least 2 rounds and in most cases by 3. The base 
pads include the inner plate to ensure positive lock up and prevent the follower from sticking under the mag-tube ribs. 
Available for STI/SV/Para and are gun specific.

2000

BUL Polymer +1 Base Pad

Tough and durable Polymer +1 Base Pads. Designed specifically for the IPSC Standard class shooters. These base 
pads will increase your mag capacity, and still allow your gun to fit in the box to meet IPSC Standard require-
ments. Supplied with lock-up pin. No fitting required. Will work for all calibers on BUL/STI/SV/PARA magazines. 
Available only in Black.

1050

0029

DAA Aluminum Base Pad

The DAA Aluminum Base Pads are back! New for 2013, they are refined and improved!
Based on customer feedback, we reduced the overall height of the pads by 0.75 mm, making them 
an easier fit into tighter IPSC control boxes. Expanded inner-pocket dimensions mean that larger coil 
springs will compress better and take up less space. Increased beveling on the upper side makes 
handling more comfortable and larger lower-edge beveling makes the pads more compatible with 
a wider range of magwells.
 
The DAA Aluminum Standard Base Pads are made of top quality aluminum, precision-machined 
to the tightest tolerances and hard anodized for extra strength and striking good looks. They fit 
snugly onto STI/SV/Para/Bul tubes, allowing just a little bit of that required “wiggle”. Spring tension is 
enough to keep the pad in place; however, a Philips-head screw has been added for extra insurance.

900

Arredondo Tanfoglio Spring and Follower

An excellent upgrade kit from Arredondo for large frame Tanfoglio magazines in caliber 40 or 38s. This Teflon follower and spring kit 
greatly improves the reliability of your magazines, while at the same time increasing your capacity to 20 rounds in 38S and 17 rounds in 
.40. Each kit includes one spring and one follower. These kits work extremely well in Caspian magazines as well.

2495

GUN ACCESSORIES / SIGHTS
BASE PADS, FOLLOWERS AND SPRINGS / ELECTRONIC SIGHTS AND MOUNTS

The pad is hollowed out, leaving just the absolute minimum thickness to ensure strength and 
durability. Radiuses have been added to improve inner strength, and side walls have been 
thickened to further strengthen the grooves where the base attaches to the tube. In fact – 
these bases are so strong, we are offering a “No Nonsense” 5 year warranty! Available in Black, 
Silver, Blue, and Red.
 
Personalize your magazines by laser-engraving your name on the DAA base pad. And/or order the bases numbered, 
so you can easily identify each magazine. €10.00 extra per piece.

BUL Polymer +1 Base PadBUL Polymer +1 Base Pad

Tough and durable Polymer +1 Base Pads. Designed specifically for the IPSC Standard class shooters. These base Tough and durable Polymer +1 Base Pads. Designed specifically for the IPSC Standard class shooters. These base 

Arredondo +3 Base PadArredondo +3 Base Pad

Arredondo FollowerArredondo Follower
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C-More Railway Click Switch

The Railway sight quickly attaches to Weaver and Picatinny rail style scope mounts. This enables 
the Railway to be attached to virtually anything! Shotguns, rifles, handguns, revolvers, crossbows, 
paint ball guns; these are just a few of the applications the Railway has seen. The sight can easily be 
detached and installed on other weapons, making it the most versatile in the C-More line up. The rail 
can easily be removed, leaving the shooter with a “Slide Ride” scope.
The Click Switch, with its click adjustable function, has 12 positive positions each assigned a bright-
ness setting.
The C-More sight is known for having one of the brightest dots available, providing a crisp clear 
image that won’t “wash out” on bright sunny days, and superior current consumption for longer bat-
tery life. 6 MOA is standard, but other MOAs are available.

9800

Quinn Mount by DAA

The Quinn Mount by Quinn Engineering leads the revolution of the “sideways mounted C-More”. 
They were the first and still are the best option for this type of sight mounting.
We are pleased to have teamed up with Quinn Engineering to add a few of our own DAA touches, 
and to manufacture the mounts for them.

The new Quinn III mount by DAA is the latest word in C-More mounting technology and design. 
The mount is machined from top-grade extruded aluminum to the tightest tolerances for a precise 
drop-on fit.
A newly designed integrated adjustable thumb rest paddle has been added. The paddle can be fitted 
in any of 15 positions (3 horizontal options and 5 angle options for each), or can be left off entirely.
The mount is available in Silver or Black, and includes laser engraved logos. 
It can be ordered with or without mounting holes. Available for 2011 and Tanfoglio models.

C-More Railway Click SwitchC-More Railway Click Switch

32900

C-More Railway Click Switch

The Railway sight quickly attaches to Weaver and Picatinny rail style scope mounts. This enables 
the Railway to be attached to virtually anything! Shotguns, rifles, handguns, revolvers, crossbows, 
paint ball guns; these are just a few of the applications the Railway has seen. The sight can easily be 
detached and installed on other weapons, making it the most versatile in the C-More line up. The rail 
can easily be removed, leaving the shooter with a “Slide Ride” scope.
The Click Switch, with its click adjustable function, has 12 positive positions each assigned a bright
ness setting.
The C-More sight is known for having one of the brightest dots available, providing a crisp clear 
image that won’t “wash out” on bright sunny days, and superior current consumption for longer bat
tery life. 6 MOA is standard, but other MOAs are available.

Aimpoint Micro H-1

This member of the Micro family of sights is designed and built with the competitive handgunner in 
mind. With its matte black finish and its low weight, the Micro H-1 is perfect on pistols and revolvers 
for NRA Action Pistol or IPSC competition. With its 4 MOA dot size, the Micro H-1 is also ideally suited 
for use on stainless hunting rifles.

It weighs only 105 grams with the base attached, which allows easy attachment to Weaver-style rails; 
ACED technology allows 50,000 hours of use from one battery; precision adjustment for windage 
and elevation (top of the protective caps fits onto adjustment crews, no other tool is needed); 13 
settings for use in daylight and low light conditions.

59900

DAA Aimpoint Micro H-1 Mount

The Aimpoint Micro Sight is a fantastic scope, but few good pistol mounts are available for it – and none 
like this one! Designed according to Saul Kirsch’s specifications, the DAA Aimpoint Micro Sight Mount will 
place your Aimpoint Micro Sight much lower down to the slide and get that large battery cap out of your 
way by rotating the sight 90 degrees to the left. It thereby places the battery compartment on top rather 
than off to the right. The mount attaches directly to the body of the sight without the use of the originally 
supplied dovetail mount, thus reducing bulk and obstruction of view. Available in Black or Silver Anodize. 

DAA Aimpoint Micro H-1 MountDAA Aimpoint Micro H-1 Mount

9900
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SIGHTS AND ACCESSORIES
MOUNTS, IRON SIGHTS AND ACCESSORIES

Arredondo C-More Lens Cover

The Arredondo C-More Lens Cover protects your C-More sight from rain, dirt, dust and against scratches 
when the pistol is placed in the bag. Easy to clip on and off, this is a great gadget to have handy during 
practice or at a match. It comes with a belt clip to hang on your shooting rig when not in use. 
Available in Black. 

Arredondo C-More Dot Module Hood

This is a must-have for C-More Open Division shooters! The Arredondo C-More Hood prevents glare in most 
shooting conditions and in fact lets you see your red dot clearer in direct sunlight. 
Available in Black.

2595

Duracell 1/3N 3V Lithium Battery

The best quality battery for use in your Aimpoint or C-More scopes.  
These Duracell Lithium batteries usually cost more than 8 Euros at your neighborhood photo shop. Get the 
best deal on these right here! 

895

DAA 3-in-1 C-More Mount

The DAA 3-in-1 C-More Mount is a joint development project between DAA and top European Dutch 
gunsmith, Van Mulekom. This is a solid, sturdy, single-sided mount designed for the Slide-Ride C-
More sight. It is positioned low above the slide to bring the line of sight as close as possible to the 
bore. The rear section of the mount’s base is flared and rounded to allow easier clearance of ejected 
brass. 

Features:
1. Fully adjustable DAA thumb rest with a wide 16 mm paddle. The sliding track configuration allows 
you to position the thumb rest within a range of about 12 mm forward and back and at the angle of 
your choice. 

Arredondo C-More Knob

This little C-More gadget by Arredondo attaches to the normal switch C-More scopes and indicates on/off and 
intensity. DOES NOT fit the Click Switch C-More scopes. 
Available in Black. 

1695

2. New fold-out support arm that allows you to prop the gun up on a table top when needed for a better faster grip.  
3. Replaceable blast-shield protects your lens from the muzzle blast, and is contoured and hollowed out to help deflect the blast pressure 
and reduce the force applied to the mount. This shield can easily be removed and replaced if needed. 

Available with or without mounting holes, in Black or Clear Anodize. 12900

Duracell 1/3N 3V Lithium Battery

Arredondo C-More Dot Module Hood

9516
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CZ USA Competition Sight Set

Square and prominent rear sight allows for the most accurate sight picture possible. 
This front and rear sight set fits all standard CZ 75/CZ 85/CZ 97B SP01 models without any modifica -
tion. A separate model is available for the SP01 Shadow. 
This competition rear sight positions the rear notch further back on the slide, thereby increasing 
your sight radius and allowing you more precise aiming. The fiber optic front sight offers a perfect 
match for the competition rear sight, enabling you to align the sights faster and more confidently. 
Requires 1 mm fiber rod replacements. 

7795

Warren Tactical Glock Sights with/without Fiber Optic Front

The Warren sight design is free of sharp corners, serrations, undercuts, and odd angles, so giving the 
shooter a clear and precise sight picture. 
The patented curved rear profile, called the “Waive Design”, and the radius corners of the rear notch 
combine to quickly direct the shooter’s vision upward towards the front sight and the target/threat. 
The Waive Design also allows faster target-to-target transitions. In addition, since the long outer 
corners of the rear sight have been removed, more of the target/threat area is clearly visible.

CZ USA Tactical Sight Set

Rounded corners on the rear sight make this far more comfortable to use on a carry gun, while main -
taining a top quality sight picture and precision.
This front and rear sight set will fit all standard CZ 75/CZ 85/CZ 97B SP01 models without modifica-
tion. The rear sight will require modifications to fit the SP01 Shadow. 
This Tactical rear sight positions the rear notch further back on the slide, thereby increasing your 
sight radius and allowing you more precise aiming. The fiber optic front sight offers a perfect match 
for this rear sight, enabling you to align the sights faster and more confidently. 
Requires 1 mm fiber rod replacements.

DAA Fixed Jet Wings

Don’t mind the wide wings on top of your C-More? Then the simple and durable DAA Fixed Jet Wings 
are exactly what you need!

Precision-machined from aircraft-grade aluminum, this fixed-wing design not only looks smart, but 
is a product built to last. A hard-anodized finish helps prevent scratches and wear. The DAA Fixed Jet 
Wings replace the battery cap on your C-More sight, utilizing the original screws.

3550

from

The Warren sight design is free of sharp corners, serrations, undercuts, and odd angles, so giving the The Warren sight design is free of sharp corners, serrations, undercuts, and odd angles, so giving the 

The patented curved rear profile, called the “Waive Design”, and the radius corners of the rear notch The patented curved rear profile, called the “Waive Design”, and the radius corners of the rear notch 

9500

CZ USA Competition Sight Set

0095
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GUN MAINTENANCE
CLEANING KITS AND LUBRICANTS

CED/DAA Double-End Utility Brush

The ideal utility brush that can do the job of two conventional brushes. Superb for cleaning those 
large and small hard-to-reach areas. Perfect to use for cleaning handguns, rifles, and shotguns. Avail -
able in Phosphor (for tough cleaning jobs) or Nylon (for protecting surfaces). 

5800

CED/DAA Range Ready Cleaning Kit

The first ever cleaning kit truly custom made for IPSC/
IDPA shooters!
The CED/DAA Range Ready Cleaning Kit includes ev-
erything needed for calibers ranging from .22, 9mm/38 
Super, .40SW and .44/.45 Cal.

Designed to fit comfortably into your range bag, the 
Range Ready Cleaning Kit opens to reveal a rubberized 
36 cm x 43 cm cleaning mat built directly into the kit 
itself. 

CED/DAA Double-End Cleaning Tool

Made of quality stainless steel, this strong double-head cleaning tool is ideal for those 
hard-to-reach corners and for removing stubborn grit, dirt, and lead.

Gun Bore Rope Cleaner

Simply the fastest and most convenient way to clean your gun barrel, be it a pistol, a rifle or a shot-
gun. Simply drop the weighted end down the barrel, from breach to muzzle and pull through. Do 
so with or without solvent, as best suits your needs. One pull runs a copper bristle brush as well as a 
wide long swab down the length of your barrel. You do not even have to disassemble the weapon to 
clean! Can be completed in seconds, and your barrel will be ready for another session on the range 
or in the field. 
Available in pistol calibers .38/9mm, .40/10mm, .45. Rifle calibers .223 and .308, and 12ga shot gun.

2100

585from

The first ever cleaning kit truly custom made for IPSC/The first ever cleaning kit truly custom made for IPSC/
IDPA shooters!IDPA shooters!
The CED/DAA Range Ready Cleaning Kit includes evThe CED/DAA Range Ready Cleaning Kit includes ev
erything needed for calibers ranging from .22, 9mm/38 erything needed for calibers ranging from .22, 9mm/38 
Super, .40SW and .44/.45 Cal.Super, .40SW and .44/.45 Cal.

Designed to fit comfortably into your range bag, the Designed to fit comfortably into your range bag, the 
Range Ready Cleaning Kit opens to reveal a rubberized Range Ready Cleaning Kit opens to reveal a rubberized 
36 cm x 43 cm cleaning mat built directly into the kit 36 cm x 43 cm cleaning mat built directly into the kit 
itself. itself. 

The mat, made of durable PVC material, is the perfect workstation for your field repairs and pistol cleaning needs. The non-slip surface 
prevents parts from getting lost and is easy to wipe clean after use. When finished, simply fold and zip closed. The entire cleaning kit 
measures only 20 cm x 30 cm x 3.5 cm and easily stores away inside any range bag. 

The CED/DAA Range Ready Cleaning Kit includes:
Phosphor brushes (3 pcs.) (9mm/.38 Sup., .40 Cal./10mm, .44/.45Cal.), cleaning swabs (4 pcs.) (.22 Cal., 9mm/.38 Sup., .40 Cal./10mm,.44/.45 
Cal.), stainless steel tornado brushes (3 pcs.) (9mm/.38 Sup, .40Cal./10mm, .44/.45 Cal.), nylon brush (.22 Cal.), double-end utility brushes 
(2 pcs.) (nylon/phosphor) including brush storage cases, double-head hammer (nylon/brass), custom 12 pc. hex key set (1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 
4.0, 5.0 mm and 1/20”, 1/16, 5/64, 3/32, 1/8, 5/32”), 2 pc. punch set, cleaning rod with patch loop attachment, stainless steel double-head 
cleaning tool, 4-bit custom screwdriver set (3.3 mm, 5 mm, 6 mm, #1 Phillips), 15 ml Shooter’s Choice FP-10 Lubricant Elite, wired extrac-
tor/firing pin cleaning strips (20 pcs.), cleaning patches, rubberized cleaning mat, extra pocket for storing small items. 

CED/DAA Double-End Utility BrushCED/DAA Double-End Utility Brush

The ideal utility brush that can do the job of two conventional brushes. Superb for cleaning those The ideal utility brush that can do the job of two conventional brushes. Superb for cleaning those 

CED/DAA Double-End Cleaning ToolCED/DAA Double-End Cleaning Tool

815

CED/DAA Double-End Cleaning Tool

Made of quality stainless steel, this strong double-head cleaning tool is ideal for those 

Gun Bore Rope Cleaner
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CED/DAA 4-Piece Double-Head Gunsmith Hammer

Custom designed for range use, this value-packed double-head gunsmith hammer will cover all 
your pistol repair needs. The hammer’s compact and lightweight size makes it an ideal handy addi-
tion to any range bag or workbench. 

Set includes four different head tips: Brass, Steel, Nylon, and Rubber.

995

CED/DAA Hex Key Set

Custom designed for universal pistol/scope/holster use, this exceptionally valued 12-piece set in-
cludes all the key sizes you need on the range and eliminates those you don’t!
The set includes both millimeter and inch dimension keys as follows: 
1.5 mm, 2 mm, 2.5 mm, 3 mm, 4 mm, 5 mm and 1/20”, 1/16”, 5/64”, 3/32”, 1/8”, 5/32”. 

All keys are housed in a custom-made plastic holder.

Arredondo Squib Rod

A must-have in every range bag. The perfect tool to remove that squib when it occurs. Stop banging 
on your expensive barrel and slide with metal tools and use this fiber-reinforced polymer rod. It is 
strong enough for the job and will never damage your barrel or slide. Each squib rod also includes a 
built-in scope battery cap remover and a mag base pad remover.

Long-Tip Oil Dispenser Bottle

The perfect way to transport your oil for cleaning and maintaining your firearm on the range or on 
the road. 
This new little travel pen-shaped bottle is a brilliant design, perfect for reaching in and dispensing 
that drop of oil deep inside those hard-to-reach places in your firearm. The spring loaded long tip 
releases a small amount of oil when you depress the plunger at the top of the pen. When you release 
the plunger, a spring loaded system seals up the tip, preventing the oil from leaking.  The screw-on 
cover ensures that the plunger cannot be depressed accidently while transported in your bag, and 
prevents even the smallest leak.
The pen can hold about 0.5 oz. (15 ml) of your favorite oil. 1195

9519

0015

DAA Blue-Slick Oil 1 oz. (30 ml)

The DAA Blue-Slick is a high performance PTFE (Teflon) base oil which outperformed almost every oil we have 
tried. It is non-toxic, non-corrosive, non-flammable, and is safe to use on all surfaces, including all plastics and poly-
mers. It has a mid-range viscosity of 320 CPS at 24 deg, and works well even at extreme temperatures. Its operating 
temperature is up to 350 degrees! 
The oil is supplied in a handy 1 oz. (30 ml) bottle which has a long spout tip to allow easy access to those hard to 
reach corners in your firearm. The cap closes securely preventing any leaks, making this a perfect oil for your travel -
ing gun maintenance kit.

995

CED/DAA Hex Key Set

The set includes both millimeter and inch dimension keys as follows: 
1.5 mm, 2 mm, 2.5 mm, 3 mm, 4 mm, 5 mm and 1/20”, 1/16”, 5/64”, 3/32”, 1/8”, 5/32”. 

CED/DAA 4-Piece Double-Head Gunsmith Hammer

your pistol repair needs. The hammer’s compact and lightweight size makes it an ideal handy addi
tion to any range bag or workbench. 

Set includes four different head tips: Brass, Steel, Nylon, and Rubber.

Arredondo Squib Rod

A must-have in every range bag. The perfect tool to remove that squib when it occurs. Stop banging 
on your expensive barrel and slide with metal tools and use this fiber-reinforced polymer rod. It is 

Long-Tip Oil Dispenser Bottle
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GUN MAINTENANCE
CLEANING KITS AND LUBRICANTS

Silicone Rag

A silicone rag is one of the most useful items to have in your range bag. It has multiple applications for IPSC shoot-
ers.  First and foremost you can use it to improve the feeding reliability of your magazines. Many top shooters 
run their bullets through a silicone rag before loading the ammo into the magazine. When slightly coated with 
silicone, the bullets roll better in the magazines and magazine-feeding problems are eliminated. You can also run 
the silicone rag through your mag tube when cleaning. Use the rag to wipe down the outside of your gun and 
magazines to prevent rust and remove fingerprints.

1900

Brian Enos’s SLIDE-GLIDE

SLIDE-GLIDE is specially formulated using the highest grade extreme pressure compound available. It is engi-
neered to have a stringy character that prevents “tracking” or shearing on sliding metal surfaces. It “stays put” by 
dragging itself back into the friction areas of the cycling slide and barrel. This ability to stay in place is far superior 
to conventional greases such as lithium or lithium-based metallic greases containing molybdenum or graphite. 

Furthermore, SLIDE-GLIDE fills gaps between moving parts in the top end, effectively softening the felt recoil. This 
is especially noticeable on Stock firearms and also works great on “loose” Open guns. 
For Open guns - choose the LITE version and for Standard guns - choose #1.

Gun Butter Oil

Gun Butter Oil is an exotic blend of the finest lubricants available today. 
It is specifically designed for:
1. Break-in protection and durability.
2. Clingability (film strength) to maintain its placement.
3. Enhanced lubricity to allow superior performance in all weather extremes.

Your Gun Butter Oil withstands:
a) Heat - will not burn up even in a jet engine.
b) Cold – retains performance in freezing conditions.
c) Wetness - stays intact during pouring rain.
d) Dry conditions - repels dust and airborne sand.

Needle oiler provided for precision application.  Yields roughly 50,000 rounds. 

Gun Butter Oil Pen

The perfect Gun Butter traveling companion in your range bag, portable and compact.
Specifically designed for:
1. Break-in protection and durability
2. Clingability (film strength) to maintain its placement
3. Enhanced lubricity to allow superior performance in all weather extremes: Heat - will not burn up in 
     a jet engine. Cold - unabated in freezing conditions. Wet - stays intact during pouring rain. 
     Dry - repels dust and airborne sand
4. Consistency in all weather extremes 

Not a grease, it’s an oil. 1195

900

5019

Brian Enos’s SLIDE-GLIDE

Gun Butter Oil is an exotic blend of the finest lubricants available today. 
It is specifically designed for:
1. Break-in protection and durability.
2. Clingability (film strength) to maintain its placement.
3. Enhanced lubricity to allow superior performance in all weather extremes.

Your Gun Butter Oil withstands:
a) Heat - will not burn up even in a jet engine.
b) Cold – retains performance in freezing conditions.
c) Wetness - stays intact during pouring rain.
d) Dry conditions - repels dust and airborne sand.

Needle oiler provided for precision application.  Yields roughly 50,000 rounds. 

Gun Butter Oil Pen
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FP10 Lubricant Elite (Travel Size)

As supplied in our Range Ready Cleaning Kit. This 15 ml bottle of FP-10 oil is the perfect size to drop into 
your range bag’s cleaning kit and take with you when you travel. The secure cap and applicator spout 
ensure you get only the amount of oil you need and only when you need it. Guaranteed not to leak in 
transport!

1950

Gun Butter Grease

Gun Butter’s Trigger and Locking Lug Grease offers a new technology, reducing the moment of iner-
tia in moving parts and better protecting high impact surfaces. 
Gun Butter Grease outperforms conventional graphite and molly greases and offers many times the 
adhesion. 
Suggested applications include:
• Hammer hooks
• Sear tip and pressure pads/contact points
• Sear spring tip
• Upper and lower locking lugs on the barrel 
Use sparingly. 

Shooter’s Choice FP-10 Lubricant Elite

Simply the best and most versatile gun oil on the market today!
The additive MT-10 metal treatment dramatically increases lubricity between moving parts, with no build-up or chang -
es in tolerance.
Temperature Operating Range:
• -76°F to +500°F
Advantages:
• Used by U.S. Special Forces
• Outperforms Teflon®-based products
• Reduces friction and wear
• Protects against metal damage
• Eliminates most malfunctions

Aqua Clean Bore Cleaner

Shooter’s Choice concentrated water-based formula effectively cleans the bores of all rifles, handguns, and black pow-
der firearms.

Advantages:
• Non-flammable, non-hazardous
• Contains no ammonia or solvents
• No harsh chemical odor
• Non-abrasive
• Water-soluble for easy clean-up
• Convenient applicator spout 1645

795

4515

Gun Butter Grease

Gun Butter’s Trigger and Locking Lug Grease offers a new technology, reducing the moment of iner

FP10 Lubricant Elite (Travel Size)

Recommended uses:
• Firearms
• Auto
• Sports equipment
• Fishing tackle
• Industrial
• Household
• Marine

Increases accuracy by removing from your bore:
• Copper
• Lead
• Carbon                                           
• Powder fouling
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MC#7 Bore Cleaner and Conditioner

The only one-step concentrated solvent needed for cleaning and conditioning the bores of handguns, rifles, and 
shotguns.

Advantages:
• Safe, quick, and easy
• Conditions bore for impact accuracy on first shot
• Seasons bore to resist fouling build-up
• Non-abrasive – harmless to the bore surface
• Maintains accuracy in new firearms
• Restores accuracy in old firearms
• Prolongs barrel life

GUN MAINTENANCE / TARGETS
CLEANING KITS AND LUBRICANTS / TARGETS AND ACCESSORIES

Synthetic AllWeather Grease

Engineered to meet the most demanding needs for firearm lubrication and protection. Great for nick-
el, stainless steel, and chrome moly.

Prevents metal damage in the following areas:
• Actions • Shotgun hinges and hardware
• Frame rails • Bolt-action locking lugs

Advantages:
• Quick and easy to apply
• Doesn’t gum up
• Odorless (for the hunter)
• Doesn’t wash off with water
• Clings to metal surfaces
• Doesn’t melt when hot
• Doesn’t fly off full autos
• Doesn’t stiffen when cold

Rust Prevent Preservative/Lubricant

Aerosol 6 oz./170 g
A superior anti-oxidant moisture-displacing agent engineered to preserve all gun metals.
Simply spray on a thin layer – and that’s it! Your weapon will be protected against the harshest conditions.

Protects against:
• Rust 
• Corrosion
• Fingerprints and body acids
• Pitting
• Salt air

13 45

1395

Removes all types of fouling:
• Powder
• Lead
• Plastic shotgun wad fouling
• Carbon
• Copper

1695

Temperature Operating Range:
• -65°F to +350°F

Recommended uses:
• Firearms
• Auto
• Sports equipment
• Fishing tackle
• Industrial
• Household
• Marine
• Shop

Advantages:
• Displaces water
• Ultra thin film
• Penetrates
• Non-conductive
• Lubricates
• Prevents electrolysis

Recommended uses:
• Firearms
• Auto
• Sports equipment
• Fishing tackle
• Industrial
• Household
• Marine
• Shop 
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Aqua Clean Firearms Cleaner/Degreaser

Advanced water-based formula quickly dissolves oil, grease, and powder fouling in actions, receivers, and trigger 
assemblies, yet safe to use on all firearm surfaces.

Advantages:
• Non-flammable, non-hazardous • Non-corrosive • Harmless to bluing, plastic, and polymers
• Safe to use on camouflage, painted and wood finishes • No harsh chemical odor • Biodegradable • Water soluble 
for easy clean-up • For use in ultrasonic cleaning equipment and parts washers • VOC compliant, ships and stores as 
a non-regulated product

Increases reliability in all firearms by removing fouling:
• Dirt • Grease • Oil • Grime • Powder fouling • Soft carbon
Pump sprayer 16 oz./473 ml

2095

Aqua Clean Firearms Cleaner/Degreaser

IPSC Full Size/Miniature Cardboard Targets

Top quality IPSC full size/miniature cardboard targets that have well marked score lines and a firm dual layer 
wafer structure, ensuring long life and good weather resistance. These targets will take more hits than most 
before needing to be replaced.
The full size target is made precisely according to IPSC competition legal requirements, while the miniature 
targets are approximately 60% in size and perfect for airsoft practice or for simulating greater distance with 
full bore calibers.
Each target has a white back, useful for using as No-Shoot or hard cover targets.
The full size targets are sold in packs of 20 (€0.57), 50 (€0.52) or 100 (€0.47). 
The miniature targets are sold in packs of 25 (€0.55), 50 (€0.49) or 100 (€0.44). 044from

DAA Target Classic Bag

This bag is the answer to a problem many shooters are familiar with - targets rolling around all over the 
car! And not having a hand free for carrying the targets from the car together with your range bag, ammo, 
and other necessary gear. So, if you need to transport your own targets to the range, you will find that this 
new bag is a must-have item! 
The bag is made of strong D600 textile to ensure many years of service. The main compartment is designed 
to hold 15-20 full size Classic or Metric targets and zips shut with a good quality zipper. Three additional 
customized pockets are sewn on the front of the bag: the first is designed to hold the Speed Patcher Ap-
plicator or similar and closes with a Velcro flap; the second is designed to hold your tacker and also closes 
with a Velcro flap; the third larger pocket, with the wraparound zipper, is a general purpose compartment 
for carrying rolls of tape, tacks, nails, tools, and anything else you may need on the range to set up your 
targets. 

3550

DAA Speed Patcher and Patches

The  fastest, easiest, and cheapest way to patch your targets!  The applicator is super lightweight, 
weighing only 200 grams. It is compact: 24 cm x 11 cm x 4 cm, and will not add unwanted bulk or 
weight to your range bag.

The patches are custom made to match the color of our IPSC targets. They are the perfect size for 
patching bullet holes (including 45ACP) without  over-patching the target. Patch size: 16 mm x 21 
mm. 1,000 patches per roll.
Available in Brown, Black, and White.    
Price per roll (1,000 patches) €2.50 | Over 10 rolls (per roll) €2.20 | Over 50 rolls (per roll)  €1.95

6200

DAA Speed Patcher and Patches

395from
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RANGE CARTS / AIRSOFT
TROLLEYS FOR EVERYDAY AND MATCH USE / AIRSOFT TIMER AND TARGETS

Eckla Multi Rolly Holding Bar

The Holding Bar is a must-have accessory for 3-gun shooters, who need to transport their shotgun or rifle (or 
both) along with their range bag and ammo. The Eckla Holding Bar can be attached to either the Multi Rolly 
or the Beach Rolly models, offering support for up to 3 long guns. The aluminum assembly is adjustable to 
accommodate various types of rifles or shotguns. 
It is covered with transparent rubber to protect your firearms and includes adjustable quick-release straps to 
hold the guns in place. It can be assembled or disassembled in seconds. 

21950

Eckla Multi Rolly

The Eckla Multi Rolly is an excellent choice for the serious shooter looking for a cart/chair combo.
This sturdy, yet lightweight cart folds down flat and the wheels are easily removed for transport in the boot 
of any car. A carry bag is included to store the wheels, in case they are wet or muddy. The cart has large inflat-
able outdoor wheels, which ensure safe and easy transport even across very rough ground. The handle is 
high and comfortable to reach, making transporting even a heavy load easy work.

The Multi Rolly, unlike the Beach Rolly, has a transport platform in addition to a folding seat. This means 
you can leave your range bag high and dry while you sit. The Multi Rolly chair is higher and therefore more 
comfortable to use, especially when wearing your rig. Quality construction and materials throughout. Made 
in Germany by Eckla.

The Eckla Holding Bar, shown here, can be added as an accessory (purchased separately), perfect for sup-
porting rifles or shotguns for 3-gun use. 

Eckla Beach Rolly

A practical and e翿� cient trolley for use on the range. This sturdy, yet lightweight cart folds down flat and the 
wheels are easily removed for transport in the boot of any car. A carry bag is included to store the wheels, in 
case they are wet or muddy.
The cart has large inflatable outdoor wheels which ensure safe and easy transport even across very rough 
ground. The handle is high and comfortable to reach, making transporting even a heavy load easy work.
When you get to your location, you can place the bag on the floor and sit in the comfortable wide seat.
Quality construction and materials throughout. Made in Germany by Eckla.

Available in a handsome Navy Blue with Yellow sides.

The Eckla Holding Bar can be added as an accessory (purchased separately), perfect for supporting rifles or 
shotguns for 3-gun use.

Eckla Beach Rolly with Sunroof and Windshield

This Eckla Beach Rolly model includes the extra feature of a windshield, which also acts as a headrest for extra 
comfort, and an adjustable sunroof. Available in Navy Blue with Yellow sides.

The Eckla Holding Bar can be added as an accessory (purchased separately), perfect for supporting rifles or shot-
guns for 3-gun use. 

12495

5054

50143
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CED LED Stop Plate

With a 15.3 cm (6”) diameter and constructed of 3 mm-thick steel plate, the CED LED Steel Stop Plate in-
cludes two LED lights which alternate between yellow and blue each time it is hit. Each plate comes with 
a 17” long 3.5 mm male plug for connecting to a CED8000 timer. When connected, the stop plate sends an 
impulse signal to the timer whenever it is hit, recording the time of the hit on the timer itself. 

Perfect for club matches when the timer is used to start the course of fire and the stop plate when hit, to 
end it. The competitor’s completed course time is then registered on the timer. 

CED7000A Airsoft Shot Timer

Specially designed for the airsoft market. The CED7000A timer has all the same great features as the well-
known CED7000 timer - but with a new and more sensitive microphone especially calibrated to be used 
with airsoft guns. 
Its ultra sensitive microphone may not produce the best results when used with big caliber guns, so choose 
this model only if you plan to use it with airsoft only. 

The CED7000A is available in a unique orange color.   €119.00 non RF     €135.00 with RF

CED Falling Popper

Standing 37 cm tall (14.75”) and constructed of 3 mm-thick steel plate, this falling popper can be set up as a forward or 
backward falling plate. Adjustable sensitivity makes this popper a fantastic training device for a wide range of airsoft, 
BB, and pellet guns. Does NOT come with LED lights. 

CED LED Static Popper

Standing 37 cm tall (14.75”) and constructed of 3 mm-thick steel plate, this fixed popper includes a dual LED 
light which alternates between yellow and blue each time it is hit. 

Adjustable sensitivity makes this popper a fantastic training device for a wide range of airsoft, BB, and pellet 
guns. Uses three AAA batteries (not included).

5195

00139
from

CED LED Stop PlateCED LED Stop Plate

CED7000A Airsoft Shot TimerCED7000A Airsoft Shot Timer

Specially designed for the airsoft market. The CED7000A timer has all the same great features as the well-Specially designed for the airsoft market. The CED7000A timer has all the same great features as the well-
known CED7000 timer - but with a new and more sensitive microphone especially calibrated to be used known CED7000 timer - but with a new and more sensitive microphone especially calibrated to be used 
with airsoft guns. with airsoft guns. 
Its ultra sensitive microphone may not produce the best results when used with big caliber guns, so choose Its ultra sensitive microphone may not produce the best results when used with big caliber guns, so choose 
this model only if you plan to use it with airsoft only. this model only if you plan to use it with airsoft only. 

The CED7000A is available in a unique orange color.   €119.00 non RF     €135.00 with RFThe CED7000A is available in a unique orange color.   €119.00 non RF     €135.00 with RF

5195

Each stop plate includes a 7” long steel extension arm for attaching it to wooden target stands. 
Adjustable sensitivity makes this stop plate a fantastic training device for a wide range of airsoft, BB, and pellet guns. Uses three AAA 
batteries (not included).

CED LED Static PopperCED LED Static PopperCED LED Static PopperCED LED Static PopperCED LED Static PopperCED LED Static Popper

6595
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RANGE WEAR
SHOOTING PANTS, JACKETS, CUSTOM SHIRTS, CAPS AND MORE

7995

DAA Shotac Shooting Pants

Our Shotac Pants are made of lightweight, tough and durable ripstop fabric that provides ample flex 
and an extremely comfortable fit. You enjoy all the advantages of sportswear – absolute comfort and a 
wide range of motion - in pants that don’t appear loose fitting or baggy. 
 
The Shotac pants feature:
- A self-adjusting tunnel waistband, with a full 2” range of fit
- An extra frontal pocket for that “load and make ready” magazine (or for your cell phone)
- Two large rear Velcro pockets
- Large, quick access angled side pockets
- Wide belt loops and double layered fabric in the belt area for increased comfort when wearing your 
   shooting rig
- Double layered knee area, for increased durability
- Steel front snap with DAA logo; Shotac logo embroidered on back pocket flap
- Fade- and stain resistant fabric
Available in Black or Navy Blue

11900

DAA Shotac Softshell Jacket

The DAA Shotac jacket is a lightweight multi purpose softshell jacket, perfect for mild to cold weather.
It is truly multipurpose. The removable fleece lining allows you to go from a lightweight summer wind -
cheater to a warmer, cold weather light jacket. 

The DAA Shotac jacket offers ample storage space, with two internal large pockets, two hand warming 
pockets, two magnetically closed upper chest pockets, and an additional zippered side pocket on the 
front. In addition, pen holders are incorporated in each upper arm. 
The water repellent zipper assembly and covering flap prevent penetration of wind and rain, as do the 
special rubberized “storm cuffs”.

Dull colored light reflecting stripes on both the front and back of the jacket improve low visibility safety.

Sizes are US scale (on the large side) so if in doubt, order one size smaller.
Available in Black.

1800

DAA Shooting Cap

A smart top quality baseball-like cap, in white, red and navy color scheme.

The Double-Alpha Shooting Cap boasts a 3-D embroidered DAA logo on the front, and the round 3-D 
DAA logo on left and right sides.

One size fits most.

DAA Shooting CapDAA Shooting Cap

ON THE MARKET
NEW

ON THE MARKET
NEW
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8700

DAA 2013-2014 Custom Team Shirt

We are proud to offer our 2013-2014 customized shooting/competition 
shirts at an unmatched quality! 
 
Choose between Polo or T-shirt and add your custom naming and logos. 
It is that simple!
 
With the use of the dye-sub printing method, a visual texture can be cre-
ated on a fabric for designs that maximize the use of both graphic tech-
nology and garment printing.  This technology takes ordinary shirt print-
ing to the next level by personalizing the design for the individual

shooter or groups/teams.  Top of the line materials and polyester dri-fit fabric is the formula for a perfect sublimated shirt. Dri-fit fabric is 
used by the big names in the sports industry. Using lightweight air cool fabric for the shirt side panels, we ensure utmost warm weather 
comfort. 
 
Please refer to the sizing chart online and take your time to select the right size for you, as follows:
 
- Lay down a good fitting shirt on a flat surface.
- Measure from underarm to underarm, that point where the sleeve meets the side.
- Multiply the number by two. 
- Look for the number in the size chart. 

from

2200

DAA/CED Knee Pad Set

Competitive shooting often requires fast maneuvering on stages of fire where dropping to your knees, bending 
under low fixtures, or going prone may be required. Protection of the knee area is vital in preventing injuries. CED 
and Double-Alpha Academy have teamed up in designing a protective yet very functional product ideal for the 
competitive shooter.

The DAA/CED Knee Pad Set consists of two knee pads made with double layers of foam padding assembled in 
three sections. This allows for flexible movement while providing a custom tapered fit. The two adjustable straps 
attach quickly and easily around the leg with Velcro straps, so the pads can conveniently be worn over pants 
without having to be pulled over shoes. Easy on/easy off 2-piece set.

995

DAA Multi-Purpose Range Gloves

The DAA Multi-Purpose Range Gloves are perfect to protect your hands from dirt, splinters, 
or lead.

These gloves are made with the latest technology in microfiber materials and are 100% envi -
ronmentally friendly. They are thin and lightweight, yet offer protection far exceeding what 
would be expected from such a glove. They look smart in a black and grey color combina-
tion, and sport the DAA logo embroidered on the right wrist.

The fine glove material and snug-fitting design leave your hands feeling totally unencum-
bered; so much so, that you can easily hold a pen and write or load bullets in your maga-
zines while wearing them. They are the perfect way to ensure you keep your Progrip on your 
hands and off your bullets while you load your mags! 

ON THE MARKET
NEW
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LONG GUNS / 5.11
SHOTSHELL CADDIES AND RIFLE ACCESSORIES / 5.11 BAGS

3895

DAA Magnetic 12GA Caddy

The DAA Magnetic 12GA Caddy is a new innovative approach to competition carry of 12GA ammo. 
Gripping the shells only by their base eliminates the need to make adjustments as you change from 
one shell length to the next. The caddy utilizes the same belt hanger used for our Racer and Magnetic 
pouches. This belt hanger allows you to attach the Caddy to any 1.5” belt, firmly and securely without 
any wiggle or play. The Caddy can be assembled from either side, and at your chosen angle, providing 
you an unlimited range of positioning options to suit your preferred reloading technique.

The powerful magnets hold the individual shells securely and allow you to grab as many or as few as 
you choose, while the remaining shells are held in place for later use. Unlike other traditional caddy 
designs, the DAA Magnetic 12GA Caddy holds the lower shells securely even when the top shells are 
removed.

 4-Shell Magnetic 12GA Caddy  €27.95     6-Shell Magnetic 12GA Caddy  €29.95
from

4195

12GA Tactical Strippers - 4/6 Shell

California Competition Works’ Tactical Strippers are available in 4-shell or 6-shell versions that allow you 
quick access to your shotgun reloads or specialty ammunition.
Engineered to carry up to 3” magnum shells as well as the longer European shotshells such as Eley and 
Sellier & Bellot. Each pouch includes a set of spacers that allows you to adapt the pouch to your length 
of ammunition.
All are equipped with a stainless steel belt clip that will fit up to a 2 1/4” duty belt.    4-shell  €28.95       
6-shell  €29.95

from

12GA Tactical Strippers - 4/6 Shell12GA Tactical Strippers - 4/6 Shell

California Competition Works’ Tactical Strippers are available in 4-shell or 6-shell versions that allow you California Competition Works’ Tactical Strippers are available in 4-shell or 6-shell versions that allow you 
quick access to your shotgun reloads or specialty ammunition.quick access to your shotgun reloads or specialty ammunition.
Engineered to carry up to 3” magnum shells as well as the longer European shotshells such as Eley and Engineered to carry up to 3” magnum shells as well as the longer European shotshells such as Eley and 
Sellier & Bellot. Each pouch includes a set of spacers that allows you to adapt the pouch to your length Sellier & Bellot. Each pouch includes a set of spacers that allows you to adapt the pouch to your length 

12GA Tactical Strippers - 4/6 Shell12GA Tactical Strippers - 4/6 Shell

6300

Arredondo AR-15 Magwell

The AR-15 Magwell that is taking the sport of 3-Gun by storm! If you are serious about making fast reloads 
with your AR, this is the way to go. The large polymer magwell is assembled in seconds and greatly increases 
the size of the mag port in your AR. Allows for much faster, more consistent reloads. 

Arredondo AR-15 MagwellArredondo AR-15 Magwell

The AR-15 Magwell that is taking the sport of 3-Gun by storm! If you are serious about making fast reloads The AR-15 Magwell that is taking the sport of 3-Gun by storm! If you are serious about making fast reloads 

3895

Arredondo AR-15 Magazine Button

Another great competition product from Arredondo for 3-Gun and rifle shooters. This two-piece extension 
button can be fitted onto your AR rifle without requiring any gunsmithing and is assembled in minutes. The 
new extended button simply replaces the factory one. The much larger slip-free mag release button allows 
for faster, more secure reloads. 

4695

DAA Rifle/Shotgun Soft Bag

The DAA Rifle/Shotgun Bag is a multipurpose soft-sided rifle case that provides the convenience of carrying 
and protecting your firearms. Dense 2.5 cm-thick foam padding assures full protection even in the event of 
rough handling or falls.  The bag is 130 cm long and can hold a rifle or shotgun up to 124-126 cm in length. 
It is over 30 cm wide in its midsection, so it can easily accommodate a scoped rifle or even an AR-15 with a 
handle-mounted optic sight. 
The specially designed dual-system carry harness gives you two choices of wear: a traditional rubber-padded, 
wide shoulder strap, or detachable backpack-style harness that allows you to keep your hands free. 

DAA Rifle/Shotgun Soft BagDAA Rifle/Shotgun Soft Bag
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5.11 Rush 24 Backpack

Sized for a twenty-four hour excursion, the 5.11 Tactical RUSH 24 Backpack is loaded with the features operators 
need and want. Designed by special operations combat veteran, Kyle Lamb of VTAC, these backpacks come 
with two large compartments and a compression strap system that allows expandability depending upon how 
much gear you carry. The front section of the pack includes an organizer; a separate zippered compartment, 
a key fob and radio/magazine pockets with hook and loop straps. The main compartment has three mesh 
zippered pockets and a separate large cinch pocket. There are two full-length side pockets that can handle a 
variety of different items including water bottles. The top of the backpack has a separate fleece lined eyeglass 
pocket and 2 smaller external zippered gear pockets.

18995

5.11 Rush 72 Backpack

Sized for a three-day excursion, the 5.11 Tactical RUSH 72 Backpack is loaded with the features operators 
need and want. Designed by special operations combat veteran, Kyle Lamb of VTAC, these backpacks come 
with two large compartments, and a compression strap system that allows expandability depending upon 
how much gear you carry. The front section of the pack includes an organizer panel with two zippered mesh 
compartments, a large zippered pocket, a key fob and radio/magazine pockets with hook and loop straps. 
The main compartment has three mesh zippered pockets and a separate large cinch pocket. There are two 
full-length side pockets that can handle a variety of different items including large water bottles. The top of 
the backpack has a separate fleece lined eyeglass pocket and a smaller external zippered gear pocket.

5.11 Rush 12 Backpack

Sized for use as a Go-Bag, day trips, o翿� ce commutes, or as a smaller carry-on, our RUSH 12™ pack is loaded with 
most of the same features as its larger teammates for maximum utility. Designed by special operations combat 
veteran, Kyle Lamb of VTAC, the RUSH 12™ was created because of end-user input. Its large main compartment 
has a pocket that will fit most sleeved laptops, and the bungeed cinch top will keep any load in place. Two mesh 
pockets on the inside of the main flap hold computer accessories, electronics, binos, and other smaller items you 
want readily accessible. The 12”H x 9”W x 1”D Admin compartment on the front of the pack opens wide and has 
slots and pockets to organize pens, business cards, camera, GPS, and much more, plus two key keepers and a large 
internal zippered pocket.  

5.11 Rush Delivery Messenger

This comfortable bag is designed to fit a 15” laptop in a padded, internal sleeve and offers over 20 
organizing pockets. Two Backup Belt System pockets, one internal and one external with zippered 
and Velcro closure allow you to either completely conceal your weapon or to have it prepped and 
not seen. Web platform and multiple attachment points, as well as internal and external BBS make 
customizing this bag a snap, while the top carry handle and padded shoulder strap ensure it’s always 
by your side. Both ends of the RUSH Delivery have concealed, expandable gussets that fit a standard 
water bottle, but cinch flush when not in use, maintaining a neat, clean, professional finish for all of 
your daily commuting needs. 

11095

95129

95132

5.11 Rush 12 Backpack

5.11 Rush Delivery Messenger
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5.11 Single Gun Case 36”/42”

Protect your valuable long guns with 5.11 Tactical Series padded gun cases. Loaded with features 
to secure your rifles and shotguns along with necessary accessories and ammo, our long gun cas-
es are designed by operators for operators. The VTAC cases are built with durable, water resistant 
1,050-denier nylon and rugged YKK® zippers. Exterior and interior molle-compatible panels will ac-
cept any VTAC pouch or other molle compatible item.

The main compartment features dividers in the corners and hook-and-loop lashing points to secure 
your firearms. The front smaller compartment includes divider panels with molle panels for more 
options and storage of accessories and ammo. Both the main and front compartments are padded 
on all sides to protect your critical gear. The long gun case features top and bottom compression 
straps and comes with a removable shoulder strap. Bag dimensions are slightly longer than listed 
to ensure a great fit.

20095

5.11 Double Gun Case

Protect your valuable long guns with 5.11 Tactical Series padded gun case. Loaded with features 
to secure your rifles and shotguns along with necessary accessories and ammo, the 42” long gun 
cases are designed by operators for operators. The VTAC cases are built with durable, water resistant 
1,050-denier nylon and rugged YKK® zippers. Exterior and interior molle-compatible panels will ac-
cept any VTAC pouch or other molle-compatible item.

The main compartment features dividers in the corners and hook-and-loop lashing points to secure 
your firearms. The front smaller compartment includes divider panels with molle panels for more 
options and storage of accessories and ammo. Both the main and front compartments are padded 
on all sides to protect your critical gear. The 42” long gun case features top and bottom compression 
straps and comes with a removable shoulder strap. Bag dimensions are slightly longer than listed 
to ensure a great fit.

5.11 Mission Ready Bag

Designed for any operation, the Mission Rolling Du翿� e Bag has all the storage space you’ll need 
for your gear and clothing. When your du翿� e bag is fully loaded, we’ve made sure that it is easy to 
transport by including a collapsible handle, heavy-duty wheels and axle, and reinforced bottom 
corners and skids. When you’re ready to access your gear, the bag opens up easily for access to the 
main compartments and pockets. When you are ready to roll, the du翿� e bag zips up quickly and can 
be compressed and secured with the zippers and adjustable high impact locking clasps. 

5.11 Taclite Pro Long Sleeve Shirt

The Taclite™ Pro Long Sleeve Shirt is the perfect complement to the 5.11 Taclite™ Pro Pants. The 5.11 Taclite™ Pro 
Long Sleeve Shirt is a comfortable, durable and functional choice for law enforcement, military and fire profession -
als. Ideal for both on and off-duty wear, the innovative 5.11 Taclite™ Pro Long Sleeve Shirts have 5.11’s exceptional 
fit, patented hidden document pockets and unmatched heat management system.

21095

9570

95141

5.11 GEAR
BAGS AND CLOTHING

5.11 Single Gun Case 36”/42”

5.11 Double Gun Case

Protect your valuable long guns with 5.11 Tactical Series padded gun case. Loaded with features 
to secure your rifles and shotguns along with necessary accessories and ammo, the 42” long gun 
cases are designed by operators for operators. The VTAC cases are built with durable, water resistant 
1,050-denier nylon and rugged YKK® zippers. Exterior and interior molle-compatible panels will ac

from

5.11 Single Gun Case 36”/42”5.11 Single Gun Case 36”/42”
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5.11 Sabre Jacket

Based on end-user feedback, 5.11 has updated the adjustable sleeve closure to ensure the Velcro functions 
properly, allowing you to adjust the opening as needed. 
Hi-tech meets tactical with 5.11’s new Sabre Jacket. Bringing you breakthrough technology in outerwear mate-
rial for law enforcement. You and your gear will stay warm, dry, comfortable and ready for any situation. 
The three layer microfiber outer material is lightweight, windproof, waterproof, soft, and durable. The softshell 
microfiber is bonded to tight-knit fleece to increase comfort and warmth, and then lined for added durability. 
The overall weight of the Sabre Jacket is perfect for all season use and looks great on the job or for casual wear. 

25295

5.11 3-in-1 Parka

Looking for versatility in a warm jacket? 5.11 3-in-1 Parka offers tremendous value for such feature-packed 
outerwear. Designed with patrol in mind, this parka not only keeps you warm, but also provides you with all the 
safety and performance you need. From immediate access to your side arm to hidden ID panels, you’ll find that 
this parka may be the only outerwear you need.

5.11 Packable Jacket

Looking for a lightweight rain jacket in its own pack? Our Packable Jacket packs into its own convenient pouch 
and is easily stowed in your vehicle or gear bag.  The Packable Jacket features mic loops, a vertical chest pocket 
and hand pockets. Made of durable nylon, this Packable Jacket is perfect for stowing away in a number of key 
locations and will stay clean in its pouch. You may want to have more than one stowed in critical locations.

5.11 Tac Dry Rainshell

Waterproof, breathable, ultra lightweight jacket.  Working closely with law enforcement and conceal carry 
permit holders to develop the latest in advanced waterproof, breathable outerwear technology, the new 5.11 
Tac Dry™ Rainshell will exceed your expectations. 
Designed to be worn on or off duty, in undercover or covert carry situations, the 5.11 Tac Dry™ Rainshell is 
fully waterproof, seamsealed and breathable. With its lightweight outer shell and longer cut for use over a 
holstered side arm, this new jacket is sure to be a huge hit. 

6795

95149

95259

5.11 Tac Dry Rainshell

5.11 Performance Polo Shirt

The Performance Polo Shirt is a new concept in neat, clean and professional. Made of 100% polyester, this 
performance polo shirt has a slight sheen and stays looking good day in and day out. We’ve included all the 
features of our cotton Tactical Polo including mic clips, fully gusseted sleeves and pen pockets on the left 
sleeve. The Performance Polo Shirt fabric is moisture wicking to constantly wick moisture away from your body. 
The fabric dries fast to keep you comfortable and the shirt is antimicrobial which prevents the growth of odor 
causing bacteria.

5095
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5.11 Taclite Pro Pants

5.11 Tactical has done it again. Our new Taclite™ Pro Pants is ready for wear and we know this one will be a hit. Fash-
ioned after our traditional 5.11 Tactical pants, the new 5.11 Taclite™ Pro Pants features a lightweight poly-cotton 
ripstop fabric and a fully gusseted crotch that allows for full range of movement. These pants have pockets located 
for easy access to all of your gear. An external knife pocket on the right front side gives you easy access to a 5.11 
Knife. Two cargo pockets are located on both thighs and a magazine/cell phone pocket is located over the left cargo 
pocket for quick access with your off-hand. The magazine and new knife pocket are reinforced with 100% Cordura 
nylon. We have kept our signature slash pockets in the rear along with the strap found on our 5.11 Tactical Pants. 

8995

5.11 Stryke Pants with Flex-Tac

The new Flex-Tac™ Stryke Pants is another breakthrough pants exclusively from 5.11 Tactical. Fea-
turing a new proprietary fabric with built-in stretch. 

The Flex-Tac™ Stryke Pants features:
- Proven 5.11 Tactical comfort and durability
- Self-adjusting tunnel waistband for comfort
- Badge holder front belt loops
- Quick access, low-profile angled pockets
- Genuine YKK® zippers and Prym® snaps
- Discrete double knee with interior knee pad pocket
- Fade and stain resistant fabric 

5.11 Taclite Pro Shorts

The new Taclite™ Pro Shorts are ready for wear and we know this one will be a hit. Fashioned after our traditional 
5.11 Taclite™ Pro Pants, the Taclite™ Pro Shorts features a lightweight poly-cotton ripstop fabric and a fully gusseted 
crotch that allows for full range of movement. These pants have pockets located for easy access to all of your gear. 
An external knife pocket on the right front side gives you easy access to a 5.11 Knife. Two cargo pockets are located 
on both thighs and a magazine/cell phone pocket is located over the left cargo pocket for quick access with your 
off-hand. The magazine and new knife pocket are reinforced with 100% Cordura nylon. We have kept our signature 
slash pockets in the rear along with the strap found on our 5.11 Tactical® Pants. 

5.11 Original Pants

Law enforcement, military and fire professionals worldwide consistently choose the 5.11 Tactical 
Pants for both on and off-duty wear. First specified by the FBI National Academy as standard training 
issue, the pants have enjoyed considerable popularity over the past 30+ years. The cotton 5.11 Tacti-
cal Pants comes in 11 colors, with size ranges to fit virtually everyone. Known for its signature rear 
slash pockets and strap,the sturdy, seven-pocket 5.11 Tactical® Pants is so comfortable and functional, 
it has become an industry icon.

7195

9571

5.11 GEAR
CLOTHING

7195

5.11 Original Pants
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5.11 Taclite 6” Boot

The design of the Taclite™ boot is both modern and traditional. We use the traditional lace to toe 
construction, but have strategically placed multiple panels of leather, mesh and nylon to speed up 
the appearance and increase the functionality. The profile of the boots is rugged, fast and support-
ive, while the toe down looks traditional and no nonsense.

The Taclite™ boot has a combination of suede, 1200D Cordura nylon and breathable air mesh. Be-
hind the scenes the Taclite™ boot enhances the breathability with the use of perforated EVA foam 
padding instead of the traditional basic foam backings. To further enhance the moisture manage-
ment system, we use antibacterial and moisture wicking linings. This combination of materials will 
keep your feet comfortable and dry throughout your long shift. 

19995

5.11 XPRT Tactical Boot

The 5.11 XPRT (Extreme Performance for Rapid Tactics) Tactical Boots are the tactical boots of choice 
for urban tactical operators. The USA full-grain leather and 1200D nylon upper is comfortable and 
durable. These tactical boots come with a Sympatex® waterproof-breathable membrane and an 
antibacterial and moisture-wicking lining which will keep your feet comfortable and dry. You’ll also 
be protected from the hidden dangers of blood borne pathogens. Designed to be fast, lightweight 
and responsive, the XPRT Tactical Boots incorporate cutting-edge design features, traditional con-
struction processes for proven durability and great value. Every tactical boots in our line includes 
our trademark Shock Mitigation System® which combines construction components to offer you 
the ultimate in support for high impact activity. The 5.11 Shock Mitigation System® is lightweight 
with superior compression and rebound, resulting in comfort, stability and optimal speed. 

5.11 Tactical Trainer Low/Mid 2.0

The new and improved Tactical Trainer 2.0 was designed based on feedback from 5.11 Tactical’s 
Product Development Meetings. End-users requested a tactical boot that can be worn covertly, 

that also features the function, comfort, and innovation they have come to expect 
from 5.11 Tactical products. The Tactical Trainer 2.0 is disguised as a light hiker 

and when worn with jeans or 5.11 Cover Khakis, can help you disappear into 
a crowd, or pair it with our Taclite™ Pro pants and train on the range. You 

can also wear these trainers to the gym or off the clock for a family hike or 
pick-up football game.

11995

95149

The 5.11 XPRT (Extreme Performance for Rapid Tactics) Tactical Boots are the tactical boots of choice 

from
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Product Development Meetings. End-users requested a tactical boot that can be worn covertly, Product Development Meetings. End-users requested a tactical boot that can be worn covertly, 

that also features the function, comfort, and innovation they have come to expect that also features the function, comfort, and innovation they have come to expect 
from 5.11 Tactical products. The Tactical Trainer 2.0 is disguised as a light hiker from 5.11 Tactical products. The Tactical Trainer 2.0 is disguised as a light hiker 

and when worn with jeans or 5.11 Cover Khakis, can help you disappear into and when worn with jeans or 5.11 Cover Khakis, can help you disappear into 
a crowd, or pair it with our Taclite™ Pro pants and train on the range. You a crowd, or pair it with our Taclite™ Pro pants and train on the range. You 

can also wear these trainers to the gym or off the clock for a family hike or can also wear these trainers to the gym or off the clock for a family hike or 
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FUN ITEMS
PRO-GRIP, CLOCK, CLOTHS AND ACCESSORIES

DAA Lens Cleaning Cloth

A handy and portable microfiber cloth for cleaning your glasses or optic sight.

The cloth measures 16 x 16 cm when open, and it stuffs quickly and easily into a small neoprene pouch, 
measuring just 3.5 x 5 cm.

The pouch includes a functional plastic D-loop, allowing you to clip the cleaning cloth to the outside of 
your range bag, or even on your pant loops to have handy at all times.

Pro-Grip Lotion - 2 oz. Bottle/Holder

Pro-Grip is a handcream applied before shooting that greatly increases the friction between your hands and the 
pistol. This increased friction gives you the confidence to shoot without over-gripping the gun, a common and 
detrimental mistake.
Pro-Grip dries in seconds. It leaves a thin white powdery layer on your hands that can easily be washed off with soap 
and water. 

Our Pro-Grip holder is custom made to  fit the bottle perfectly. This elastic belt holder is the best way to carry your 
Pro-Grip Make sure you have it with you when you need it - just before you shoot your stage. 

GRIPMASTER PRO Hand Exerciser

The ability to control recoil and muzzle lift starts with the hands. Your hand is really five separate systems that 
work in seamless unity. The only way to develop superior strength, endurance, and coordination in your hands 
is to challenge and develop each finger individually.  
When you exercise with GRIPMASTER PRO, you’ll notice an amazing difference almost immediately. The sepa-
rate system which operates each finger awakens and strengthens. Only GRIPMASTER can get this incredible 
result! Red: Medium tension (7 lb. per finger), Black: Heavy tension (9 lb. per finger), Gray: Extra heavy tension 
(11 lb. per finger).

The Gripp II

The newest generation hand exerciser and stress reliever. Designed to build the muscle groups in your fingers, 
hands, wrists and forearms. Helps build dexterity and reduces stress. 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed. Great for all 
sports, all people and all ages. Used around the world for its many health benefits. Available in Black, Blue, Red or 
Green.

900

0020

700

9523

Range O翿� cer Assist Kit

The DAA Range O翿� cer Assist Kit is a must-have item for anyone planning to score targets out on the 
range.
The kit includes:
· A smart looking aluminum black anodized card holder case (which has extra room for business cards).
· Two DAA IPSC Scoring Overlay gauges, allowing you to use one as a line marker.
· A 3X power magnifying card.
· 4 double-sided printed cards with many of the most useful rules, critical to remember, such as DQ 
  regulations, equipment pointers and more.

1595
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Practice Deck 1.0

One of the common questions shooters ask is “What should I practice?” The correct answer, “Every-
thing”, is a hard pill for most folks to swallow. After some research in the fields of kinesiology and motor 
learning, DR Performance Shooting discovered something interesting - that pseudo-random practice 
works better for long-term skill retention than hundreds of repetitions of an individual skill (in kinesiol -
ogy terms, this is referred to as “blocked” practice – i.e., a “block” of one skill). This blocked-out practice 
works for learning a new skill’s movements and intricacies. Once you know the moves, moving towards 
a more random pattern may result in slower gains for each skill in a particular practice session, but you’ll 
retain more of those gains in the next practice session and match. 

DAA Stainless Steel IPSC Target Clock

Here’s the perfect gift for your IPSC-loving friends, spouse, or, let’s face it – yourself! This stainless steel target-
shaped wall clock is perfectly proportioned to resemble the IPSC classic target. The clock’s dial is made from 
2 mm thick brushed stainless steel, laser cut with exceptional precision. The surface finish is polished and 
blemish-free. The clock weighs a hefty half kilo, measures 21.5 cm x 17 cm, and has the feel and finish of a 
true quality item. Clock movement is an EZ quartz clock with hour, minute, and second metal hands, RoHS-
approved, and powered by a single AA battery (included). 

Double-Posted Pistol and Rifle Pins

So cool to put on your shirt, jacket, cap, or range bag. These double-posted metal pins are 
miniature versions of your favorite IPSC guns and rifles. 

You can choose a pistol from Open STI guns with C-More or Aimpoint, Limited 1911, a 
Glock, or a scoped revolver. Choose a rifle from the Galil, M-16, FAL, or Barrett. All are cast 
with fine detail.

Illusion Bullet Hole Stickers

Gives the illusion of multiple bullet holes on metal. 
Multiple realistic-looking stickers per sheet. Quantity per sheet varies according to bullet type chosen. 
Durable and weather resistant, even washable. 
Easy to apply and remove. Package measures 10.5 cm x 23 cm.

Bumper Stickers

Sometimes a bumper sticker can just say it all! Here’s a selection of some of our favorite bumper stickers to stick on your 
car, pistol case, or just about anywhere it may catch your eye and make you smile. Measuring 25 cm x 7.5 cm and with 
top quality adhesive to ensure they stay put. 

550

9545

9523

550

900

Bumper Stickers
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12GA Tactical Strippers 4/6................. from €28.95.............p.98

2006 USPSA multi -gun DVD................ €25..............................p.48

2007 Desert Classic DVD....................... €22..............................p.48

2009 US Nationals DVD....................... €25..............................p.48

3GM2 More Techniques DVD.............. €45..............................p.49

3GM2 Techniques DVD......................... €45..............................p.49

3M Peltor Hygiene Kit........................... €9.50...........................p.70

3M Peltor SportTac................................. €169............................p.69

3M Peltor WS SportTac.......................... €389............................p.69

3M Peltor X4A........................................... €34.95.........................p.69

4-Pack Pickup Tubes............................. €26.50.........................p.62

5.11 3-in-1 Parka...................................... €239.95....................p.101

5.11 Double Gun Case........................... €189.95....................p.100

5.11 Mission Ready Bag........................ €199.95....................p.100

5.11 Original Pants.................................. €59.95......................p.102

5.11 Packable Jacket.............................. €54.95......................p.101

5.11 Performance Polo Shirt ............. €39.95......................p.101

5.11 Rush 12 Backpack........................... €99.95.........................p.99

5.11 Rush 24 Backpack.......................... €119.95.......................p.99

5.11 Rush 72 Backpack.......................... €169.95.......................p.99

5.11 Rush Delivery Messenger............ €109.95.......................p.99

5.11 Sabre Jacket..................................... €249.95....................p.101

5.11 Single Gun Case............................. from €129.95.........p.100

5.11 Stryke Pants..................................... €79.95......................p.102

5.11 Tac Dry Rainshell............................ €139.95....................p.101

5.11 Taclite 6” Boot................................ €139.95....................p.103

5.11 Taclite Pro Pants.............................. €59.95......................p.102

5.11 Taclite Pro Shirt (Long Sleeve).. €59.95......................p.100

5.11 Taclite Pro Shorts........................... €59.95......................p.102

5.11 Trainer Low/Mid............................  from €119.95........p.103

5.11 XPRT Tactical Boot........................ €189.95...................p.103

Aimpoint Micro H-1............................... €589............................p.85

Aluminum Roller Handle..................... €47.50.........................p.61

Ammo Brass Wizard............................. €69.95.........................p.80

Aqua Clean Bore Cleaner...................... €13.45.........................p.91

Aqua Cleaner / Degreaser.................. €13.95.........................p.93

Arredondo C-More Lens Cover........ €11.95.........................p.86

Arredondo +10% Mag Spring.......... €7.................................p.83

Arredondo +3 Base Pad........................ €18...............................p.84

Arredondo +3/4 Glock Kit................... €23...............................p.83

Arredondo AR-15 Mag Button.......... €25.95.........................p.98

Arredondo AR-15 Magwell................. €49...............................p.98

Arredondo C-More Hood................... €19.95..........................p.86

Arredondo C-More Knob................... €11.95..........................p.86

Arredondo Follower.............................. €8..................................p.84

Arredondo Magazine Brush.............. €12................................p.83

Arredondo Powder Drop Slide Bar. €39................................p.67

Arredondo Squib Rod.................... €12................................p.89

Arredondo Tanfoglio Kit.................. €17.95..........................p.84

Arredondo Thumb Rest.................... €25................................p.81

BabyUpLULA........................................... €34.95..........................p.82

Bilsom Leightning ........................................... €24.......................p.70

BladeTech AR-15 Pouch................................. €32.50.................p.23

BladeTech DOH Holster.................................. €69.......................p.24

BladeTech Double AR-15................................ €34.95.................p.24

BladeTech Speed Rig Holster...................... €74.95.................p.24

Border Shift Bag............................................... €32.50.................p.63

Brian Enos Slide Glide...................................... €14.......................p.90

BUL Polymer +1 Base Pad............................. €8.50....................p.84

Bumper Stickers............................................... €2.50.................p.105

C-More Railway Click Switch....................... €299.....................p.85

Carbide Pistol Dies.......................................... €69.50..................p.60

Case Feeder 220V............................................ €245......................p.62

CED Ammo Brass Pouch.............................. €9...........................p.42

CED BigBoard Display.................................. €205.......................p.32

CED Deluxe Pistol Bag................................... €21.........................p.41

CED Deluxe Pro Range Bag........................ €99.........................p.39

CED Falling Popper........................................ €39.95...................p.95

CED LED Static Popper................................. €49.95...................p.95

CED LED Stop Plate....................................... €49.95...................p.95

CED M2 Battery............................................. €59.9......................p.33

CED M2 Chronograph................................... €249......................p.33

CED M2 Infrared Screen Set........................ €125......................p.33

CED Mag Storage Pouch............................ from €13.50........p.42

CED Pistol Bag................................................. from €19.95........p.41

CED Pistol Insert Sleeve.............................. €14.........................p.41

CED Precision Instruments.......................... €49.........................p.65

CED Pro Electronic Scale............................. €179.......................p.66

CED Professional Range Bag....................... €85.........................p.39

CED Shooting Mat.......................................... €79.........................p.81

CED Time Keeper........................................... €59.00...................p.31

CED Tripods...................................................... from €12.95........p.32

CED Universal Pocket Scale......................... €95.........................p.66

CED Universal Pouch..................................... €19.95...................p.41

CED Waterproof Case with Trolly............. €95.........................p.40

CED Waterproof Rifle Case........................ €189.......................p.40

CED XL Professional Range Bag.............. €130.......................p.39

CED/DAA Cleaning Tool............................. €4.15......................p.88

CED/DAA Gunsmith Hammer.................. €15.95....................p.89

CED/DAA Hex Key Set................................ €9.95......................p.89

CED/DAA Range Ready Kit.......................... €49.........................p.88

CED/DAA RangeCart Pro.............................. €89.95...................p.38

CED/DAA RangePack Pro........................... €189.......................p.34

CED/DAA RangePack Medium................. €149.......................p.37

CED/DAA Utility Brush................................. from €2.85...........p.88

CED2000 External Horn.............................. €112.......................p.32

CED7000 Car Charger................................. €9.50......................p.31

CED7000 Custom Case............................... €15.50....................p.30

CED7000 Lanyard......................................... €11.50....................p.31

CED7000 Rotating Belt Clip...................... €14.50....................p.30

CED7000 Screen Protector....................... €9.95.......................p.31

CED7000 Shot Timer................................... €119........................p.29

CED7000 Silicone Skin................................ €9.50........................p.30

CED7000 Wristband..................................... €19.50......................p.30

CED7000A Airsoft Timer........................... from €119.............p.95

CED7000PRO Car Charger.......................... €9.50........................p.27

CED7000PRO Printer Paper........................ €1.95........................p.27

CED7000PRO Screen Protector................. €9.95........................p.27

CED7000PRO Silicone Skin......................... €9.50........................p.27

CED7000PRO..................................................... €189.........................p.26

CM-2000 Case Separator............................ €77.50......................p.63

CM-500 Case Separator............................... €49.50......................p.64

Corn Cob Media.............................................. €8.95........................p.67

CR Speed Belt.................................................. €62............................p.24

CR Speed Versa Pouch.................................. €29.95......................p.25

CR Speed WSM II Holster............................. €149..........................p.25

Custom Chronograph Carry Case............. €39............................p.33

CZ USA Competition Sights...................... €79............................p.87

CZ USA Tactical Sights................................. €79............................p.87

DAA Golden 20-Pocket Gauge................ €47.50......................p.51

DAA 3-in-1 C-More Mount....................... €119.........................p.86

DAA Adjustable  Thumb Rest....................... €49.95......................p.80

DAA Aimpoint H-1 Mount.......................... €89............................p.85

DAA Aluminum Base Pad............................ €25............................p.84

DAA Blue Slick Oil.......................................... €7.95........................p.89

DAA Competition Belt................................. €55............................p.22

DAA Custom Team Shirt............................. from €75.................p.97

DAA CZ SP01 Aluminum Grip.................. €65............................p.81

DAA Deluxe Magazine 8-Pack.................. €19.95......................p.42

DAA Fixed Jet Wings..................................... €27.50......................p.87

DAA Hard Cases............................................... from €69.................p.40

DAA In-Mag Bullet Counter....................... €19.95......................p.82

DAA Inner Belt Only..................................... €14.95......................p.22

DAA IPSC Clock.............................................. €37.95....................p.105

DAA Lens Cleaning Cloth.......................... €4.............................p.104

DAA Mag Brush and Bit Set...................... €21.95.......................p.83

DAA Magazine Brush................................... €9.95.........................p.83

DAA Magazine Gauge................................. €29.95.......................p.50

DAA Magnetic 12GA Caddy...................... from €27.50.............p.98

DAA Magnetic Pouch.................................... €32............................p.22

DAA Golden Gauge...................................... €24.50......................p.51

DAA Optics Alpha.......................................... €74.95......................p.71

DAA Optics Echo............................................ €64.95......................p.72

DAA Optics Lima............................................ €28.50......................p.72

DAA Optics Pro Set........................................ €119.95....................p.71

DAA Overlay Gauge...................................... €1.95.........................p.65

DAA PDR Holster.......................................... €69.95.......................p.21

DAA PDR Pro.................................................. €74.50.......................p.20

DAA Pistol Dust Cover.................................. €10............................p.42

DAA Range Gloves......................................... €9.95.........................p.97

DAA Rifle/Shotgun Soft Bag....................... €34.95.......................p.98

DAA Shooting Cap...........................................€15............................p.96

DAA Shotac Shooting Pants...................... €69.95.......................p.96

LIST OF PRODUCTS
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DAA Shotac Softshell Jacket.................. €109..........................p.96

DAA Single Stack Magnetic Pouch......... €26.95.................p.17

DAA Speed Patcher / Patches...................... €59.......................p.93

DAA Standard Measurement Box............ €95.......................p.51

DAA Target Bag................................................ €23.50.................p.93

DAA/CED Knee Pads....................................... €19.......................p.97

DAA/CR Magnet Bracket............................... €24.95.................p.23

Deluxe Magnetic Pouch................................ €35.......................p.23

Digital Reloading Counter........................... €29.95.................p.65

Dillon 1050......................................................... €1795..................p.59

Dillon Case Lube.............................................. €12.50.................p.64

Dillon Case Feeder Assembly....................... €316.50...............p.64

Dillon Conversion Kits.................................... from €48.50.......p.61

Dillon Decapping Pins................................... €8.95....................p.62

Dillon Quick Change Kits............................... from €109.50....p.62

Dillon Rapid Polish 290................................ €12.50.................p.64

Dillon RL550B................................................... €429.....................p.59

Dillon Square Deal............................................ €395.....................p.60

Dillon XL650....................................................... €765.....................p.59

Duracell 1/3N Battery...................................... €6.95....................p.86

Eckla Beach Rolly + Sunroof......................... €129.50...............p.94

Eckla Beach Rolly............................................... €104.95...............p.94

Eckla Holding Bar............................................. €46.50.................p.94

Eckla Multi Rolly............................................... €199.50...............p.94

FP10 Lubricant Elite (small)...................... €3.95....................p.91

FP10 Shooter’s Choice (Large)................ €11.45....................p.91

Frankford Arsenal Vibra-Prime.................... €69.95.................p.65

Gripmaster Pro................................................. €19.95...............p.104

Gun Bore Rope Cleaner................................. €16........................p.88

Gun Butter Grease........................................... €15.50..................p.91

Gun Butter Oil Pen.......................................... €9.95....................p.90

Gun Butter Oil................................................... €15.50..................p.90

Illusion Bullet Hole Stickers.......................... €2.50..................p.105

IPSC Targets....................................................... from €0.44..........p.93

IPSCore Pro iOS App.................................... €15.99..................p.44

JS-50X Scale...................................................... €49.95..................p.66

JS-VG20 Scale................................................... €99.95..................p.66

Long Tip Oil Dispenser Bottle..................... €9.95....................p.89

Low Powder Indicator................................... €49.50..................p.60

LULA..................................................................... €24.95..................p.82

M2 Rechargeable Battery............................ €59.95..................p.33

Machine Cover................................................ €49........................p.61

Master Class Series DVD................................ from €29.............p.50

MC#7 Bore Cleaner......................................... €12.95..................p.92

Mini Mr.Bulletfeeder..................................... €119......................p.54

Mini Mr.Bulletfeeder Magazine Tubes.... €44.95..................p.54

Mr.Bulletfeeder by DAA.............................   from €399...........p.55

Mr.Bulletfeeder Conversion Kit............... from €135..........p.55

Mr.Bulletfeeder Dropper Assembly.......... €85........................p.56

Mr.Bulletfeeder Output Assembly............ €29.95..................p.56

Mr.Bulletfeeder Powder Funnel................. €35........................p.56

Perfect Practice iOS App............................... €15.99..................p.44 

Perfect Practice............................................... €25........................p.43

Pilla Performance - Outlaw X..................... €399......................p.74

Pistol and Rifle Pins...................................... €5.........................p.105

Powder Check System.................................... €75.50.................p.60

Practice Deck 1.0.............................................. €17.95...............p.105

Primer Flip Tray................................................. €19.95..................p.63

Pro-Grip Lotion................................................. €13.....................p.104

Pro-Shot iOS/Android.................................. Free.......................p.46

Pro-Shot............................................................. €25........................p.43

Quinn Mount by DAA.................................... €85........................p.85

Race Master Holster....................................... €179.........................p.8

Race Master Custom Logo.......................... €25............................p.9

Race Master Holster Revolver..................€189.........................p.9

Race Master Pouch + Magnet................... €65.50...................p.14

Race Master Pouch....................................... €47.50...................p.12

Racer Pouch + Magnet................................. €44.95...................p.16

Racer Holster................................................... €119.......................p.15

Racer Pouch.................................................... €29.95...................p.16

Range O翿� cer Assist Kit.............................. €11.95.................p.104

RangePack Pro Rig Strap............................ €6.95......................p.35

RF100 Primer Filler 220V............................ €340.......................p.62

RHT Gas Pedal................................................. €65.........................p.81

Rudy Project - RYDON................................. from €119............p.73

Rudy RYDON - Hunting Set...................... €199.......................p.73

Rudy RYDON - Optical Insert................... €54.90....................p.73

Rust Prevent Lubricant................................ €9.95......................p.92

SHOTMAXX Custom Case......................... €9.95.........................p.7

SHOTMAXX Power Pack............................ €14.95......................p.7

SHOTMAXX Skins and Screen Protector.€12.95......................p.7

SHOTMAXX Shot Timer.............................. €149..........................p.6

Silicone Rag..................................................... €4............................p.90

Single Stack Racer Pouch.......................... €29.95....................p.17

SmartReloader 50/100 Boxes..................... from €4.25............p.67

SmartReloader Bullet Puller...................... €22..........................p.67

SmartReloader Case Tumbler.................... €59.95....................p.67

SmartReloader SR112................................. €54.95....................p.68

Snap-Caps........................................................ €13.95....................p.80

Sordin Silicone Gel...................................... €31.95....................p.70

Sordin Supreme-Pro X................................. €209........................p.68

Sordin Supreme-Pro.................................... €179........................p.68

Spare Parts - Maintenance Kit.................. €42.50.....................p.63

Speedmag 5CW Pouch............................. €24.50.....................p.25

Speedsec 5CW Holster............................. €115.........................p.25

Steel Challenge iOS App........................... €15.99......................p.45

Synthetic AllWeather Grease................. €8.45........................p.92

Tactics of the 2007 Nationals............... €25............................p.48

Target Tracker iOS/Android.................... €7.99.........................p.45

The 2008 Steel Challenge DVD............. €25............................p.47

The 2009 USA Nationals........................... €25............................p.47

The Gripp II.................................................... €6............................p.104

Thinking Practical Shooting..................... €29.50....................p.43

Tool Holdter + Wrench Set......................... €37.50...................p.61

UpLULA Loader..................................................€34.95...................p.82

UpLULA - Single Stack Aligning Insert......€9.95......................p.82

Vibratory Case Cleaner....................................€230......................p.63

Warren Tactical Glock Sights......................... from €64.95........p.87

World Shoot XV DVD......................................... €25.........................p.47

World Shoot XIV DVD....................................... €25.........................p.49

World Shoot XVI DVD....................................... €30.........................p.46

XL650/RL550B Strong Mount........................ €52.........................p.61

ZEM Hearing Protection............................... from €22.50.......p.70



ACHIEVING EXCELLENCE WITH DOUBLE-ALPHA
THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING DOUBLE-ALPHA AND MAKING US PART OF YOUR SUCCESS!

info@action-shop.gr +306975223937 &+302373043027

www.action-shop.gr 
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